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ABSTRACT
2 4 +The enaction Mg(pi ,piN) and the angular correla­
tion between Mg first excited state deexcltatlon gamma 
rays and the nuclear recoil direction following pion Inelas­
tic scattering were studied at 200 MeV by means of coinci­
dence measurements of outgoing charged particles and nuclear 
deexcltatlon gamma rays. The angular d^tributi^pj of both 
plons and protons in coincidence with Na and Mg first 
excited state deexcltatlon gamma rays is consistent with 
those expected from quasi-free scattering. Comparison of 
results with final state nucleon charge exchange models sug­
gests that final state nucleon charge exchange plays a minor 
role in single nucleon knockout reactions. The2^re^minary 
measurement of the angular correlation between Mg deex­
citation gamma rays and the nuclear recoi^direction is sim­
ilar to the angular correlation W(0) ■ sin (20) expected for 
non spin flip transitions.
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
The existence of the pion as the mediator of the 
strong force in a manner analagous to the role of photons in 
electrodynamics was first suggested by Yukawa in 1935. 
Since the discovery of pi mesons over three decades ago in 
the study of high altitude cosmic rays by Lattes, Muirhead, 
Occhialini and Powell (Lat47), the properties of pions, and 
their usefulness as nuclear probes have been examined vigor­
ously. Until the middle of the last decade, experimental 
pion physics progressed slowly because of the absence of 
well defined, high flux, pion beams. At that time, "meson 
factories" began operation, and with them, experimental pion 
physics has started to blossom. At present these facilities 
include SIN (Swiss Instiute for Nuclear Research) in 
Switzerland, TRIUMF (Tri-University Meson Facility) in 
British Columbia, and LAMPF (Clinton P. Anderson Meson 
Physics Facility) in New Mexico.
The continuing interest in pions and their interac­
tions is due to their unique properties. The pion is a 
pseudoscalar boson. It has zero spin and negative intrinsic 
parity. As a boson, it can be absorbed and emitted in nu­
clear interactions. This fact is central to its role as the
- 1 -
2mediator of the strong force. The pion is also an isovector
particle with isospin one, appearing therefore in three
charge states. This feature permits charge exchange and
double charge exchange reactions, the latter being unique to
pions. Pion reactions can therefore lead to a large range
of isospin values in the residual nucleus, from T = T -2
z
through T^+2 through double charge exchange reactions.
Techniques used in experimental pion physics have 
slowly changed. The earliest cross section determinations 
of pion-nucleus scattering were dependent upon nuclear chem­
istry activation measurements (Pos64, Ree64, Chi69). This 
method, although still in use, has the distinct disadvantage 
that only a small group of residual nuclei can be observed, 
and that the separate yields of the states of the final nu­
cleus cannot be obtained. In addition, complex chemical 
processing is often required. For a long time however, be­
cause of poor pion beam characteristics, this method was 
among the more successful. Precision scattering experiments 
involving pions have, until recently, also suffered from 
poor pion beam qualities. During the late 1960's, observa­
tion of nuclear deexcitation gamma rays from residual scat­
tered nuclei started to develop into a rather powerful meas­
urement tool (Kos71). It then became possible to determine 
pion reactions rather precisely somewhat independent of beam 
qualities, since residual state levels could be observed di­
rectly. With the advent of the "meson factories", the use
3of magnetic spectrometers has become feasible. The premier 
pion spectrometers, EPICS at LAMPF and SUSI at SIN, have an 
optimum resolution of around 150 keV, capable of resolving 
many residual state levels. Since the advent of high quali­
ty pion beams, coincidence experiments, involving the obser­
vation of a scattered pion and a knockout nucleon have been 
undertaken at LAMPF and SIN (Gra81, Ash79, Var78). 
Coincidence measurements between deexcitation gamma rays and 
scattered pions or knockout nucleons have been suggested as 
a technique which is more powerful than that of a "single 
arm" measurement technique. An early such measurement was 
undertaken at Saclay with low energy pions (Leg78). A pre­
liminary feasibility study of this technique (Lin78), was 
undertaken at LAMPF using a single gamma ray detector in co­
incidence with a single charged particle telescope. The re­
sults of this study suggested the need to develop a large 
scale coincidence measurement system sensitive to deexcita­
tion gamma rays, knockout nucleons and scattered pions.
1.1 THESIS PROJECT
This thesis reports the development of a large 
scale deexcitation gamma ray - charged particle coincidence 
measurement system, and a study of pion nucleus scattering 
performed at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility 
in Los Alamos, New Mexico. Specifically, the present inves-
•f
tigation is a study of pi inelastic and single particle
2 4knockout scattering on Mg using a coincidence particle 
telescope-gamma ray spectrometer system. Chapter II briefly 
reviews the theoretical motivations for this study of pion 
inelastic and quasi-elastic scattering. Chapter III con­
sists of a description of the measurement system and techni­
que. Chapter IV contains the methods used for data reduc­
tion and analysis. Chapter V provides the first results 
from the use of this system.
Chapter II 
THEORETICAL MOTIVATION
The present study is concerned with two distinct 
facets. The first of these is an angular correlation meas­
urement between the first excited state deexcitation gamma 
24
ray from Mg and the recoil nucleus following pion inelas­
tic scattering. The second object of the current study is a 
measurement of pion scattering in single nucleon removal 
processes. Since theoretical treatments of the pion-nucleus 
system are almost exclusively based upon the pion-nucleon 
system, aspects of this system will be rapidly reviewed be­
fore consideration is given to either the angular correla­
tion formalism or the treatment of quasielastic scattering.
2.1 PION NOCLEON SYSTEM
Because hadronic interactions exhibit isospin in­
variance to good accuracy, the total isospin T is conserved. 
Since the isospins of the pion and the nucleon are 1 and 1/2 
respectively, the total isospin for pion-nucleon scattering 
can have two values; either T = 3/2 or T = 1/2. The possi­
ble projections with pi+ are then: T = +3/2, +1/2 for
z
T=3/2 and T = +1/2 for T=l/2. Kemmer (Kem38) proposed that z
because of isospin invariance, the interaction of a pion
- 5 -
with a nucleon of a certain parity and total angular momen­
tum J depends only on the total isospin T. It is therefore 
convenient to construct a particular pion-nucleon state
|pi,N > in terms of the isospin |T,T > eigenstates, in a
z
manner parallel to the formalism used for angular momentum 
and spin addition. This representation is shown in table I 
(Bra7 3).
TABLE I
|pi,N > states in isospin |T,T > representation,z
lpi+ »P > = 13/2,3/2 >
lpi°»P > = (2/3)1/2|3/2,l/2 > - (l/3)1/2|l/2,l/2 >
1 Pi »P > = ( 1/3)1/2|3/2 ,1/2 > - (2/3)1/2|1/2,-1/2 >
1 pi+ ,n > = (l/3)1/2|3/2,l/2 > + (2/3)1/2|l/2,l/2 >
1 40I pi ,n > = (2/3)1/2|3/2,l/2 > + (1/3)1/2|1/2,-1/2 >
I pi ,n > = |3/2,-3/2 >
Again because of isospin invariance under rotations in isos­
pin space, the scattering amplitudes describing all pion-nu­
cleon interactions depend upon only the total isospin. 
Therefore, linear combinations of only two scattering ampli­
tudes, ^2/2 an(* ^1/2* t*ie Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
as shown in Table I, are necessary to describe all interac­
tions (Kal65). The scattering amplitude A3^2 corresponds to 
pure T = 3/2 scattering. The amplitude corresponds to
pure T = 1/2 scattering. The isotopic spin portions of the 
total cross sections are then (Leo73):
C ( p i + p->pi+p) = (A3/2^2
cr(pi"p->P i"p) = i /9(a 3/2 + 2a 1/2)2 (2)
0'(pi"p->pi°n) = 2/9(A3/2 - A 1/2)2 (3)
Free pion-nucleon scattering cross sections have 
been summarized by many authors (Bar68,Bra7 3). The striking 
peaks at pion kinetic energies of roughly 200 MeV in the 
laboratory frame of reference in both the pi and pi+ nu­
cleon reactions are evidence for the first resonance discov­
ered in particle physics. A comparison of the just men­
tioned cross sections in the region of 200 MeV suggests that 
the total isospin T = 3/2. Phase shift analysis of this re­
sonance (Fuj50,Bru51) suggests that the spin of the reso­
nance is J = 3/2+ . This determination is verified by the 
shape of the differential cross section which exhibits a P 
state angular momentum characteristic at this resonance. 
One can examine the differential cross section for pi+ p
8scattering (Nis63):
k2 dO"/dXi=sin2 (d^3)+(sin2(d3 ^)+4sin2 (d33)
+4sin(d3 ^)sin(d33)cos(d3 ^-d33))cos2e 
+2(2sin(dj3)sin(d33)cos(d^3-d33) 
+sin(d^3)sin(d3^)cos(dj3-d3^))cos e 
+sin2 (d31-d33)sin2e (4)
Here the d ^  are the pion nucleon phase shifts, which total­
ly determine the differential cross sections. The 'ij' sub­
scripts refer to the isospin (i=2T) and spin (j=2J) where J 
= 1 + 1/2 . The cos term is characteristic of a p wave.
The cos term reflects interference between s and p angular
2
momentum states. Finally, the sin term is the spin-flip 
portion. If only the J = 1/2 or the J = 3/2 angular momen­
tum states are allowed to contribute, the following differ­
ential cross sections are obtained:
S1/2: d < r / d & =  sin2a3/k2 (5)
P l/2:d<7/d^ = sin2a31/k2 (6)
P3/ 2 :d<r/dXl= sin2a33(l + 3cos2e)/k2 (7)
The last differential cross section, equation 7, 
yields a peak in pion-nucleon excitation functions at 200
MeV laboratory energy. This resonance, which is labeled as
(1232 MeV) or the (3,3) resonance has a width of roughly 115
-24MeV, a lifetime of 6 x 10 seconds and occurs in four
charge states ranging from -1 through + 2 (Kel80) .
2.2 QUASI-ELASTIC PION NUCLEUS SCATTERING
One of the principal contributions to the scatter­
ing of medium energy particles by nuclei is the quasi-elas­
tic process (Jac73).
In general, the quasi-elastic scattering process is 
a one step, direct reaction. Essentially this means the 
beam projectile interacts only with a single nucleon in the 
target nucleus. The remaining nucleons in the target are 
treated as spectators that at most provide a slowly varying 
potential energy distribution in which the interaction takes 
place. Quasi-elastic scattering is therefore very similar 
to free pion - nucleon scattering. Given this model, it was 
hoped that the isospin dependence of free pion nucleon scat­
tering would prove useful in the interpretation of quasi-e- 
lastic scattering and provide a unique method of separating 
the roles of protons and neutrons in nuclei.
Initial attempts to check the validity of direct 
reaction mechanisms in pion single nucleon knockout scatter­
ing were undertaken with activation measurements (Chi68, 
Dro75). These studies compared pi^:pi total cross sec­
tions. If a quasi-elastic process dominated, one would ex­
10
pect two observations. First, excitation curve shapes would 
follow that of the (3,3) resonance. Secondly, one would ex­
pect the pi+ :pi ratio to be close to the 3:1 ratio obtained 
from free pion-nucleon scattering (pi+ p — > pi+ p:pi p --> 
pi p + pi p — > pi°n). The excitation curves obtained by 
Dropesky e_t al^ . (Dro75) do have the general shape of the 
(3,3) resonance. However, pi+ :pi total cross section rat­
ios of 1.5:1 were obtained. The shape of the excitation 
curves for single nucleon knockout suggests that the reac­
tion is basically quasi-elastic. The difference of the 
measured pi+ :pi cross section ratio has been considered to 
be due to final state charge exchange where the struck nu­
cleon undergoes charge exchange with another nucleon as it 
leaves the nucleus (Ste75, S1177). However, charge exchange 
models have had only limited success in consistently fitting 
the available activation data (Kar81). In general, activa­
tion measurements cannot be considered a sensitive test of 
the direct reaction mechanism in pion scattering. 
Activation measurements are inclusive measurements, and are 
only able to observe long lived states in residual nuclei.
Recent gamma ray experiments by Lieb e_t al^ . (Lie75, 
Lie79) and Morris e_t a_l. (Mor77) have also investigated the 
reaction mechanism in single nucleon removal. The work of 
Lieb e_t al^ . was performed on *^0 and looked at specific fi­
nal nuclear states in the mirror nuclei and *"*N. A high
resolution Ge(Li) detector was used for the detection of
prompt gamma rays produced by 180 MeV pi+ and 215 MeV pi 
beams. With quasi elastic scattering, the cross section of 
the states in the residual nucleus is proportional to the 
pickup reaction spectroscopic factor associated with that 
specific level (Kol69) . The data of Lieb et _al. showed only 
excitation of the 3/2 states in 15n (6.323 MeV) and in 150 
(6.177 MeV). These states have large spectroscopic factors 
and hence they would be strongly excited by a direct reac­
tion process. The J=l/2 states also have strong spectro­
scopic factors. However, for the and nuclei, these
states correspond to the ground state and hence were not ob­
served.
Reaction mechanism studies have also been undertak­
en with magnetic spectrometers to observe directly final 
state products of pion scattering. A review by Ingram 
(Ing79) discusses recent data from the SUSI spectrometer at 
SIN on inclusive pion scattering from *^0. For positive 
pion scattering, several important points were found. 
First, a broad peak occurs in the scattered pion energy 
spectra at the energy kinematically appropriate for quasi-e- 
lastic scattering. Secondly, the energy centroid of this 
peak shifts with scattering angle in a manner similar to 
that observed in free pion-nucleon scattering. This shift
was also observed by Levenson ejt ad. (Lev81) in the scat-
12 58 208tered pion energy spectra of C, Ni, and Pb. Figure 1
illustrates the shift of pion peak energy centroid with
12
changing pion scattering angle for the reaction 
*^0(pi+ ,pi+ ') for 163 MeV incident pions at angles between 
30° and 134°.
Thirdly, integrating the measured doubly differential cross 
sections presented by Ingram (Ing79) over scattered pion en­
ergy yields singly differential cross sections (dO" / dll ) 
that strongly reflect the free pion nucleon differential 
cross section. This integration is over an inclusive spec­
trum. Therefore there are contributions from processes oth­
er than single nucleon knockout. Figure 2 shows angular 
distributions of pions obtained by integrating over the 
pion scattering energy. The dotted lines are the average 
pion-nucleon differential cross sections multiplied by an 
arbitrary factor to give agreement at backward pion
scattering angles.
Ingram suggests that the lower than expected yield (assuming 
quasi-elastic scattering) at forward pion scattering angles 
is due to Fauli suppression of small momentum transfer qua- 
sifree scattering. Basically, Fauli suppression means that 
the struck nucleon's momentum is not enough to be excited to 
a continuum level. However, in a similar experiment Bowles 
et a l . (Bow78) have measured the quasi-free charge exchange 
reaction ^ 0 ( p i + ,pi°) at 100 MeV. Figure 3 illustrates the 
measured *^0(pi+ ,pi°) differential cross section. The 
dashed line represents the free pion-nucleon charge exchange 
cross section arbitrarily normalized to match the data The
13
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charge exchange data of Bowles et^  al_. do not seem to indi­
cate any strong Pauli suppression at forward pion scattering 
angles.
The general agreement obtained by both Ingram and Bowles j^ t 
a l . with free pion-nucleon angular distributions suggests 
that quasi-free single nucleon knockout is a dominant mecha­
nism in pion scattering on ^ 0 .  The measurements by
Levenson et al. of pion scattering from ^He, ^ C ,  ^®Ni, and 
208
Pb indicate that the reaction producing the broad peak in 
the scattered pion energy spectra is "dominated by a common 
mechanism which does not depend on the detailed structure of 
the nucleus" (Lev81). With different nuclei, the broad peak 
appears at the appropriate energy for quasi-elastic scatter­
ing, and changes in energy with changing pion scattering an­
gle. In summary, these observations support a quasi-free 
scattering mechanism in pion-nucleus scattering.
The present experiment observed nuclear deexcita­
tion gamma rays in coincidence with either scattered pions 
or knockout protons. Gamma rays resulting from pion scat­
tering are specific to the resulting residual state. 
Therefore, the present experiment can identify both scat­
tered pions and knockout protons associated with single nu­
cleon removal to a specific residual nuclear state. Since 
pions and protons are observed at several angles relative to 
the beam, the experiment yields an angular distribution of 
pions and protons associated with the residual state. If
16
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quasi-elastic scattering is the dominant reaction mechanism 
as suggested by Ingram, the angular distribution of pions in 
coincidence with a specific deexcitation gamma ray should 
follow that of free pion nucleon scattering. This statement 
assumes that the angular distribution of the deexcitation 
gamma rays is isotropic. Previous experiments (Mor77, 
Bol76) using Na(I) gamma ray detectors at 90° and 125° with 
respect to the beam have found excitation functions for pion 
induced single nucleon removal to be the same for both de­
tectors within experimental uncertainties. In addition, for 
quasi-elastic reactions the angular distribution of protons 
measured in coincidence with gamma rays associated with sin­
gle nucleon knockout is limited to forward angles.
2.3 INELASTIC PION SCATTERING AND GAMMA RAY ANGULAR 
CORRELATION
It has long been known that the angular correlation 
of scattered particles and deexcitation gamma rays obtained 
in coincidence experiments provide important details of par­
ticle interactions with the nucleus. These experiments pro­
vide information about the polarization of the excited nu­
cleus, and thereby investigate the spin dependent aspects of 
the interaction (Sat55, Ban57, Cle61, Pin61, Ryb70). 
Considerable experimental work using protons and alpha par­
ticles has been undertaken in the past (McD62, Edi64, Bat65, 
Edi65, Can69, Bar71).
18
To consider the spin dependence of pion nucleus 
scattering in an impulse approximation, the pion nucleon 
scattering amplitudes can be written in terms of the nucleon 
spin independent and spin dependent components and Ag 
(Leo7 3)
A , „ = A«(«) + i C*nsin0*A (©) (8)pi-N N S
where n is normal to the scattering plane, © is the pion 
scattering angle and O' is the Pauli spin operator. A^ and 
Ag are commonly called the nonspin flip amplitude and spin 
flip amplitude. The O ’ * n term of equation (8) is the fa­
miliar spin orbit coupling. With this coupling, the spin of 
the struck nucleon is rotated 180° about n in the scattering 
plane. This is evident when one considers that:
O’.'kj* Sfj and O'j'Pj i * i
where is the spin eigenvector along the f direction. The 
minus spin implies a spin reversal. The differential cross 
section (equation (4)) can then be rewritten as
d<7/dXl= 1/2(1 A^ | 2 + sin26|Ag|2) (9)
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The incoherence in this differential cross section is simply 
due to the orthogonality of the two possible final spin 
states of the nucleon. The nonspin flip and spin flip am­
plitudes can be expanded in terms of partial waves (Leo73)
\  = l / a S C K a 1 ^  + 2a13_) + ( l + l X a 1^  + 2a13+) )P1(cos 6)
(10)
As = 1/32 (-ali_ - 2&13- + ali+ + 2fll 3+) I>/1(cos 6)
1 (1 1)
X £ ti
where a 2T+ are the 1 partial amplitudes determined by the
pion nucleon phase shifts. The + terms refer to the total
spin J = 1 + 1/2. The ratio of nonspin flip to spin flip
components can therefore be changed by varying the incident
beam momentum to select a particular pion-nucleon resonance
or by varying the pion scattering angle. If one assumes
complete dominance by the (3,3) pion-nucleon resonance, the
spin flip component of the differential cross section varies
2 2 as sin 6 while the nonspin flip component varies as cos 6.
These follow from equations (10) and (11) using 1=1. Hence
spin flip transitions peak at 8 = 90° and nonspin flip
transitions peak at forward and backward angles (Thi80,
Sic81) .
Deexcitation gamma rays from residual nuclear 
states provide a measurement of nuclear spin polarization by
20
exhibiting non-isotropy with respect to a selected Z axis. 
With respect to this axis, the angular distribution function 
W(6) can be determined by expanding the Poynting vector in 
multipoles. For a pure multipole radiation of order (L,M) 
the angular distribution is
W(«) = X . 2 (12)J.m
where X. are vector spherical harmonics. Using the defini- 
xm
tion X, = LYn one finds (Jac62) lm lm
W(6) = m 2 i Y2- |1, m
+ l/2(l-m)(l+m+l)IY21>m+1I
+ 1/2(l=m)(1-m+l) |Y2. ,| (13)i , m— i
On a plane wave basis if Z is taken to be along the nuclear
recoil direction q = ( k , - k ) ,  the spin independent por-
pi pi
tion of the pion-nucleon amplitude will not affect the popu­
lation of m sublevels since L transfer is normal to q and no 
spin flip will occur. However, the spin dependent portion (
n) where n is the unit vector in the direction k ., x k .
pi pi
will rotate the spin of the struck nucleon 180° about n and 
thus change the spin of the nucleus.
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The present experiment observed gamma rays result­
ing from inelastic pion scattering on the even even nucleus
24 + +
Mg to the first excited state (0 — > 2 ). Using equation
(13) one finds for nonspin flip (1 = 2, m = 0):
W(6) = (15/8pi)sin2(26) (14)
and for spin flip (1 = 2, m = + 1):
W(6) = (5/16pi)(l - 3c o s2(6) + 4cos^(6)) (15)
where 6 is measured with respect to q. These functions are 
plotted in Figures (4) and (5). For the present experiment 
with a beam momentum of 310 MeV/c, the ratio of the pion-nu­
cleon partial wave amplitudes for A and A is roughly 2:1
IN b
favoring nonspin flip transitions. This ratio is obtained 
from equations (12) and (13) by assuming (3,3) dominance.
It is well known that for many nuclei including the
24
Mg nucleus, the low lying states involving electric qua- 
drupole (E2) excitations are collective excitations of the 
ground state (Cle65, Pin61, Coh58, Aus70). An interesting 
result of this is that a spin independent transition ben­
efits from a large enhancement, while a spin dependent 
transition is relatively unaffected. Both rotational and 
vibrational collective excitations associated with low lying 
states are spatial oscillations of the ground state.
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Therefore these excitations do not involve a change in the 
spin polarization of the nucleus. In general it has been 
found that for E2 transitions, spin flip excitations can be 
several orders of magnitude less than non spin flip trans­
itions (Ste70). In addition, it has been found that calcu­
lated cross sections which do not account for collective en­
hancement are much less than those experimentally observed. 
An enhancement factor is therefore included in theoretical 
cross section calculations as a multiplicative factor such 
that (Lee80):
collectivity and E is the enhancement factor used to normal­
ize the calculated scattering amplitude to that experimen­
tally determined.
the doubly differential.cross section measured in the cur­
rent experiment by (lve76):
dCT/diX n | E Apil}|2 (16)
where Api^ is the calulated scattering amplitude assuming no
The angular correlation function W(€) is related to
(17)
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The (pi,pi') differential cross section for pion inelastic
24scattering resulting in the first excited state of Mg has 
been measured by Bolger (Bol79) and is shown in figure 6.
The measured angular correlation function is therefore de­
termined from the experimentally measured doubly differen­
tial cross section by:
W(€) = ( d V / d £1 d&)/(d<T / d & ) R ,ooT. (18)
y  JT IT Bolger
24 +The present experiment observed the Mg 2 first
excited state deexcitation gamma ray in coincidence with a
24scattered pion. Since Mg low lying states are collective 
excitations of the ground state (Ste70), the non spin flip 
angular correlation, equation (14), is expected to dominate 
the observed correlation.
m
b/
sr
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2.4 CHOICE OF TARGET
24
Mg was chosen for two reasons. First, single nu-
24 23cleon removal from Mg results in the mirror nuclei Mg
23
and Na. This provides a test of both single proton and 
single neutron removal mechanisms with pions. Pickup meas­
urements (End73) indicate very strong spectroscopic factors 
for the first excited state (J = 5/2) and the third excited
state (J = 1/2) of both ^ N a  and ^^Mg.
2 3
For Na, the first excited state (439 keV) has a
spectroscopic factor of 4.2. The third excited state of 
23
Na (2642 keV) has a spectroscopic factor of 3.2. However,
this state has a gamma ray branching ratio of 100% to the
23
ground state. The fifth excited state of Na (3679 keV)
has a spectroscopic factor of 0.9. The gamma ray branching
ratio of this state to the first excited state is 79%. All
other measured states have spectroscopic factors an order of
magnitude less than that of the first excited state.
23For Mg, the first excited state (451 keV) has a
spectroscopic factor of 4.4. The third excited state of 
23
Mg (2768) has a spectroscopic factor of 3.4. The gamma
ray branching ratio of this state is 100% to the ground
2 3
state. The fifth excited state of Mg (3792 keV) has a 
spectroscopic factor of 0.7, and a branching ratio of 87% to 
the first excited state. All other measured spectroscopic 
factors are an order of magnitude less than that of the 
first excited state.
28
This indicates that observation of the first excit­
ed state of these mirror nuclei is relatively uncontaminated
by transitions from higher levels. If one assumes that for 
23
Na only the fifth excited state contributes strongly to
the contamination of the first excited state peak area,
roughly a 18% contamination results. The same assumption in 
23
Mg results in a 13% contamination. In the present experi­
ment transitions from these higher levels to the first ex­
cited state were not observed.
24
Secondly, Mg was chosen as a test of the non spin 
flip angular correlation function W(6), since the first ex­
cited state to ground state transition is a 2+ to 0+ trans­
ition emitting a gamma ray with an energy of 1368 keV. The
24first excited state of Mg is a collective excitation of 
the ground state with a factor of roughly 25 collective en­
hancement (Ste70), and therefore was expected to be dominat­
ed by non spin flip transitions.
Chapter III 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The present experiment was undertaken at the 
Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) of the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory,Los Alamos,New Mexico. 
Technical details of the accelerator and the available ex­
perimental areas are reported in Liv77, A1177, Lug80. Only 
summary details are included here for clarity and complete­
ness.
3.1 BEAM PREPARATION
LAMPF utilizes a unique series of accelerators to 
achieve a beam of H+,H-,and polarized H- ions with a final 
energy of 800 MeV. Initial acceleration of these ions to 
700 keV is provided by Cockroft-Walton injectors. 
Thereafter these ions enter a 201.25 MHz linac where they 
are accelerated to 100 MeV. Finally acceleration to 800 MeV 
is provided by a 805 MHz linac. Exiting this final portion 
of the accelerator, ions are bunched in 500 microsecond wide 
pulses with a duty factor of roughly 6 percent. The H- ions 
are magnetically separated from the beam at a switchyard and 
are then channeled to Area B and Area C, the proton and nu­
cleon experimental areas. The H+ ions continue to Area A,
- 29 -
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the meson physics experimental hall. Figure 7 provides an 
overview of the accelerator.
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3.2 PION PRODPCTION
The method of pion production is the (p,piX) reac­
tion. 800 MeV protons with an intensity of 0.5 milliampere 
are focused on a series of rapidly spinning, water cooled 
graphite production targets. Graphite was chosen because of 
its relatively low density, thus allowing the primary beam 
to continue toward other targets, as well as having the nec­
essary thermal properties for reliability. At each produc­
tion target pions of energies from 0 to about 625 MeV are 
produced and emitted in all direct ions, as are many other 
particles, including nucleons, electrons, muons, neutrinos, 
and photons.
3.3 PION BEAM CHANNELING
The present experiment utilized the west area of
3
the high energy pion channel (P ). This channel consists of 
sixteen quadrupole magnets (QM01 - QM16), three dipole mag­
nets (BM01 - BM03) and five adjustable momentum slits (MS01 
- MS05). In addition, between the production target and the 
first quadrupole magnet pair is a set of collimation jaws to 
control the size of the target seen by the channel. These 
jaws are adjustable in the sense that they can be either 
wide open or almost closed. The present experiment was run 
with these jaws almost closed. Figure 8 shows that the 
channel configuration is of the common two quadrupole, di-
33
pole, two quadrupole beam transport configuration. This 
provides image focusing at the ends
of each spectrometer and preserves the initial momentum ac­
ceptance through the channel. The first spectrometer (QM01, 
QM02, BM01, QM0 3, QM04) produces a horizontally dispersed
production target spot image at MS03. Here the MS03 jaws 
are used to determine the channel's momentum. Following 
MS03 is a motor driven variable thickness degrader. Because 
of the differing energy losses in this degrader, the second 
spectrometer (QM05, QM06, BM02, QM07, QM08) is able, through 
momentum selection, to separate pions from protons and posi­
trons. A proton absorber on the west side of the BM03 mag­
net entrance and an electron absorber on the east side are
used to remove those particles having a momentum different 
from the pion momentum. The second spectrometer has a spa­
tial focus at the center of BM03 which is used to switch the 
pion beam to either the west or the east experimental areas. 
The final four quadrupole magnets in each experimental area 
determine the beam spot size,dispersion and focal position 
in the experimental areas. A very complete study of the 
characteristics of the channel is in preparation (Bri81).
At a momentum of 300 MeV/c, beam diagnostic meas­
urements show that 98% of the beam contaminants consist of 
pion decay products. At a distance of roughly 4 meters from 
the final channel quadrupole magnet, the beam consisted of
6.6 + 0.5 % muons, 2.0 + 0.3 % positrons, with the remainder
34
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of the beam consisting of pions (Bri81). However, the beam 
is surrounded by a muon "halo" roughly three times the beam 
diameter in size. This halo is due to in-flight decay of 
pions after passing the final dipole magnet. Since 300 
MeV/c pions have a decay length of roughly 6 meters, and the 
target was located 4 meters from the last dipole magnet, 
roughly half of the pions that exit the last dipole magnet 
decay before reaching the target. Finally, the current ex­
periment was performed with a beam spot size typically 2.5 
cm. in diameter and with momentum resolution of roughly 
0.5%.
3.4 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The specific experimental equipment consists of six 
particle telescopes, two Ge(Li) gamma ray spectrometers,beam 
monitors,and a data acquisition system. A schematic view of 
the detector arrangement is shown in Figure 9 .
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3.4.1 PARTICLE TELESCOPES
Each particle telescope consisted of six NE102 
scintillators: Omega, Delta,E,Rear Veto,Left-side Veto,and 
Right-side Veto. Each counter within a telescope had one 5 
cm photomultiplier tube attached except for the E counter, 
which had two 12.5 cm. photomultiplier tubes attached, one 
at each end. The dimensions for the components of each tel­
escope are given in table II. and are the same from tele­
scope to telescope with the exception of the Omega counters. 
These front counters were larger for directions 1,5, and 6 
than for directions 2,3, and 4 since they had to be moved 
back from the target because of the proximity of the beam to 
these telescopes. The larger size thus enabled the same 
solid angle to be maintained. Together, the Omega and Delta 
counters were used to define each telescope's solid angle. 
The E counter, being fairly large, was used to define the 
particle energy. The E counter was also used together with 
the solid angle counters for particle identification purpos­
es. The Rear Veto counter tagged particles which had not 
stopped in the previous scintillators. Finally the two Side 
Veto counters were used to tag those particles scattering 
out of or entering the sides of the E counter. The six tel­
escopes were placed on 30° centers from -30° to +150° (ex­
cept at 0°) about the beam direction axis. Calculation of 
the telescope solid angles was performed following the meth-
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TABLE II
Particle Telescope Dimensions.
Telescope Members 
(all dimensions in inches)
Direction Omega Delta E
1 2.5x5.0x1/16 4 .5x10.0x1/8 6.0x6.0x14.0
2 3 .0x6.0x1/16 II II
3 I t II I t
4 II II I t
5 2.5x5.0x1/16 11 II
6 II II II
Note : all Rear Veto counters = 6.0x14.0x1/4
all Side Veto counters = 8.0x14.0x1/4
od of GoCch and Yagi (Got71). Gotch and Yagi have found 
that, for a point located along a line normal to the plane 
defined by a rectangular surface and coincident with a cor­
ner of the rectangle, the solid angle subtended by the rec­
tangle is :
tan-1(ab/h(a2+b2+h2 )1/2) (19)
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Here a and _b are the dimensions of the rectangle and h is 
the distance from the point to the rectangular surface along 
the line intersecting a corner of the rectangle. Since this 
formulation requires the point to be situated over a corner 
of the rectangle, the solid angle corresponding to a point 
on a line normal to the surface, but intersecting the center 
of the rectangle, is determined by dividing the rectangle 
into four sections and then applying the above formula. The 
total solid angle of the rectangle is therefore:
Q, = 4tan-1(AB/h(A2+B2+h2 )1/2) (20)
where A = a/2 and B = b/2. Calculation of the solid angle 
subtended by the telescopes in the current experiment con­
sidered the size and location of Omega, Delta, and the G 
counter for each telescope. The average solid angle sub­
tended by each telescope was 0.18 + 0.01 steradians(see
Table III).
All telescopes except number 6 were mounted together on a 
pivoting table with their axis directly under the target 
centerline. All components of a telescope were mounted such 
that radial and vertical positions could easily be adjusted. 
In addition, the stand was designed for relatively fast ex­
change of components. Telescope 6 was mounted on a similar, 
but smaller, table also pivoting on the same axis.
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TABLE III 
Telescope Solid Angles:.
Tele scope Solid Angle (steradians)
1 0.17 + 0.01
2 0.18 + 0.01
3 0.19 + 0.01
4 0.17 + 0.01
5 0.18 + 0.01
6 0.16 + 0.01
3.4.2 GE(LI) GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETERS
Two Ge(Li) gamma ray spectrometers (Ge(Li)l and 
Ge(Li)2) were used in the present experiment. Ge(Li)l con­
sisted of an Ortec 9% efficient lithium drifted germanium 
detector. Ge(Li)2 consisted of a Princeton Gamma-Tech 11% 
efficient lithium drifted germanium detector used with a 
Princeton Gamma-Tech RG11 preamplifier. These efficiencies
are relative to a standard 3" x 3" Nal detector for the 1.33 
6 0
MeV Co line at a source distance of 25 cm. Both preampli­
fiers were modified for high count rate by providing an ad­
ditional current source to the first amplification stage. 
Finally both detectors were fitted with NE102 anti-coinci­
41
dence scintillator cups to tag charged particles entering 
the spectrometers. Both Ge(Li) detectors were mounted on 
one rolling table to facilitate easy positioning of the 
spectrometers as well as their shielding. Gelil was located 
at -75°, while Geli2 was located at -122° relative to the 
pion beam line axis. The + (clockwise-counterclockwise) re­
lation was determined by looking along the beam axis from 
the target position.
3.4.3 BEAM MONITORS
During the experiment, the intensity and the spa­
tial distribution of the pion beam were monitored. To moni­
tor the intensity of the beam a 3" ion chamber filled with 
argon was utilized together with a current digitizer. The 
profile of the beam was monitored through the use of two 
techniques. First, a LAMPF wire chamber system (Kra78) was 
used in the final beam tuning stages to help center the beam 
on the target and minimize the beam spot size. During the 
experiment, this profile monitor was used to monitor the 
presence of beam within the experimental area. In addition, 
Polaroid film was occasionally exposed at the target loca­
tion to assure the quality and location of the beam spot on 
the target. This was necessary since it was impractical to 
position the profile monitor at the target location. The 
profile monitor and ion chamber were permanently mounted up­
stream of the target and detectors throughout the experi­
ment.
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3.4.4 CALIBRATIONS
3.4.4.1 TELESCOPE ENERGY CALIBRATION
The six telescopes were calibrated in energy only 
at the end of the experiment by tuning the channel for low- 
intensity protons at 50 MeV, 133 MeV and 191 MeV and placing 
each of the telescopes in the beam. Calibration of tele­
scopes also was undertaken with spectra from the experimen­
tal run through use of the pion and proton quasielastic 
scattering peaks as well as the maximum stopping energy of 
the E counters for pions and protons. None of the veto 
counters were energy calibrated. The calibrations were used 
to determine the energy deposited by detected particles. 
The deposited energy was in turn used for particle identi­
fication (see 4.3).
3.4.4.2 GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER ENERGY CALIBRATION
The energy response of the two Ge(Li) detectors was
periodically calibrated by placing sources at the target lo-
228 54 137cation. The sources used were Th, Mn, and C s . The
228
Th source was calibrated by the National Bureau of 
Standards, while the ^ ^ C s  and ^ M n  sources were commercial­
ly available sources. Well known strong gamma ray peaks in
the experimental data provided additional energy calibra-
24
tion. These include the Mg first excited state to ground
23transition and the Na first excited state to ground trans­
ition. The sources are listed in Table IV. The results of 
these calibrations are listed in Table V.
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Source Strengths Used
TABLE IV 
for Ge(Li) Energy Calibration.
Source Energy(MeV) Disintegrations/sec. (7-14-80)
228Th 0.239 3.072 x lot
0.583 1.968 * lot
0.727 4.361 x lot
0.861 2.955 x 10*
2.615 2.366 x 10
137
Cs 0.662 3.815 x 104
54Mn 0.8 34 1 .349 x 103
The energy calibrations tabulated in Table V were 
fitted using a linear least squares routine to:
Energy = A(channel#) + ]J
where the parameters A and jj were allowed to vary. For 
Ge(Li)2 the maximum deviation of the calibration from the 
linear fit was 0.5 keV. The maximum deviation of the 
Ge(Li)2 calibration from the linear fit was 0.7 KeV.
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TABLE V
Gamma Ray Spectrometer Energy Calibration.
Ge(Li)1
Source Energy(MeV) Peak Centroid Channel Number
228Th 0.239 188.2
0.583 424.2
0.727 523.2
0.861 615.0
, 2.615 1819.0
2,Mg(I->0) 1.368 963.6
7_Na( I->0) 0.439 273.8
e + e“ 0.511 374.6
Ge(Li)2
Source Energy(M e V ) Peak Centroid Channel Number
228Th 0.239 146.0
0.583 365.0
0.727 456.2
0.861 542.0
2.615 1658.0
864.9
Na(I->0) 0.439 265.0
e + e" 0.511 308.7
2gMg(I->0) 1.368
3.4.4.3 BEAM ION CHAMBER CALIBRATION
The ion chamber used to determine the pion beam 
current was calibrated by a unique technique developed by 
the LAMPF Nuclear Chemistry Group (Dro75). The technique
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involves irradiating a PILOT B scintillator for a given time 
and measuring its activity. When this activity is com­
pared with excitation curves for the production of a
measure of the pion flux can be calculated.
Comparison of activation based calibration of the 
ion chamber with other techniques has yielded inconsistent
results. Fitzgerald e^ t aJN (Fit80) calibrated the same ion
3
chamber by tuning a low flux pion beam in the p channel and 
counting individual pions as they pass through the ion cham­
ber. Scaling of this calibration for higher pion fluxes as­
sumes a linear dependence of the chamber's response. 
Similar calibrations of a 6" ion chamber (Gra79) also re­
vealed a disparity between activation based calibrations and 
beam counting calibrations. All of these calibrations are 
listed in Table VI. Inspection of this table reveals no ap­
parent pattern that might distinguish one method as being
more consistent than another. However, the initial results
2 7of a gamma-ray singles experiment using pions on Al with 
the same Ge(Li) detectors and the same 3" ion chamber have 
cross sections similar to ones determined by an earlier 
measurement at SREL (Lin81). This experiment was undertaken 
immediately following the present experiment and used the 
same ion chamber calibration. The current analysis is based 
on the ion chamber calibrations undertaken during the pres­
ent experiment using the activation method.
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To account for any mis-calibration of the ion cham­
ber, the data presented in this thesis are normalized to the
expected angular correlation between the deexcitation gamma
24ray from the first excited state of Mg and the nuclear re­
coil direction. Normalization of the data is discussed in 
Chapter IV, section 7.
TABLE VI 
Ion Chamber Calibrations
Ion Chamber
3"
3"
3"
6"
6 "
Calibration 
Me thod
act ivation
activation
beam particle 
counting
activation
beam particle 
counting
Calibration 
(pions/count)
**
3.8+0.2 x 10'
2.7+0.2 x 10‘
1.2 6 x 10v
6 .44 x 10 *
1.07 x 10° *
* error not available
** 1 ion chamber count = 10 coulomb
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3.4.5 EFFICIENCIES
3.4.5.1 PARTICLE TELESCOPE EFFICIENCY
The same runs used for telescope energy calibra­
tions were also used to determine each telescope's efficien­
cy. The efficiency of a telescope was taken to be:
(ETOP)(EBOTTOM)/ (TELE)2 (21)
ETOP was defined to be a coincidence between Omega, Delta, 
and the top photomultiplier tube on the E counter. EBOTTOM 
was defined in a similar manner with the substitution of the 
bottom photomultiplier tube. Here TELE was defined to be a 
coincidence event between Omega and Delta. Efficiencies de­
rived using this method averaged 96 + 2%.
3.4.5.2 GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER EFFICIENCY
The source runs used for Ge(Li) detector energy 
calibrations were also used for relative and absolute effi­
ciency calculation. The efficiency of the Ge(Li) detectors 
is measured with the use of sources of known intensities. 
Sources are placed in the target position and a fixed time 
count is taken of source related photopeaks. An absolute 
efficiency is calculated by dividing the total number of 
counts in the source related photopeaks by the corresponding 
number of gamma rays emitted by the source during the same 
period of time. Absolute efficiencies are listed in Tables 
VII, VIII, IX, and X. Intrinsic efficiencies are included
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in these tables to facilitate comparision between efficien­
cies taken at different geometries* Intrinsic efficiencies 
are Independent of the solid angle subtended by the Ge(Li) 
detector and are defined in the following manner:
where R is the distance from the source to the detector face 
and d is the effective distance from the face to the center 
of the active region of the detector. This effective dis­
tance was determined in an earlier experiment and was found 
to be roughly 2.5 cm. (Fun81).
3.4.5.2.1 EFFECTIVE SOURCE TO DETECTOR .DISTANCE
The behavior of this effective distance was studied 
using the photon cross section tables of Storm and Israel 
(Sto70) for incident gamma ray energies ranging from 200 keV 
to 2 MeV. The average distance traversed in the detector 
crystal was determined using:
o D
(23)
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where is the photo absorption parameter tabulated by Storm 
and Israel. I) is the detector thickness (4.6 cm). Over the 
range of energies investigated, the average distance deter­
mined using equation (23) was 2.22 + 0.14 cm. (i.e there is 
little gamma ray attenuation through the detector thick­
ness). The difference in average distance associated with 
200 keV and 2 Mev gamma rays is 0.4 cm.
In conclusion, the average distance calculated us­
ing the photon cross sections of Storm and Israel over the 
range of 200 keV to 2 MeV gamma rays is in good agreement 
with the measurement of Funsten. Secondly, the variation of 
the effective distance with gamma ray energy corresponds to 
only 2% of the detector center to source distance (roughly 
18 cm.).
99 ft
3.4.5.2.2 Th BASED EFFICIENCY CALIBRATIONS
A comparison of intrinsic efficiency calibrations 
(Tables VII, VIII, IX and X) reveals that the Ge(Li)l effi­
ciency determined using the data acquisition system (Table 
IX) is inconsistent with the other calibrations. Table XI
is a summary of the comparison of intrinsic efficiencies.
228
Table XI lists the average Th based intrinsic efficien­
cies. In addition Table XI lists the maximum deviation of 
intrinsic efficiencies found in Tables VII, VIII, and X from 
the average. Table XI also lists the deviation of intrinsic 
efficiencies found in Table IX from the average intrinsic 
efficiencies.
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For each Ge(Li) detector, the intrinsic efficien­
cies listed in Tables VII through X are compared. For
Ge(Li)2, the intrinsic efficiencies determined from calibra-
2 28tlons using the Th source are consistent for all calibra­
tions (Tables VII through X). With the exception of the 
calibration taken with the data acquisition system (Table
IX), the Ge(Li)l intrinsic efficiencies determined from cal-
2 28
ibrations using the Th source are also consistent.
Since the present experiment is a study of the an­
gular distribution of charged particles in coincidence with 
gamma rays, the results are mostly dependent upon the ratio 
of Ge(Li)2:G e (Li)1 efficiency ratios, and not the absolute
efficiency. Ratios of Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 intrinsic efficien-
2 28
cies are determined for Th based calibrations. With the
228exception of the Th calibrations listed in Table IX,
these ratios are also found to be consistent. The average
intrinsic efficiency Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 ratio for Tables VII,
VIII and X is determined to be 1.07:1.0. This corresponds
to a Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 efficiency ratio of 1.49:1.
The discrepency between Table IX and Tables VII,
VIII, and X of the Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 efficiency ratios is ex-
228plained by considering the location of the Th source 
within its 8 cm. diameter, 3 cm. thick brass container. The 
source is loosely attached off center to one of the faces of 
the container. However, the point of attachment is on the 
face opposite that suggested by the label. Thus placing the
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container with the wrong side against the target affects the
Ge(Ll )2:Ge(Ll)l ratio. Figure 10 illustrates the postion of
228the Ge(Li) detectors, and the location of the Th source 
container.
The dashed line is a locus representing a Ge (Li)2:Ge(Li)1
228efficiency ratio of 2.1:1.0 found in the Th source cali­
bration (data acquisition system) of Table IX, assuming an 
average efficiency ratio of 1.5:1 at the target center 
(Tables VII, VIII, and X). The location of the locus repre­
senting a 2.1:1.0 ratio efficiency ratio suggests that the 
source container was incorrectly placed.
3.4. 5. 2. 3 54Mn AND 137Cs BASED CALIBRATIONS
54Tables VII, and IX list calibrations based on Mn
137 2 28and Cs sources in addition to those taken with the Th
source. The ratio of Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 intrinsic efficiencies
1 37obtained with the Cs source listed in Table VII is
228
1.12:1.0, which is in good agreement with the average Th
Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 intrinsic efficiency ratio of 1.07:1.0 ob-
228tained by averaging over all Th calibration energies
listed in Tables VII, VIII, and X.
The ratio of Ge(Li )2:Ge(Li)1 3^Mn intrinsic effi­
ciencies listed in Table VII is 0.9:1.0. This ratio is in
p p o
reasonable agreement with the average Th Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li) 1 
ratio of 1.07:1.0. The ratio of Ge (Li ) 2: Ge (Li ) 1 3^Mn in­
trinsic efficiencies listed in Table IX is 1.2:1.0, which is
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Figure 10: Allowed Th source location for Table IX
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2 28also In reasonable agreement with the average Th. based
ratio. However, comparison between Tables VII and IX for 
5 4Ge(Li)2 Mn Intrinsic efficiencies yields a disparity of
roughly 24%. Such a disparity suggests at least one of the 
54
two Mn based calibrations was undertaken with the source
228improperly placed. Interpolation of the average Th in-
54trinsic efficlences suggests that the Mn based calibration 
listed in Table IX is more plausible than that listed in 
Table VII.
A relative efficiency measurement was also under-
54
taken during the experiment with a Mn source at the target
position. This yielded an efficiency ratio of 1.4:1.0 or an
intrinsic efficiency ratio of 1.03:1.0 which is in good
2 28
agreement with the average Th based intrinsic efficiency
rati o .
Background portions of the 'ontime' Ge(Li)l and
Ge(Li)2 spectra obtained during the experimental beam runs
are also investigated. Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 efficiency ratios
resulting from this comparison average 1.5:1.0. This ratio
corresponds to an intrinsic ratio of 1.08:1.0, also in good
2 28agreement with the average Th based calibration.
In summary, intrinsic efficiency calibrations de­
termined with different detector geometries are, in general,
228
consistent. The average Th based intrinsic efficiency 
calibration ratios are in good agreement with both the rat­
ios obtained by comparing Ge(Li)2:Ge(Li)1 experimental run
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backgrounds and the ratios obtained from Mn relative effi­
ciency calibrations. Since the Ge(Li)2 calibration listed 
in Table IX is in good agreement with the average intrinsic 
efficiencies listed in Table XI and the calibration was un­
dertaken with the data acquisition system, the efficiencies 
listed in Table IX are used for Ge(Li)2 cross section calcu­
lations. Because of the disparity of Ge(Li)l calibrations, 
the averages of intrinsic calibrations listed in Table XI 
were used for Ge(Li)l cross section calculations.
Figure 11 consists of a plot of the Ge(Li) detector absolute 
efficiencies as a function of gamma ray energy.
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TABLE VII
Ge(Li) Detector Efficiency Calibrations 7-14-80.
Calibration:1 Date:7-14-80 System: Canberra MCA
Ge(Li)l 4.5" from target Ge(Ll)2 6.5" from target
Detector Source Energy Efficiency Intrinsic Efficiency
(MeV) (inch-)
Ge(Li)l
Ge(Li)2
228Th 0.239 2.17 X io: 6.56 X 1 °_20.583 9.65 X 10-t 2.92 X 1 °_20.727 7.10 X 10Il 2.15 X 1 °_o0.861
2.615
6.65
2.30
X
X
io:t 10 q 2.016.96 XX 10-310 '
137Cs 0.662 5.92 X io'4 1.79 X io-2
54Mn 0.834 5.84 X io'4 1.77 X io-2
228Th 0.239
0.583
0.727
1 .26
5.27
3.28
X
X
X
10-4
1  ° - 4  
10-2
6.92
3.17
2.32
X
X
X
10'-2 
1 °-2 
10_o0.861 2.73 X 10-4 1.80 X 1 °_32.615 1 .22 X 10 4 7 .30 X 10 3
137 _ 
Cs 0.662 3.38 X io"4 1 .90 X io-2
5 4
Mn 0.834 2.84 X io"4 1.56 X IO-2
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TABLE VIII
Ge(Li) Detector Efficiency Calibrations 7-04-80.
Calibration:2 Date:7-04-80 System: Canberra MCA
Ge(Li)l 3.0" from source Ge(Li)2 3.0” from source
Detector Source
Ge(Li)1 228 Th
Energy
(MeV)
Efficiency
0.239 4.18 X io:3 6.69 X 100.583 1.72 X 1  ° ” o 2.75 X 10
0.727 1.30 X 10-3 2.08 X 10
0.861 1.22 X 10-4 1 .95 X 102.615 3.89 X 10 6.23 X 10
Intrinsic Efficiency 
(inch— )
- 2
- 2
- 2
- 2
-3
Ge(Li)2 228 Th 0.239 5.37 X 10-3 6.59 X 10-20.583 2.07 X 1 °-3 3.31 X 1 °_2
0.727 1 .63 X 1 °-4 2.60 X 1 °-2
0.861 1.38 X 10-4 2.21 X 10-3
2.615 4.34 X 10 6.95 X 10 3
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TABLE IX
Ge(Li) Detector Efficiency Calibrations 7-29-80.
Cali brat ion:3 Date:7-29-80 System: Data Acquisition System
Ge(Li)l 7.25" from target Ge(Li)2 6.0" from target
Detector Source Energy Efficiency
(MeV)
Ge(Li)1
Ge(Li)2
Intrinsic Efficiency 
(inch— )
228_.Th 0.239 6.07 X 4.13 X 10-2
0.583 2. 78 X io: 1 .89 X 10=0.727 2.18 X 1  ° _ 2 1 .48 X 1 °_2
0.861 1. 86 X i o : 1.27 X 10 2
2.615 6.98 X 10"5 4.76 X IO"3
5 4
Mn 0.834 2.57 X 10~4 1.75 X io"2
2 28_, 
Th 0.239 7.92 X 10-4
3.88 X 1 °-2
0.583 6.08 X 10-4 2.97 X 1 °_o
0.727 5.03 X io4 2.46 X 10-20.861 4.28 X 10 7 2.08 X 10 ,
2.615 1.46 X 10"4 7.17 X IO"3
5 4Mn 0.834 4.28 X 10"4 2.10 X io-2
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TABLE X
Ge(Li) Detector Efficiency Calibrations 8-03-80.
Calibration:4 Date:8-03-80 System: Canberra MCA
Ge(Li)l 6.5” from target Ge(Li)2 5.0" from target
Detector Source 
Ge(Li)1 228Th
Energy Efficiency 
(MeV)
0.239 1 .07 X 10
0.583 5.06 X 10
0.727 3.77 X 10
2.615 1.17 X 10
Intrinsic Efficiency 
( inch— )
6.02 x 10~2
2.85 x 1 0 ,
2.12 x 1 0 ,
6.58 x 10'i
o oo _ o . o
Ge(Li)2 Th 0.239 2.11 x 10 . 7.00 x 10
"7 3.04 x 1 0 ,
"7 2.40 x 10",
6.85 x 10"~
X
0.583 8.44 X 10
0.727 6.65 X 10
2.615 1.90 X 10
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TABLE XI
Summary of Detector Intrinsic Efficiency Calibrations
Detector Source
Ge(Li)1 228 Th
Energy
(MeV)
Average
Intrinsic
**
Maximum 
Deviat ion
Efficiency Tables VII, 
(inch— ) VIII, and X
6%
3%
2 %
2%
6%
0.239 6.42 X
1 0 _ 9
0.583 2.84 X 1 0 _ 9
0.727 2.12 X 1  ° ~ o
0.861 1.98 X 10-32.615 6.59 X 10 3
Deviation 
Table IX
36%
33%
30%
36%
28%
* * *
Ge(Li)2 228 Th 0.239 6.84 X 4% 43%
0.583 3.17 X 10-2 4% 6%0.727 2.44 X 1 0  9 6% 1%
0.861 2.01 X 1 °13 9% 3%
2.615 7.03 X 10 3 4% 2%
*
^ a verage of Tables VII,VIII, and X 
A**deviation from the average intrinsic efficiencies
deviation of Table IX from average intrinsic efficiencies
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Figure 11: Ge(Li) detector absolute efficiencies based upon
intrinsic efficiencies M a t e d  in Table XT.
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3.4.6 LOGIC CIRCUITRY
Block diagrams of the NIM based electronic logic 
circuitry are shown In Figures 12, 13, and 14. Overall, 
five different types of event triggers are generated by the 
circuit. Of greatest Importance are the telescope - gamma 
ray coincidence events. In addition, both scaled gamma ray 
singles, and scaled telescope singles events were taken. 
These events were scaled by a factor of ten thousand to re­
duce the volume of non coincidence data obtained. Two addi­
tional event trigger types correspond to requests to read 
the CAMAC scaler contents and requests to write to the com­
puter memory. These triggers were fed to the data acquisi­
tion system via a single CAMAC trigger module,thereby con­
trolling the type of data acquired in any Instance and 
tagging its type.
3.4.6.1 GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER CIRCUITRY
Identical circuitry was used for the Ge(Li) detec­
tors. The preamplifier of each Ge(Li) provided two outputs. 
The Ge(Li)l preamplifier distinguishes the two, one being 
"fast" for timing purposes and the other being "slow" for 
spectroscopic purposes. The two outputs from Ge(Li)2 were 
wired in parallel, and therefore were not distinguished from 
each other. For the purposes of the present discussion one 
output from Ge(Li)2 will be called "fast” while the other
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will be called "slow". The slow signal was passed through a 
linear amplifier (Ortec 572) to a Northern Scientific 100 
MHz Wilkinson type 8192 channel ADC. This ADC was then con­
nected to the data acquisition system by a specially built 
CAMAC interface module.
The fast signal was passed through a timing filter amplifier 
(Ortec 474) to two parallel discriminators. A constant 
fraction discriminator (Ortec 473A) provided lower level 
theshold discrimination. The other discriminator (LeCroy 
621BL) was used to establish an upper level veto against 
those signals corresponding to energies greater than the re­
gion of interest. This provides a particular advantage in 
that the ADC dead time corresponding to large signals is 
eliminated. The output of the constant fraction discrimina­
tor (CFD) is then passed to the main coincidence circuitry. 
In addition parallel logic signals are sent to a CAMAC scal­
er and a CAMAC bit register. Finally, the signal from the 
particle anticoincidence cup on each Ge(Li) detector is put 
in coincidence with the CFD signal. This tag is then passed 
to a CAMAC scaler and a CAMAC bit register for subsequent 
software sorting.
3.4.6.2 PARTICLE TELESCOPE CIRCUITRY
As with the Ge(Li) detectors, the modular circuitry 
for the particle telescopes is identical for each telescope. 
The anode signals of all members of a telescope were passed
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Figure 12s Schematic of the Ge(Li) detector logic
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through separate fast linear amplifiers (LeCroy 612A) before 
lower level discriminator thesholds were set. Signals from 
Omega, Delta, and the Rear Veto were passed to CAMAC ADCs 
(LeCroy 2249A) without amplification. Because the photomul­
tiplier tube bases associated with Etop and Ebottom were 
originally designed for large Nal detectors, not NE102 scin- 
tlllant, the signals from Etop and Ebottom were amplified 
before being passed to CAMAC ADC units. The Side Veto sig­
nals were not passed to ADCs. After discrimination, logic 
signals from Omega, Etop, and the Side Vetoes were passed 
to CAMAC scalers (Kinetics 3615) to monitor individual de­
tector count rates within a telescope. For a given tele­
scope, an event T was chosen to be a coincidence between 
Omega and Delta. This provided low energy charged particle 
data which would be unavailable if a coincidence among 
Omega, Delta, Etop and Ebottom was required to define a tel­
escope event. The logic signal (T) was then passed to a 
CAMAC scaler, a CAMAC bit register (LeCroy 2341A), a CAMAC 
TDC (LeCroy 2228A), as well as the main coincidence circui­
try. A parallel signal was used further within the tele­
scope circuitry to develop coincidences with Etop and 
Ebottom (E).
Then a true coincidence signal (E+T) was passed to a CAMAC 
bit register as well as a CAMAC scaler. A coincidence be­
tween E+T and the Rear Veto was also formed. This coinci­
dence was passed to a CAMAC scaler and a CAMAC bit register.
BIT REGISTER♦  
SCALER <--------
SCALER ♦ ♦  TDC 
START
DISC. DISC.
AMP.
ADC *
AEj— T 
-'TTOT'-'
AMR DISC. ► OISC. ♦  BIT REGISTER
ADC 4 SCALER ♦  SCALER
ETOP AMR
AOC 4 •SCALERSCALER
EBOT- AMP EO.
AOC 4
REAR
VETO
BIT
REGISTER
AMR
ADC 4 SCALER* 
----------- ► DISC.
----------- » DISC.
BIT REGISTERLS.V AMR DISC. DISC.
SCALER SCALER
BITR.S.V. AMR DISC. DISC.
REGISTER
Figure 13: Schematic of the particle telescope logic.
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Two other coincidences were formed: E+T+Left Side Veto and 
E+T+Right Side Veto. These signals were also passed to 
Camac scalers and bit registers.
3.4.6.3 COINCIDENCE CIRCUITRY
This portion of the circuitry controls how all data 
are processed by the data acquisition system by generating a 
variety of event triggers. In addition it Is used to moni­
tor dead time of the system and turn data flow on and off. 
The circuitry of this portion is again as modular as possi­
ble
Signals from the Ge(Li) CFDs (CFD1 and CFD2) and 
the T logic signals are each fed into two coincidence units. 
For the Ge(Li) CFD logic signals, the first coincidence unit 
is used as an OR unit, allowing either CFD signal to create 
an output (GAMMA) for further processing in the circuit. 
The second coincidence unit requires both Ge(Li) detectors 
to fire. The output of this coincidence unit is then passed 
to a CAMAC bit register to tag multiple Ge(Li) occurences.
All six telescope T logic signals are fed to an OR 
logic unit, allowing any one of the T signals to create an 
output (TELE) for further processing in the circuit. In ad­
dition, all six telescope T logic signals are fed into a 
multiplicity logic unit (LeCroy 380A). An output results 
when at least two out of the six telescopes fire. The out­
put of the multiplicity logic unit is then passed to a CAMAC 
bit register to tag multiple telescope firings.
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The next portion of the circuitry begins the event 
trigger definition process. The outputs of the OR units 
(TELE and GAMMA) are each fed to both a prescaler and an ac­
tive delay consisting of two discriminators. The prescalers 
are introduced to reduce the number of telescope and gamma 
ray singles event triggers which are generated. The outputs 
of the prescalers are put in coincidence with the active de­
lay system to provide time stabilization against time slew 
of the prescalers.
A coincidence (COIN) of the TELE and the GAMMA log­
ic signals defines the main event of interest; a timing co­
incidence between a particle telescope and a Ge(Li) detec­
tor. Separate coincidences of COIN with CFD1 and CFD2 
define the CAMAC TDC starts. TELE and GAMMA logic signals 
are fed to two separate OR units with COIN. The outputs of 
these ORs then provide gates for the CAMAC ADCs for the par­
ticle telescopes and NIM ADCs for the gamma ray spectrome­
ters. Outputs from these OR units are obtained for the 
scaled telescope and Ge(Li) singles as well as the coinci­
dence between a telescope and a Ge(Li) detector. These two 
ADC gates are then fed through an OR unit to provide the 
CAMAC bit register gate.
CAMAC event triggers are generated in the following 
manner. EVENT10, the most important event trigger, is pro­
vided by passing COIN through a gate and delay generator and 
final discriminator. This provides sufficient delay to al­
low CAMAC units to finish digitizing.
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EVENT8 is the event trigger corresponding to Ge(Li) 
detector singles. EVENT8 triggers are generated by a coin­
cidence between GAMMA and COIN. The output (EVENT8) of this 
coincidence is also passed through a gate and delay genera­
tor to provide sufficient time for CAMAC units to finish di­
gitizing.
EVENT5 is the trigger corresponding to particle 
telescope singles and is defined as the output (EVENT5) of a
coincidence between TELE and COIN. EVENTS is passed through 
a gate and delay generator to provide sufficient time for 
CAMAC units to complete digitization of inputs.
Two other event triggers are generated. The first, 
a scaler event trigger (EVENT6) is generated by a prescaled 
clock pulse. This Initially causes all CAMAC scalers to be 
read into memory every one hundred seconds. Intermittent 
failure of the prescaler caused this event to be triggered 
at intervals ranging from 50 seconds to 300 seconds. The 
second trigger (EVENT4) is generated by the end of a beam 
pulse and causes the Microprogrammable Branch Driver (MBD) 
in the data aqulsition system to dump its data buffer to the 
PDP-11 during periods between beam pulses.
The final portion of the coincidence circuitry in­
volves a BUSY monitor. This is an OR unit with four inputs. 
The first two Inputs are the CAMAC and NIM ADC gates gener­
ated earlier. The third, a computer BUSY, is generated by 
the CAMAC trigger module when the CAMAC crates are being in­
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terrogated. The fourth input is derived from an operator 
initiated computer command to stop data flow and is trans­
mitted via CAMAC to a LAMPF Gate Generator. The output of 
the BUSY monitor vetoes TELE and GAMMA coincidence unit out­
puts. In addition it inhibits selected CAMAC scalers from 
incrementing. This last function is perhaps of greatest im­
portance. One of the many items being scaled is a clock 
pulse train going to two separate CAMAC scalers. One of 
these is gated in anti-coincidence with the BUSY and the 
other is ungated. This arrangement permits one to determine 
the average dead time of the acquisition system.
The instantaneous dead time of the system is deter­
mined in a similar manner. A pulser is randomly triggered 
during the period the beam is on. The output logic pulse is 
then scaled in two CAMAC scalers, one gated and the other 
ungated by the BUSY signal. In addition, a linear pulse 
from the pulser is sent through the preamplifiers of both 
Ge(Li) detectors. These signals are then collected in the 
Ge(Li) singles EVENT8. The Instantaneous dead time of the 
system thus determined averaged 6%.
3.4.7 Ge(Li) CALIBRATION LOGIC CURCUITRY
The EVENT10 logic is modified to calibrate the 
Ge(Li) detectors with the use of the data acquisition sys­
tem. The TELE input to COIN Is removed and the coincidence 
requirement of COIN is relaxed such that the ouput of COIN
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is dependent only upon the GAMMA Input. In addition, the 
EVENT10 trigger is substituted for the EVENT8 trigger. The
substitution of the event trigger reduces the number of
words read from CAMAC, while retaining logic very similar to 
that used during the experiment for the main event, EVENT10.
When the Canberra MCA is used to calibrate the 
Ge(Li) detectors, the linear Ge(Li) signal is fed directly 
to the multi-channel analyser input, thus bypassing the data 
acquisition logic.
3.4.8 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AND OH LIKE PROCESSING
All data were processed using the LAMFF developed Q
system (Kel78) running under the RSX11-D multi-user,multi­
tasking operating system. The hardware consisted of a 
PDP-11/45 with 124k words of memory and floating point op­
tion, two RK05 compatible disks, a Tektronix 4010 graphics 
terminal, a Decwriterll, a Printronix line printer inter­
faced to the Tektronix as well as the PDP to make direct 
copies of the screen, and two Kennedy 9100 tape drives.
The two CAMAC crates used were interfaced to the 
PDP-11 by a buffered MBD developed at LAMPF and manufactured 
by BiRa (Shl74). This interface provides fast CAMAC inter­
rogation, while leaving the PDP-11 relatively free for on 
line analysis. Event trigger logic signals are sent to the 
MBD via a multiple input priority level sensing trigger mod- 
ule(BiRa 2206). All CAMAC scalers were interrogated inde­
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pendent of the data acquisition system two times per second 
and their contents displayed on a visual display unit, ena­
bling all scalers to be constantly monitored independent of 
the computer.
When an event trigger is sent to the MBD, the ap­
propriate words associated with that event type are read 
from the CAMAC crates into a buffer in the MBD. This buffer 
continues to be filled by other events until it is full, or 
an event trigger specifies the end of a beam pulse. Then
the buffer is transferred to a buffer in the PDP-11 and 
written to magnetic tape. If the computer is not busy with 
such a transfer, on line analysis occurs. This consists of 
creating various histograms of the data. Each histogram can
have up to two hundred tests applied, as deemed appropriate. 
The various quantities may be viewed while accumulating, ei­
ther as histograms, or as live-time two dimensional dotplots 
on the Tektronix 4010 graphics terminal. In addition, the 
contents of the hardware scalers (CAMAC) and the software
scalers (applied tests) can be listed at will. Finally, all
software tests can be redefined during data acquisition, 
thus making on line analysis very flexible.
3.4.9 DATA EVENTS
Tables XII, XIII, XIV, and XV list the contents of 
the Data events used during the current experiment. Table 
XVI lists the contents of the coincidence bit registers.
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TABLE XII 
Telescope Singles Event 5
word content s word contents
1 event 5 flag 18 Delta4 ADC
2 Omegal ADC 19 Etop4 ADC
3 Deltal ADC 20 Ebottom4 ADC
4 Etopl ADC 21 Rear Veto4 ADC
5 Ebottoml ADC 22 Omega5 ADC
6 Rear Vetol ADC 23 Delta5 ADC
7 0mega2 ADC 24 Etop5 ADC
8 Delta2 ADC 25 Ebottom5 ADC
9 Etop2 ADC 26 Rear Veto5 ADC
10 Ebottom2 ADC 27 Omega6 ADC
11 Rear Veto2 ADC 28 Delta6 ADC
12 0mega3 ADC 29 Etop6 ADC
13 Delta3 ADC 30 Ebottom6 ADC
14 Etop3 ADC 31 Rear Veto6 ADC
15 Ebottom3 ADC 32 Coincidence Reglsterl
16 Rear Veto3 ADC 33 Coincidence Register2
17 0mega4 ADC 34 Coincidence Register3
TABLE XIII 
CAMAC Scaler Event 6
word content s word content s
1 Omegal 34 T6*E6
2 Deltal 35 T6*E6*Rear Veto6
3 Ebot toml 36 T6*E6*Side Veto6
4 T1*E1 37 not used
5 T1*E1*Rear Vetol 38 not used
6 Tl*El*Side Vetol 39 not used
7 Omega2 40 not used
8 Delta2 41 not used
9 Ebot tom2 42 not used
10 T2*E2 43 Clock (0.05 sec.)
11 T2*E2*Rear Veto2 44 Ion Chamber
12 T2*E2*Si de Veto2 45 Ge(Li)l Anti-Cup
13 0mega3 46 Ge(Li)2 Anti-Cup
14 Delt a3 47 Ge(Li)l*Ge(Li)2
15 Ebot tom3 48 Multiple Telescopes
16 T3*E3 49 Event 5 Triggers
17 T3*E3*Rear Veto3 50 Event 6 Triggers
18 T3*E3*Side Veto3 51 Event 8 Triggers
19 0mega4 52 Event 10 Triggers
20 Delt a4 53 Ge(Li) Pulser
21 Ebot tom4 54 E(Slab) Pulsers
22 T4*E4 55 not used
23 T4*E4*Rear Veto4 56 Ge(Li) Gate *
24 T4*E4*Side Veto4 57 Ge(Li) Pulser *
25 0mega5 58 not used
26 Delta5 59 not used
27 Ebot tom5 60 not used
28 T5*E5 61 Clock (0.05 sec) *
29 T5*E5*Rear Veto5 62 Ion Chamber *
30 T5*E5*Si de Veto5 63 Computer Busy *
31 0mega6 64 Event 10 Triggers *
32 Delta6 65 not used
33 Ebot tom6 66 not used
Note; Scalers marked by an (*) are not interrupted by
system dead time veto. All scalars not marked 
are interrupted by the dead time veto.
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TABLE XIV 
Gamma Ray Singles Event 8
word content s word contents
1 event 8 flag 4 Ge(Li)2 flag
2 Ge(Li)1 flag 5 Ge(Li)2 ADC
3 Ge(Li)2 ADC
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TABLE XV
Gamma Ray - Charged Particle Coincidence Event 10
word contents word contents
1 event 10 flag 25
2 Omegal ADC 26
3 Delt al ADC 27
4 Etopl ADC 28
5 Ebottoml ADC 29
6 Rear Vetol ADC 30
7 Omega2 ADC 31
8 Delta2 ADC 32
9 Etop2 ADC 33
10 Ebottom2 ADC 34
11 Rear Veto2 ADC 35
12 Omega3 ADC 36
13 Delta3 ADC 37
14 Etop3 ADC 38
15 Ebottom3 ADC 39
16 Rear Veto3 ADC 40
17 0mega4 ADC 41
18 Delta4 ADC 42
19 Etop4 ADC 43
20 Ebottom4 ADC 44
21 Rear Veto4 ADC 45
22 Omega5 ADC 46
23 Delta5 ADC 47
24 Etop5 ADC 48
Ebottom5 ADC 
Rear Veto5 ADC 
Omega6 ADC 
Delta6 ADC 
Etop6 ADC 
Ebottom6 ADC 
Rear Veto6 ADC 
Ge(Li)l ADC 
Ge(Li)2 ADC
TDC11 (Ge(Li)1-Telescopel)
TDC12
TDC13
TDC14
TDC15
TDC16
TDC21 (Ge(Li)2-Telescopel)
TDC22
TDC23
TDC24
TDC25
TDC26
Coincidence Registerl 
Coincidence Register2 
Coincidence Register3
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TABLE XVI 
Coincidence Bit Register Contents.
Coincidence Bit Register 1
bl t content s bit contents
0 Ge(Li) Anti-cup 1 8 Ge(Li)2*Tele
1 Ge(Li) Anti-cup 2 9 Rear Vetol*El
2 Beam on 10 Rear Veto2*E2
3 Ge(Li) pulser 11 Rear Veto3*E3
4 Ge(Li)l 12 Rear Veto4*E4
5 Ge(Li)2 13 Rear Veto5*E5
6 Ge(Li)l*Ge(Li)2 14 Rear Veto6*E6
7 Ge(Li)l*Tele 15 not used
Coinci dence Bit Register 2
bit contents bit content s
0 LSV1*E1 8 LSV5*E5
1 RSV1*E1 9 RSV5*E5
2 LSV2*E2 10 LSV6*E6
3 RSV2*E2 11 RSV6*E6
4 LSV3*E3 12 E counter pul
5 RSV3*E3 13 not used
6 LSV4*E4 14 not used
7 RSV4*E4 15 not used
lote: LSV = Left Side Veto, RSV =» Right Side Vet
Coinci dence! Bit Register 3
bit contents bit contents
0 T*T 8 T2
1 El *T1 9 T3
2 E2*T2 10 T4
3 E 3*T3 11 T5
4 E4*T4 12 T6
5 E5*T5 13 not used
6 E6*T6 14 not used
7 Tl 15 not used
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3.4.10 TARGET
The target used consisted of natural magnesium met­
al machined to the appropriate thickness. After the target 
was machined, it was sandblasted with glass beads to remove
any machining oils. The final density of the target (0.57 + 
2
0.02 g/cm ) was determined by weighing the target with a 
Metier balance and measuring its dimensions accurately.
Chapter IV 
DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
Data replay consists of three principal sortings. 
First, after the tape format Is translated to an IBM compat­
ible format, the data are sorted by event type, and rewrit­
ten to a disk file for quick access. Secondly, the event 
Is sorted by both particle telescope and by Ge(Ll) detector 
angular direction. Finally, the event is sorted by particle 
type.
4.1 EVENT TYPE SORTING
The program written for this purpose is of general 
utility to all users of the LAMPF Q data acquisition system 
not replaying on a PDP-11 or VAX. First, and perhaps of 
most importance, the program will search for and sort any 
event type with only a few lines necessary to define the 
event number and length. Secondly, the program executes 
very quickly, and can sort a 2200' 800 bpi tape in roughly 
35 seconds cpu time. Finally it provides a complete account 
of the tape contents by logging all tape and block headers, 
and any comments entered during the run. This program and a 
description are listed in Appendix A.2.
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4.2 TELESCOPE AND GE(LI) DIRECTION DETERMINATION
Software sorting of valid telescope directions re­
quires a different telescope signature from that described 
in the data acquisition logic. For replay purposes a tele­
scope is defined as a coincidence between OMEGA, DELTA, 
ETOP, AND EBOTTOM. This choice has been made since the par­
ticle energies of Interest require that the above mentioned 
members be triggered in a given event.
The program listed in appendix A.3 sorts the data 
according to which Ge(Li) detector is in coincidence with 
the firing telescope. Those Ge(Li) signals in coincidence 
with the appropriate anti-coincidence charged particle de­
tector cup were not retained. Finally, both multiple tele­
scope and multiple Ge(Li) signal events were also not re­
tained. This resulted in a loss of less than 1% of 
otherwise valid data. Since only the words associated with 
the specific telescope and Ge(Li) that fired are retained, 
data can be stored in a compressed form for further process­
ing. Table XVII is a list of the output of this program.
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TABLE XVII 
Compressed EventlO Record format
word contents
1 BYTE(l) defines which Ge(li) is stored
BYTE(2) defines which Telescope is stored
2 COINCIDENCE REGISTER1
3 COINCIDENCE REGISTER2
4 COINCIDENCE REGISTER3
5 OMEGA ADC
6 DELTA ADC
7 ETOP ADC
8 EBOTTOM ADC
9 REAR VETO ADC
11 TDC
12 GE(LI) ADC
4.3 PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION AND SORTING
The final sorting of the coincidence event is by 
particle type, either pions or protons. This is accom­
plished by an extension of a successful method first devel­
oped by Goulding ££ aJL_. (Gou64). This technique, as well as 
other particle identification methods, is reviewed by 
England (Eng74).
Goulding uses an empirically derived power law relation
R * aEb (24)
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Particle Identification 
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Figure 15: Telescopel particle identification histogram*
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where R is the range of a particle, 13 is the particle kinet­
ic energy, £  i s a function of 1/mass, and has been found 
to be equal to roughly 1.73 over a wide range of energies 
and particle types (Sky67).
If one has two detectors, one a passing detector,
and the other a stopping detector, one can write
E 1 - Edep + dE <25>
where is the initial kinetic energy of the particle, dE
is the amount of energy deposited in the passing detector, 
and is the amount of energy deposited in the stopping
detector.
If the passing detector is of thickness T^ , then this thick­
ness is equal to the difference in ranges Rj - R^gp such 
that (Eng74):
T - Ei - Rd.P - »(Eib - Ed.pb> (26>
Recalling that a_ is inversely proportional to the particle 
mass (M), an identification function based on particle mass 
such that:
TM <1 E i” - Edepb (27)
Since equation (27) defines a unique line in the dE*E,^ dep
plane for each value of Til, various particles can be sorted
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Figure 16: dE/dx dot plot before particle selection.
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according to the value of TM using equation (25) to deter­
mine the initial kinetic energy Ej .
The problem with the use of such a relation in the 
current experiment is that, for a great portion of the 
events, the particle energy is such that the particle will 
not stop within the E counters. However, this problem has 
been easily overcome with a different, but parallel ap­
proach, to that of Goulding.
Given a particle of energy E^ before it enters the 
final detector, one can define its range = aE^b assuming 
that the final detector is thick enough to stop the parti­
cle. However, we know that the detector has an actual range
R and we can therefore write: s
Rj = R g+ dR (28)
where dR is the remaining portion of range necessary to 
stop the particle. We also know that there is a maximum en­
ergy E such that dR is still zero. E is particle type max max r Jr
dependent in addition to being related to the detector 
thickness. The present E counters will stop 70 MeV pions 
and 153 MeV protons. We can then write:
R. = R + dR = aE b + a dEb (29)1 s max v '
where dE is the remaining kinetic energy of the particle 
after it exits the detector. However, we also know that:
R1 = a(Edep + dE)b (30)
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where E^ is the energy lost by the particle in the 
detector. One can then divide the last two equations into 
each other and iteratively solve for dE using:
1 = (E. + dE)b /(E b + dEb ) (31)dep ' max v '
Finally one uses:
E 1 " E dep + dE <32>
in the original equation (27) to determine the particle 
identity. Figure 15 illustrates a typical particle-identi- 
fication-function generated histogram using the method de­
scribed above. For each particle detected in the telescope, 
a value Til is calulated and hlstogrammed. Particle types 
can then be selected by making cuts on the values of TM 
about the strong peaks shown in figure 15. Figure 15 also 
illustrates a typical set of cuts for pions and protons. 
Figure 16 shows a two dimensional OMEGA*ETOP dot plot prior 
to particle selection. Figure 17 illustrates the result of 
a cut on TM^  including the pion peak of figure 15. Figure 18 
illustrates the result of a cut on TM^  corresponding to pro- 
t ons .
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4.4 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS
Once events are sorted by telescope, Ge(Ll) detec­
tor, and particle type the events are again sorted Into on- 
time (prompt) and offtlme (random) coincidence events. This 
is accomplished by making cuts on the twelve timing curves 
associated with the twelve possible telescope Ge(li) detec­
tor coincidences. Ontime cuts for each Ge(Li) telescope co­
incidence were determined by repeated approximations about 
the ontime peak illustrated in Figure 19 below.
After each cut, the resulting gamma ray spectra were exam­
ined. The timing cut interval was reduced until a reduction 
in the peak areas of the gamma ray spectra was observed. 
The final result of making these timing cuts is the removal 
of more than 50% of the spectral background components.
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4.5 PEAK IDENTIFICATION
The energies of peaks In the nuclear deexcitation 
gamma ray spectra were determined with the source energy 
calibrations taken during the run. These energies were then 
compared with known (End73, Mei75) nuclear gamma ray trans­
itions in target-related nuclei for Identification. In ad­
dition, the spectra were searched for background contaminant 
deexcitation gamma rays associated with shielding materials, 
detectors, and detector stands. The only strong background 
peak observed corresponds to 1+ — > 3+ transition in
the borated polyethylene which was used to help shield the 
Ge(Li) detectors.
4 . 6 GE (LI^) DETECTOR PULSER
Ge(Li) detector pulser histograms were investigated 
to check for the possibility of counting rate dependent am­
plification gain shift. Inspection of the Ge(Li) detector 
pulser histograms revealed peculiar shapes: It was noted
that the pulser signal drifted 100 channels in the Ge(Li)l 
spectrum, but appeared to remain uncommonly stable in the 
Ge(Li)2 spectrum. In addition the Ge(Li)2 pulser peak con­
tained a "low energy" tail while the Ge(Li)l pulser peak did 
not. The low energy tail was roughly 500 channels wide and 
accounted for approximately 25% of the total pulser peak 
area.
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In order to determine the cause of these 
peculiarities time histories were taken of the digitized 
Ge(Li)l and Ge(Ll)2 pulser signals (figures 20 and 21). 
Figure 20 illustrates the Ge(Li) pulser signals over a 4 
hour period immediately following the startup of the experi­
ment following a 9 day break. Figure 21 illustrates the 
same pulser signals two days later.
During the 2 day time interval corresponding to the 
period between when the Ge(Li) pulser spectra in figures 20 
and 21 were obtained the drift observed in the Ge(Li)l pul­
ser signal progessively lessened, while the pulser signal in 
Ge(Li)2 remained stable. Progressive lessening of the drift 
observed in Ge(Li)l is typical of electronics during a "warm 
u p ” period.
The cause of the drift observed in Ge(Li)l was due
to pulser drift. This was determined by inspecting the 
23
Na first excited state peak centroid at channel 273 over 
the time period spanned by the current analysis. The maxi­
mum shift observed for this peak in the Ge(Li)l spectrum was
1 channel. The effect in the pulser shift would have ac-
23counted for an equivalent Na peak maximum shift of 10 
channels. In addition Ge(Li) detector energy and efficiency 
calibrations taken several weeks apart had the same gain and 
offset.
The apparent stability of the Ge(Li)2 pulser signal 
was caused by saturation of a reversed polarity pulser sig-
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Figure 20: Ge(Li)l and Ge(Li)2 pulser drift tape 466*40.
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nal in the Ge(Li) linear amplifier. During experiment 439, 
which immediately followed the present experiment and used 
the same detectors and electronics, the input to the Ge(Li)2 
ADC was changed from a bipolar signal to a unipolar signal. 
At this time the pulser signal previously observed in the 
Ge(Li)2 spectrum went off scale. The pulser input to the 
Ge(Li)2 preamplifier had to be then attenuated to restore 
the pulser signal to the spectrum. This indicated the pul­
ser signal had the wrong polarity.
The stable pulser signal was thus due to digitiza­
tion of a bipolar undershoot, not the negative primary sig­
nal. The "low energy" tail in the Ge(Li)2 pulser spectrum 
was caused by the bipolar undershoot being gated into the 
Ge(Li) ADC before reaching its peak voltage.
Although the shapes of the Ge(Li) pulser spectra 
were vastly different, the total number of counts in the 
Ge(Ll)l and Ge(Ll)2 spectra were the same. In addition, the 
ratio of Ge(Li )1:Ge(Li)2 pulser counts did not vary during 
the experiment. The constant Ge(Li)1:Ge(Li)2 pulser count 
ratio, together with the stable experimental target related 
Ge(Li) spectra suggested that count rate dependent gain 
shift was not a major concern.
4.7 PEAK AREA DETERMINATION
Since the peaks of Interest were well separated in 
energy and the background portions of the Ge(Li) spectra 
were essentially linear, the peak areas were determined by 
summing the counts in the peak portions of the spectra and 
subtracting the corresponding backgrounds. Backgrounds were 
determined by taking a linear average of counts in the re­
gions preceding and following the peak channel region. To 
ascertain the reliability of this method, the areas obtained 
for the the offtime 511 keV positron annihilation peak, 
which has good statistics, were compared with least squares 
fitting area determinations for the same peak. Such a com- 
parisions showed that the two methods were compatible for 
peaks of good statistics, with least squares fitting yield­
ing roughly a 1% smaller area.
4.8 DATA NORMALIZATION
To account for miscalibration of the ion chamber
(see 3.4.4.3), the cross sections presented in this thesis
2 4 +are normalized to the singly differential Mg 2 inelastic 
pion scattering cross section of Bolger (Bol79) fitted with 
the non spin flip angular correlation function for coinci­
dences between the 2+ — > 0+ deexcitation gamma ray and the 
nuclear recoil direction. The non spin flip angular corre­
lation function was chosen because of the large collective 
enhancement of non spin flip transitions over spin flip
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transitions (see 2.3). Measured values of W(0) were deter­
mined from equation (18) for coincidences between the two 
forward telescopes (1 and 6) and the two Ge(Ll) detectors. 
Other telescopes were not considered because of poor statis­
tics resulting from the low (pi,pi") Inelastic cross sec­
tions associated with the other telescopes.
Values of W(0) associated with the two forward tel­
escopes were least squares fitted to:
f(0) = A(15/8pi)(sin2 (20)) (33)
where A was allowed to vary (see equation 14). If the ion 
chamber was properly calibrated, a fitted value of A near
1.0 would result. The least squares fit to the angular cor­
relation data associated with the two forward telescopes re­
sulted In A = 4.97 + 1.36 with a chi squared value of 1.67. 
This suggests that the ion chamber calibration of 3.8 x 10^ 
pions/ion chamber count (see Table VI) used in the current 
analysis is too small by a factor of roughly five. 
Increasing the ion chamber calibration by this amount brings 
the calibration into better agreement with the ion chamber 
calibration of Fitzgerald (Fit80).
Section 5.2 discusses the effect of finite sized 
particle detector telescopes upon the expected angular cor­
relation W (0). Although the effect of finite sized particle
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detectors modifies the shape of the correlation function, 
the effect does not significantly change the fitted value of 
the parameter A above. Cross sections presented in this 
thesis are therefore a factor of 4.97 less than those ob­
tained if the activation measurment based ion chamber cali­
bration obtained during the experiment were correct.
4.9 ERROR DETERMINATION
Sources of error are discussed in general order of 
importance:
During calibration of the ion chamber, the pion 
beam flux was determined from the activation method de­
scribed in (3.4.4.3) with 10% statistical accuracy. 
However, an absolute normalization error of roughly 27% also 
exists (see section 4.8). The total absolute error attrib­
uted to the ion chamber is therefore 29%.
The second largest contribution to error in the 
current experiment arises in the Ge(Ll) detector efficiency 
calibrations. The maximum error in this calibration is de­
termined by the maximum deviation from the average intrinsic 
efficiencies listed in Table XI. For Ge(Li)l this corre­
sponds to 6%. The maximum deviation for Ge(Li)2 is 9%.
Errors arising in the calculation of the telescope 
solid angles depend upon how accurately the location of the 
telescope members is determined. Distances from the target 
to the various telescope members were determined with a
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transit and meter stick. A conservative estimate of the ac­
curacy of these measurements is + 1 cm. This results in a 
6% uncertainty in the solid angle determination.
Self absorption effects in the target were investi­
gated using the photon cross section tables of Storm and 
Israel (Sto70). These effects were found to be small for 
the thin target used. Typically, for gamma rays of 200 keV, 
roughly 3% are absorbed while only 1% of the gamma rays hav­
ing an energy of 1 MeV are absorbed.
24 +Target secondary scattering producing the Mg 2 
— > 0+ gamma ray were also investigated. Since gamma rays 
from secondary reactions were expected to be Isotropic a 
conservative upper limit on the amount of secondary scatter­
ing producing gamma rays could be estimated by examining the 
experimental correlation function for a given pion scatter­
ing angle and comparing extreme values. By assuming that 
the minimum count observed in the experimental correlation 
function was due to only secondary scattering, the ratio of 
the maximum count observed to the minimum count observed 
provided a measure of the secondary scattering contamina­
tion. Since the angular correlation study used only 
Telescopes 1 and 6 (+ 30°), the error due to secondary scat­
tering was determined with the cross sections of these tele­
scopes. The error thus attributed to secondary scattering 
is roughly 20%.
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Finally, other contributions to the error were 
found to be small. Error due to particles scattering out 
through the sides of the E counters was found to be roughly 
3% for plons and 1% for protons in telescopes 1 and 6. 
These errors were determined by comparing the number of 
plons and protons counted with and without a software anti- 
coincidence of(0MEGA*DELTA*ET0P*EB0TT0M) with the side veto 
coincidence register bits (see 3.4.8). Error due to outs- 
cattering of particles through the sides of the E counters 
in telescopes 2, 3, 4, and 5 was found to be less than 1%. 
Error due to inefficiency of the electronic dead time moni­
tor (BUSY) was determined by comparing EVENT10 triggers gat­
ed, and ungated by the dead time veto (see 3.4.6.3). If the 
dead time veto monitoring system worked correctly, the gated 
and ungated count should be the same. Gated and ungated 
EVENT10 trigger counts were the same to within 0.04%. The 
target density error depends upon how accurately the mass 
and dimensions of the target were determined. This error is 
also less than 1%. Finally, determination of the telescope 
efficiency error is dependent upon the number of the counts 
in each member of the telescope. This error is also less 
than 1%.
In summary, the major causes of error, other than 
statistical fluctuation of peak areas, are calibrations. In 
decreasing order, these are calibration of the ion chamber, 
Ge(Li) efficiency calibration, and determination of the tel­
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escope solid angles. Propagation of these errors results In 
a relative average error for all telescope directions and 
Ge(Ll) detectors of roughly 15% and an absolute error of 
roughly 31%.
Chapter V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
From the gamma ray histograms shown In Figures 22
and 23 one sees that there are five strong target-related
peaks In the spectra. The most energetic of these corre-
24sponds to the first excited state of Mg at 1368 keV and
results from Inelastic plon scattering. At roughly 439 keV
23one finds the first excited state of Na and Its mirror nu-
2 3
cleus, the first excited state of Mg at 450 keV. Both of
these peaks result from single nucleon removal. The last
21
two peaks correspond to the first excited state of Ne
2 2found at 350 keV and the first excited state of Ne found 
at 1274 ke V . Cross sections for these gamma ray peaks are
listed in Tables XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, and XXII. The present
2 4 23 23discussion focuses on the Mg, Mg, and Na peak cross
21 22sections. Discussion of the Ne and Ne cross sections Is 
beyond the scope of the present work.
Before discussing the above peaks, It Is important 
to note that one of the important goals of the experimental
technique has been totally met. This goal is the reduction
of the background component of the gamma ray spectra. 
Figures 24 and 25 are histograms of the same data without a
- 102 -
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TABLE XVIII
21Ne Peak-Charged Particle Coincidence Cross Sections
2
All cross sections in micro barns/steradian 
and are sorted by particle type, telescope direction 
wel^. as Ge(Li) direction.
(normalized to Mg 2 differential cross section (Bol79))
Ge_(Li_) Telescope Pi on Coincident Proton Coincident
Detector Number Cross Section Cross Section
1 137 + 44 345 + 93
2 103 + 35 210 + 61
3 97 + 32 148 + 46
4 62 + 25 95 + 33
5 103 + 31 85 + 31
6 161 + 50 543 + 140
1 167 + 47 399 + 101
2 58 + 21 123 + 36
3 50 + 18 97 + 30
4 108 + 33 189 + 52
5 56 + 20 94 + 29
6 92 + 30 355 + 91
coincidence requirement with a telescope. The effect is 
very dramatic and demonstrates how large the background com­
ponent has been in past gamma ray singles experiments. In 
the current experiment, inclusion of an "ontime” timing cut 
(see 4.4) reduced the background component by roughly 50%.
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TABLE XIX
23
Na Peak-Charged Particle Coincidence Cross Sections*
2
All cross sections In micro barns/steradlan 
and are sorted by particle type, telescope direction 
welj. as Ge(Ll) direction.
(normalized to Mg 2 differential cross section (Bol79))
£e_(Li_) Telescope Plon Coincident Pro ton Coincident
Detector Number Cross Section Cross Section
1 577 + 150 1168 + 287
2 348 + 96 384 + 105
3 316 + 88 47 + 22
4 505 + 133 118 + 42
5 493 + 125 100 + 37
6 382 + 106 1436 + 350
1 369 + 97 1287 + 308
2 261 + 71 318 + 84
3 130 + 39 68 + 24
4 326 + 86 69 + 25
5 334 + 88 36 + 16
6 151 + 104 887 + 217
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TABLE XX
23
Mg Peak-Charged Particle Coincidence Cross Sections.
2
All cross sections in micro barns/steradian 
and are sorted by particle type, telescope direction 
^  wel^ as Ge(Ll) direction.
(normalized to Mg 2 differential cross section (Bol79))
Ge_(L^_) Telescope Pion Coincident Proton Coincident
Detector Number Cross Section Cross Section
1 1 120
2 85
3 65
4 96
5 57
6 115
+ 42 607 + 157
+ 33 165 + 53
+ 27 38 + 19
+ 37 36 + 20
+ 22 74 + 30
+ 42 402 + 111
2 1 149
2 59
3 77
4 71
5 102
6 25
+ 42 611 + 153
+ 20 107 + 34
+ 24 25 + 12
+ 23 47 + 20
+ 31 22 + 12
+ 12 226 + 64
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TABLE XXI
22 Ne Peak-Charged Particle Coincidence Cross Sections.
2
All cross sections In micro barns/steradlan 
and are sorted by particle type, telescope direction 
welj. as Ge(Ll) direction.
(normalized to Mg 2 differential cross section (Bol79))
£ e ( L O  Telescope Plon Coincident Proton Coincident
Detector Number Cross Section Cross Section
1 243 + 95 664 + 198
2 246 + 93 184 + 77
3 102 + 45 101 + 51
4 65 + 66 39 + 24
5 107 + 47 153 + 68
6 224 + 91 449 + 148
2 1 330
2 30
3 67
4 64
5 121
6 34
+ 96 393 + 120
+ 19 161 + 61
+ 30 57 + 32
+ 30 96 + 45
+ 45 40 + 25
+ 21 327 + 105
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TABLE XXII
24
Mg Peak-Charged Particle Coincidence Cross Sections.
2
All cross sections in micro barns/steradlan 
and are sorted by particle type, telescope direction 
wel| as Ge(Li) direction.
(normalized to Mg 2 differential cross section (Bol79))
G£(LjO Telescope Pion Coincident Proton Coincident
Detector Number Cross Section Cross Section
1 1 1165
2 96
3 86
4 17
5 115
6 1738
+ 318 452 + 149
+ 48 147 + 69
+ 47 155 + 69
+ 18 17 + 18
+ 51 65 + 28
+ 455 537 + 159
2 1 1912
2 237
3 82
4 45
5 65
6 354
+ 464 250 + 86
+ 74 128 + 54
+ 34 31 + 31
+ 25 68 + 38
+ 30 32 + 24
+ 114 300 + 100
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Figure 22: Total coincidence Ge(Li)l histogram.
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Figure 23: Total coincidence Ge(Li)2 histogram.
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5.2 ANGULAR CORRELATION OBSERVED WITH PION INELASTIC 
SCATTERING
Figure 26 illustrates the observed angular correla- 
24 + +
tion between the Mg 2 — > 0 deexcitation gamma ray and
the recoil nucleus direction.
The data points presented in fiqure 26 are the
measured doubly differential cross sections listed in Table
2 4 +
XXII divided by the singly differential plon Mg 2 inelas­
tic scattering cross section (Bol79). The data points rep­
resent only coincidence between pions in the two forward
24telescopes (1 and 6) and first excited state Mg deexcita- 
tlon gamma rays in the Ge(Li) detectors. Coincidences with 
pions detected in other particle telescopes were not consid­
ered because of poor statistics.
The dot-dash curve in figure 26 represents a least 
squares fit to equation 33 where the amplitude A was allowed 
to vary. The fit of these four data points resulted in a 
reduced chi-squared value of 0.84 with A = 1.00 + 0.27. A 
value of A * 1.00 is expected since the data is normalized
to this angular correlation. It can be seen that the gener-
2
al form of the angular correlation follows a sin (20) rela­
tion .
The effect of finite sized particle telescopes upon
the angular correlation was studied. This investigation in-
2
volved averaging W(0) = sin (20) over the angular extent of
113
averaged W(0)
non-  ^  r
averaged \
W(©) '
\00
, Q _ 9+  > 0+ correla tio n.
Figure 26: Fitted an gu lar
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the detector. Appendix B.l details the calculation of this
average. Figure 26 also Illustrates the averaged W(0) =
2
sin (20) angular correlation (dashed line). For a particle 
telescope centered at 30°, the effect of averaging over the 
detector's angular range is to fill the minima at correla­
tion angles of 0° and 180°. This effect is attributed to 
out of plane pion scattering. For the present discussion, 
"out of plane" refers to scattering not in the horizontal 
plane bisecting the target, Ge(Li) detectors and the parti­
cle telescopes. At angles near 0° and 180° out of plane 
scattering dominates the correlation angle. One can easily 
understand this dominance by investigating how out of plane 
scattering changes the correlation angle such that:
y = c o s  * {cos (0^,)cos (0p)+sin(0y)sin(0r )cos (0r ) } (34)
which is simply the dot product between unit vectors in the 
direction of the Ge(Li) detector and the recoil nucleus di­
rection. In equation (34) 0^,is the Ge(Li) detector angle, 
while 0r and 0r are the angular components of the nuclear re­
coil vector. In-plane scattering corresponds to 0r = 0°.
For a pion scattering at 30°, the recoil nucleus direction 
is 75°. For cases where the target mass is much greater 
than the projectile mass, the recoil direction is determined 
by (Ive76):
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er = (Pi - ej/2 (35)
For a correlation angle 6 = 0°or 180°, the 9 angles of the
Ge(Li) detector are 75° and 105° respectively. With such a 
geometry equation (34) can be approximated by:
©yr= 0r (36)
The minimum at a correlation angle 0 of 90° is not 
filled by averaging over the angular extent of the particle 
detector. This is explained by considering the following: 
For a correlation angle of 90° with a particle telescope lo­
cated at 30°, the gamma ray detector is located at 15° with 
respect to the beam axis. Inspection of equation (35) re­
veals that in the case where either the gamma ray angle or 
the recoil nucleus angle is small, the angular correlation 
is dominated by in-plane scattering.
At a correlation angle of ©yr= 0° the departure of 
the data point from the correlation function is in part ex­
plained by out-of-plane contributions. However, for the 
data point at 197° there is good agreement with the non-av- 
eraged angular correlation function, but poor agreement with 
the averaged correlation function. The two data points cor­
responding to correlation angles of 47° and 150° are in good
116
agreement with both the non averaged angular correlation
function and the averaged correlation function.
In conclusion, for the four data points considered,
the observed angular correlation appears to follow the W(0) 
2
= sin (20) relation predicted by impulse approximations av­
eraged over the telescope solid angles. The present results 
establish a basis for further study. A complete test of the 
angular correlation function would require detection of the 
2+ to 0+ deexcitation gamma ray at several additional angles 
in coincidence with a fixed pion scattering angle. The ef­
fect of the large angular range of the particle detectors 
located at 0 = 30° could be minimized by choosing gamma ray 
detector angles resulting in correlation angles between 45°
and 135°. Within this interval, the averaged W(0) =
2
sin (20) correlation function would be close to that assum­
ing point particle detector telescopes.
2
Observation of a sin (20) angular correlation for a 
collectively enhanced non-spin flip 0+ — > 2+ — > 0+ trans­
ition establishes a reference for future studies of angular 
correlations associated with inelastic pion scattering in­
duced spin flip and non-spin flip transitions.
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5.3 SINGLE NUCLEON KNOCKOUT FROM
Figures 27 and 28 illustrate the angular distribu­
tion of pions in coincidence with the deexcitation gamma ray
23
of the first excited state of Na. Figures 27 and 28
24
therefore correspond to single proton removal from Mg.
Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the angular distribution of
pions in coincidence with the deexcitation gamma ray of the
23
first excited state of Mg. Figures 29 and 30 therefore
24correspond to single neutron removal from Mg.
The dashed line in figures 27, 28, 29, and 30 cor­
responds to a least squares fit to equation (7) such that:
f (0) - A(1 + 3cos2©) (37)
where A was allowed to vary. Fitting the observed angular
distribution of pions following single nucleon removal from 
24Mg assumes that the angular correlation function W(6) is 
Isotropic. This assumption is based on the final state be­
ing a three body state consisting of the scattered pion, a 
knockout nucleon, and the residual nucleus. Figures 27, 28, 
29, and 30 correspond to the detection of only the scattered 
pion. The detection of only the scattered pion fails to 
completely specify the scattering kinematics. With a 3 body 
final state, there are 9 kinematic variables (p^»0j) and 4 
equations of motion. Detection of a- pion in the current
118
analysis determines only Its scattering direction. Hence 
three kinematic variables remain undetermined, and are 
therefore averaged over In the current analysis. In addi­
tion, on a plane wave basis, the residual nucleus Is consid­
ered a spectator to the single nucleon removal process. 
Therefore an Isotropic angular correlation Is expected.
Figure 27 illustrates the observed angular distri-
23bution of scattered pions in coincidence with Na first ex­
cited state 5/2+ --> 3/2+ deexcitation gamma rays detected 
In Ge(Ll)l. The least squares fit of the data points in 
figure 27 to equation (37) resulted in a fitted amplitude A 
of 2.3 + 0.3 mb/sr with a chi squared value of 0.36.
Figure 28 illustrates the observed angular distri-
23bution of scattered pions in coincidence with Na first ex­
cited state deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)2. 
The least squares fit of the data points in figure 28 to 
equation (37) resulted in a fitted amplitude of A = 1.6 + 
0.2 mb/sr with a chi squared value of 0.20.
Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the observed angular
23distribution of pions in coincidence with Mg first excited 
state 5/2+ — > 3/2+ dexcitatlon gamma rays detected in
Ge(Li)l and Ge(Li)2 respectively. The distribution of pions 
illustrated in figure 29 was fitted to equation (37) with an 
amplitude A *> 0.4 + 0.1 mb/sr and a chi squared value of 
1 .34.
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The angular distribution of pions Illustrated In
figure 30 was fitted with an amplitude A = 0.5 + 0.1 mb/sr
and a chl-squared value of 0.35.
Figures 31, 32, 33, and 34 Illustrate the observed
23
angular distribution of protons In coincidence with Mg and 
23Na deexcitation gamma rays detected with Ge(Li)l and 
Ge(Li)2.
For free pion-nucleon scattering, the laboratory 
scattering angle of the proton is completely determined if 
the pion laboratory scattering angle is known such that 
(Mor70):
Inspection of equation (38) reveals that the proton scatter­
ing angle is limited to:
0
proton(lab)
where:
o °  < e
proton(lab) < 90°
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Figure 27: Observed angular (J^stribution of pions in
coincidence with Na first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)l.
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Figure 28: Observed angular cj^stribution of pions in
coincidence with Na first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)2.
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Figure 29: Observed angular cj^stribution of pions in
coincidence with Mg first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)l .
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Figure 30: Observed angular cj^stribution of pions in
coincidence with Mg first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)2.
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For pion nucleon scattering, the proton 
differential cross section is directly related to the pion 
differential cross section by:
(dcr/dQ) _ = (d{2/d& )(d<T/d& . (39)v w proton \ p pion '
where (d / d(Qr ) is the transformation jacobian. For two
7r p
body scattering, the jacobian is simply:
“ d(cos© . )/d(cos© . ) (40)•jf p pion' v proton' v '
The jacobian is then determined by taking the cosine of
© /i equation (38) and differentiating with respectproton(lab) n v 6 v
to cos(© . ) yielding:pion' ' 6
d^ r/d% % (1+z2)Sln(epi)(1"CO8 (0pi)/Sln(eProton) (41>
where:
tan(© )
proton
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Table XXIII lists pion scattering angles, the corresponding 
proton scattering angle and jacobian corresponding to free 
pion-nucleon scattering.
Proton angular distributions are fit to:
+ 3cos2(epI) (42)
using equation (41) and allowing A to vary. Proton and pion 
scattering angles are related through equation (38).
Figure 31 shows the observed angular distribution
2 3of protons in coincidence with detection of the Na first 
excited state deexcitation gamma ray in Ge(Li)l. The dashed 
line corresponds to a fit to equation (42). The fit to the 
angular distribution of protons in figure 31 resulted in an 
amplitude of 4.4 + 0.7 mb/sr with a chi squared value of 
1.27.
Figure 32 corresponds to the observed angular dis­
tribution of protons in coincidence with detection of the 
23
Na first excited state deexcltatlon gamma ray in Ge(Li)2. 
The dashed line represents a least squares fit to equation 
(42). The observed angular distribution was fitted with an 
amplitude A = 4.8 + 0.6 mb/sr. The corresponding chi-
squared value was 1.22
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TABLE XXIII
Pion and proton scattering angles and the corresponding 
Jacobian used to change pion differential cross sections to 
proton differential cross sections.
pion
scattering 
angle 
(degrees)
0.0
10.0 
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0 
90.0
1 0 0 . 0  
1 1 0 . 0  
120.0
130.0
140.0
150.0
160.0 
170.0
proton 
scattering 
angle 
(degrees)
90.00
83.12
76.35
69.74 
63.37 
57.29 
51.51 
46.03 
40.87 
35.98
31.35 
26.95
22.74 
18.70 
14.80 
11 .01
7 .30 
3.63
transformation
.jacobian
0.0 
0.256 
0.525 
0.820 
1 .154 
1 .534 
1.967 
2.455 
2.996 
3.531 
4.196 
4.824 
5.442 
6 .026 
6.549 
6.986 
7.315 
7.520
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Figures 33 and 34 correspond to the observed angu­
lar distribution of protons In coincidence with detection of 
23
the Mg first excited state deexcitation gamma ray In
Ge(Li)l and Ge(Li)2 respectively. The angular distribution 
of protons in figure 33 was fitted to equation (42) with an 
amplitude A ■ 2.3 + 0.3 mb/sr and a chi-squared value of 
1.29. The angular distribution of protons in figure 34 was 
fitted with an amplitude A = 2.3 + 0.2 mb/sr. The corre­
sponding value of chi-squared was 1.0.
The observed angular distribution of pions in coin­
cidence with first excited state deexcltatlon gamma rays of 
2 3 2 3both Mg and Na appear to have the general form of free
pion-nucleon differential cross sections, assuming dominance 
of the (3,3) resonance.
The observed angular distribution of protons in co­
incidence with first excited state deexcitation gamma rays 
23 23
of both Mg and Na is in good agreement with the calcu­
lated angular distribution of protons associated with free 
pion-nucleon scattering, assuming dominance of the (3,3) re­
sonance. The discrepency illustrated in figures 31 through 
34 between the free pion-nucleon differential cross sections
and the measured proton differential cross section for pro-
o ? 3tons detected in telescope2 (60 ) in coincidence with ' Na
2 3and Mg first excited state gamma rays is due to low energy 
detector cutoff. The low energy cutoff of telescope2 is il­
lustrated in figure 35 Roughly only 50% - 60% of the protons
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Figure 31: Observed angular cj^stribution of protons in
coincidence with Na first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)l.
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Figure 32: Observed angular g^stribution of protons in
coincidence with Na first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)2.
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Figure 33: Observed angular g^stribution of protons in
coincidence with Mg first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)l.
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Figure 34: Observed angular (J^stribution of protons in
coincidence with Mg first excited state
deexcitation gamma rays detected in Ge(Li)2.
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23 23scattered Into telescope2 in coincidence with Na and Mg 
deexcitation gamma rays could be detected due to the low en­
ergy cutoff. Doubling the 60° differential cross sections
23 23for protons detected in coincidence with Na and Mg first
excited state gamma rays results in good agreement with the
free pion-nucleon differential cross section.
Figure 35 illustrates the energy spectra of protons
detected in telescopes 1, 3, 4, and 5 in coincidence with 
23 23
Na and Mg first excited state deexcitation gamma rays in 
addition to the spectrum observed in telescope2. A broad 
peak, centered at an energy near that expected from free 
pion-nucleon scattering (see arrows in figure 35), is ob­
served in the telescope 1 and 2 spectra. As can be seen in 
figure 35, the number of protons detected in telescopes 3, 
4, and 5 is small in comparison to the number of protons de­
tected in telescopes 1 and 2 and no strong proton energy 
peak is present. Protons detected at backward scattering 
angles are attributed to secondary scattering and the effect 
of the Fermi momentum of the struck nucleons on free pion- 
nucleon scattering kinematics. Thus the energy distribution
of scattered protons associated with single nucleon removal 
24from Mg is also similar to that expected from free pion- 
nucleon scattering.
Table XXIV lists the ratios of Ge(Li)1:Ge(Li)2 fit­
ted amplitudes A for pions and protons in coincidence with
23 23the first excited states of Mg and Na. Inspection of
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Figure 35: Energy spectra of protons detected in telescopes
1 through 5 in coincidence with the first2j 
excited state deexcitation gamma rays of Na 
and Mg .
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TABLE XXIV
Ratio of amplitudes fitted to the angular distribution of 
pions and prg^ons In ^incidence with the first excited 
state Na and Mg deexcitation gamma rays.
gamma particle Ge(Li)1:Ge(Li)2
ray type amplitude ratio
23Na (439 keV)
23Mg (450 keV)
pion 1 . 4 + 0 . 3
prot on 1 . 0 + 0 . 3
pion 0 .8 + 0 .3
proton 1.0 + 0 .4
Table XXIV reveals that the Ge(Li)1:Ge(Li)2 ratios are close 
to 1 for both proton and pion angular distributions. A ra­
tio of unity indicates that the angular correlation function 
is isotropic. This is in agreement with the assumption that 
no angular correlation would be observed in the present ex­
periment with coincidences between gamma rays and either 
pions or protons following single nucleon removal.
The results of the present experiment complement 
the results obtained by Ingram (Ing79). Ingram's analysis 
of inclusive pion scattering suggested that quasi-elastic
1 35
scattering dominated all pion induced nucleon removal scat­
tering mechanisms for pions scattering on ^ 0 .  The present
24observation that single nucleon removal from Mg appears 
dominated by quasi-free scattering provides assurance of the 
validity of Ingram's conclusion.
The disparity at forward pion scattering angles be­
tween the averaged pion nucleon differential cross section 
and the measured ***0(pi,pi') differential cross section of 
Ingram (Ing79) has been attributed by Ingram to Pauli sup­
pression of small momentum transfer quasi-elastic scatter­
ing. However, the disparity at forward pion scattering an­
gles might also be attributed to the difficulty of 
separating elastic and Inelastic channels at forward pion 
scattering angles. The results of Bowles £t aJK for 
*^0(pi+ ,pi°) show no evidence of Pauli suppression at for­
ward pion scattering angles. The *^0(pi+ ,pi°) charge ex­
change reaction provides a more sensitive measurement of 
quasi-elastic pion scattering than the Inclusive measurement 
of Ingram, since only the inelastic channel can be observed, 
thus eliminating the difficulty of separating elastic and 
inelastic channels. The present results also do not indi­
cate Pauli suppression of forward quasi-elastic scattering.
Piasetzky et^  al_. (Pia82) have analysed recent back­
ward angle pion scattering in coincidence with forward scat­
tering protons. The results of Piasetzky e_t al_. suggest 
that about 80% of inelastic scattering cross sections may be
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attributed to nucleon knockout mechanisms. Figure 36 Illus­
trates a typical doubly differential cross section 
* (pi+ , pi+ p )* measured by Piasetzky ^t al^ . for a pion
scattering angle of 110°.
The prominent peak In the measured doubly differential cross 
sections of Plasettzky e_t al_. occurs near both the scatter­
ing angle and scattering energy predicted by quaslelastlc 
scattering. The angular correlations, such as shown In fig­
ure 36, were fitted with two Gausslans, one wide (dashed 
line) and the other narrow (solid line). The narrow 
Gaussian Is associated with quasl-elastlc scattering, while 
the wide Gaussian Is attributed to quasl-elastlc scattering 
perturbed by second order effects.
Figure 37 shows the angular distribution of the 
+ +
quasi-elastic (pi ,pi p) cross sections measured (narrow
Gaussian) for pions scattering from C, Fe, and Bi.
The solid line represents free pion-proton scattering cross
sections normalized to the data. With the exception of
measurements made at 70°, the angular distribution of the
+ +
measured quasl-free (pi ,pl p) cross sections are In good 
agreement with the angular distribution of free pion-proton 
scattering.
The results of the present experiment indicate that 
the single nucleon knockout differential cross section is 
also dominated by free pion-nucleon scattering at forward 
pion scattering angles. The current measurement thus adds 
to the results of Piasetzky et al.
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Figure 36: |gpica|. dot^bl^jdifferential cross section for
C(pi ,pi p) b reactions showing the quasi­
elastic peak (Pia82).
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Figure 37: Angular distribution of the quasi-elastic cross
sections measured for pions scattering from C, 
Fe, and Bi . The solid lines represents free 
pion-proton scattering normalized to the data 
(Pia82 ) .
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The nature of the single nucleon removal mechanism 
can be further investigated by studying the isotoplc depen­
dence of the measured cross sections. For free plon-nucleon 
scattering one can form the following cross section ratios 
from equations (1),(2), and (3):
(pi+p— >pi+p) : (pi+n— >Pi°p):(pi+n— >pi+n) - 9:2:1 (43)
where p and n are the struck proton and neutron.
The present data can be compared to these ratios by 
forming corresponding ratios of the fitted amplitudes A. 
Table XXV lists the fitted amplitudes of the angular distri­
bution of pions and protons in coincidence with the first 
2 3 23
excited state Na and Mg deexcitation gamma rays.
Table XXVI lists the observed isotoplc ratios and 
those expected assuming free pion-nucleon scattering.
The observed ratios are qualitatively in agreement 
with the expected ratios assuming free pion-nucleon scatter­
ing with (3,3) dominance. Quantitatively, the average ob­
served isotoplc spin dependent ratios are both roughly a 
factor of 0.5 of the expected ratio. A factor of roughly 
0.5 of that for the free pion-nucleon ratio has been ob­
served in previous investigations (Dro75, Lie75) of single 
nucleon removal.
TABLE XXV
Fitted amplitudes of the angular distribution of p i ^ s  and 
protons in coincidence with the first excited state Na and
Mg deexcitation gamma rays.
gamma particle Ge(Li_) fitted
ray type detector amplitude
(mb/sr)
23
Na (439 keV)
pion 1 2.3 + 0.3
2 1.6 + 0.2
proton 1 2.5 + 0.5
2 2.6 + 0.7
23Mg (450 keV)
pion 1 0.4 + 0.1
2 0.5 + 0.1
prot on 1 1.2 + 0.3
2 1.2 + 0.4
The discrepency between the observed isotoplc spin 
dependent ratios and those expected assuming (3,3) resonant 
free pion-nucleon scattering has been suggested to be due to 
final state nucleon charge exchange where the knockout nu­
cleon undergoes charge exchange with another nucleon as it 
leaves the nucleus (S1175). The most recent calculation of 
final state nucleon charge exchange effects on single nu-
1.41
TABLE XXVI
Observed isotopic scattering ratios and those expected 
assuming free pion nucleon scattering.
observed
ratio
(pions detected) 
5.45 + 1.35:1 
3.07 + 0.50:1 
4.26 + 1.26:1
(protons detected) 
1.99 + 0.62:1 
2.20 + 0.40:1 
2.09 + 0.75:1
(proton vs. pion) 
3.00 + 1.06:1 
2.40 + 0.96:1 
2.70 + 1.40:1
cleon removal reactions at resonant energies has been under­
taken by Y. Ohkubo and N.T. Porile (0hk82). For light nuc­
lei, Ohkubo and Porile suggest that nucleon charge exchange
accounts for roughly 20% (Probability P^ = 20%) of all final
25
state interactions. In addition, for a Mg target, they
cross section free pion gamma ray 
ratio nucleon detector
2 4^g(P i+P > P i+P)2 3^a
Mg(pi N— >pi N) Mg
ratio
9:1 1
2
24 + + 23 average
^Mg(pi;P— >pi;P)^Na 
Mg(pi N— >Pi P ) Mg
9:2 1
2
^Mg(pi^N— >Pi°P)23Mg 
Mg(pi N— >pi N) Mg
average
2:1 1 
2
average
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suggest that knockout nucleons have roughly a 55% chance of
undergoing a final state Interaction of some form. The
present analysis assumes that the probability of undergoing
24some form of final state interaction is similar for a Mg 
target.
Using the notation of Ohkubo and Porile differen­
tial cross sections can then be expressed as (0hk82):
a  =0^ 1(pi“ ,pi”n) + pG’^yCpi ,pi p)
0*+ =0*cl(pi+ ,pi+n + pi°p ) + P CT^j(pi+ , pi+ p )
for neutron removal and
<T+ « cl (pi+ ,pi+p) + P<T— (pi + ,pi+n ) (46)
0*~ =0,cl(pi",pi"'p + Pi°n) + PC7^j(pi“ , pi"n) (47)
for proton removal. Here <TC  ^ refers to single collision
processes and refers t(> processes where the knockout nu­
cleon undergoes some further reaction with the nucleus. N
and p are the struck nucleons.
For the detection of scattered plons following sin­
gle nucleon removal the above equations predict a 2.9:1 ra­
tio of pions scattering from protons to pions scattering
(44)
(45)
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from neutrons. The predicted ratio of 2.9:1 is different by
a factor of 1.5 from the measured ratio of 4.3 + 1.3 for
24
single nucleon removal from Mg. However, there is agree­
ment with the results of Ohkubo and Porile when the experi­
mental error in the ratio determination is considered.
In addition,for single neutron removal the fitted 
amplitudes of proton and pion differential cross sections 
have a 2.7:1 proton:pion ratio. The 2.7:1 ratio is larger 
than that expected from free pion-neutron 
(pi+N-->pi+N :pi+N — >pi°P) cross section ratios. If one were 
to use the results of Ohkubo and Porile, one would expect a 
0.64:1 proton:pion ratio. The predicted ratio differs from 
the measured ratio by a factor of roughly 4.2. This differ­
ence is reduced to a minimum factor of 2 when the measure­
ment error is considered. The measured pion:proton ratio in
23coincidence with the Mg first excited state is thus very 
different from that suggested by the final state nucleon 
charge exchange model of Ohkubo and Porile. Observation of 
this difference suggests that final state nucleon charge ex­
change mechanisms are minor processes. The present results 
are in agreement with the recent analysis of final state nu­
cleon charge exhange mechanisms by Karol (Kar81). Karol has 
suggested that nucleon final state charge exchange plays a 
very minor role (4% at the (3,3) resonance) in single nu­
cleon knockout reactions.
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The J * 1/2 fifth excited state of Na at 2.64
MeV was also detected. Due to lower Ge(Ll) detector effi­
ciency and a doppler broadened line width, only upper limits 
on cross sections could be determined by summing each Ge(Ll) 
spectra over coincidences with all six telescopes. Table
XXVII lists the measured cross sections of protons and pions
23detected In coincidence with the Na fifth excited state 
deexcitation gamma ray.
TABLE XXVII
23
Na Fifth Excited State-Charged Particle Coincidence Cross
Sect Ions.
2
All cross sections are upper limits In micro barns/steradlan 
and are sorted by particle type, 
wel^. as Ge(Ll) direction.
(normalized to Mg 2 differential cross section (Bol79))
(Ge(Li_) Telescope Pi on Coincident Proton Coincident
Detector Number Cross Section Cross Section
1-6 173 + 60 123 + 46
1-6 110 + 38 102 + 34
The spectroscopic factors for the first and fifth excited 
2 3
states of Na are 4.2 and 3.2 respectively. Thus the cross
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sections associated with the fifth excited state should be 
roughly 75% of those associated with the first excited 
state. However, the cross sections listed In Table XXVII 
are roughly 7 to 10 percent of the summed first excited 
state cross sections listed In Table XIX. Thus there Is a 
dlscrepency between the cross sections expected based upon 
spectroscopic factors and those measured. This dlscrepency 
Is In part attributed to strong pion absorption. It has re­
cently been suggested that pions are totally absorbed upon 
having penetrated 10% of the nuclear density distribution
(Ash82). If one assumes that the first excited state of 
23
Na Is a d ^ ^  state while the fifth excited state Is a 
state (End73), these two states therefore have different ra­
dial distributions. Assuming harmonic oscillator radial 
wave functions, one finds that the root-mean-square radial 
dimension of the fifth excited state is roughly 30% of the 
first excited state radial dimension (Boh69). Thus the J = 
1/2 state is beyond the range of the pion as suggested by 
Ashery.
In summary, the present measurement of the angular
distribution of pions and protons observed in coincidence
23with the first excited state deexcitation gamma rays of Mg 
23
and Na suggests that single nucleon removal processes are 
dominated by the quasi-elastic mechanism. Yet, the observed 
isotoplc spin dependence of the cross sections measured is 
very different from that expected assuming free pion-nucleon
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scattering. The dominance of the quasl-elastic mechanism 
has been observed at forward pion scattering angles In addi­
tion to backward pion scattering angles. Evidence for Pauli 
suppression of forward pion scattering, as suggested by 
Ingram (Ing79) was not apparent in the present results.
This may in part be attributed to the first excited state of 
23 23
Na and Mg being near the top of the Fermi sea. Thus a 
smaller momentum transfer is required than for states of 
higher excitation energy. Finally, and perhaps most impor­
tant, the present results suggest that final state nucleon 
charge exchange reactions play only a minor role In the qua- 
si-free scattering mechanism.
Appendix A
IBM DATA REPLAY AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
CONSIDERATION
With the Increasing use of computers for data ac­
quisition, the need also arises for various tape replay and 
data analysis programs. For those among us able to under­
take this function with the data acquisition computer, this 
Is but a minor annoyance. The online analysis system usual­
ly can be painlessly modified for tape replay and analysis. 
In contrast, simply reading data tapes written by a differ­
ent computer can be a major effort. This is especially true 
when tape replay is undertaken on mainframe processors such 
as the IBM 370 at William and Mary. With mini-computers, 
such as the popular PDP-11 series one has available a rather 
simple macro based programming capability to process the 
various data structures. In addition, a whole scientific 
software 'industry' has developed at national laboratories 
and universities providing a ready resource for ideas and 
concepts appropriate for data acquisition,replay and analy­
sis using mini-computers. In contrast, at William and Mary, 
and other sites, data replay and analysis on main frame com­
puters usually cannot be supported by a comprehendable macro 
language, and certainly does not benefit from an extensive 
support group as enjoyed with mini's.
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In the absence of such an environment, one usually 
must write one's own replay programs. The languages one has 
available for such a purpose normally include assembler, 
FORTRAN, PASCAL, and PLI. Assembler, being a rather low 
level approach, slow to develop, and difficult to modify is 
usually not considered seriously. PASCAL is a wonderful 
language, with great flexibility. Unfortunately, it is usu­
ally not supported by outstanding compilers, and therefore 
is rather slow in execution. One might think that FORTRAN 
is the obvious language to chose for data replay. FORTRAN 
was indeed designed to be a 'number cruncher' using compi­
lers which usually generate code for very fast execution. 
Many times, one's data tapes are structured in a manner to 
which FORTRAN is directly applicable. For effective use of 
FORTRAN, such a tape must have a fixed block size, and data 
format based on bytes, IBM's basic word structure. If this 
is the case, the use of FORTRAN is straightforward.
Very often, data tape formats do not meet these re­
quirements. Although still possible, the use of FORTRAN is 
not very practical. The primary reason for this difficulty 
is that the concept of variable length records is not di­
rectly built into the language. This makes tape reading 
awkward even with apriori knowledge of the next record 
length. Second, since FORTRAN directly addresses only byte 
structures of length one,two,four and eight, access to other 
structures such as bits, bit strings and character strings
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of varying length is possible only after the programmer and 
machine do cartwheels and play dead. Again, although possi­
ble, for many types of data tapes, the use of FORTRAN is not 
enjoyable.
Finally, one might be fortunate to consider PLI. 
PLI has long had a partially deserved reputation of being a 
massive monster and on the way out. In part, IBM was to 
blame for this critique. PLI is indeed a very extensive 
language, and until recently, under constant revision and 
improvement, without a machine independent standard. PLI 
was in effect a moving target for IBM's competitors, and 
many competitors, until recently, simply gave up. Within 
the last few years, a machine independent standard has been 
established, and manufacturers of micros to mainframes are 
scrambling to heighten the computing public's awareness of 
PLI's virtues.
From the viewpoint of data replay, PLI has all the 
capabilities of FORTRAN and much,much more. On the IBM 370, 
this includes an optimizing compiler which produces very 
fast execution codes. Foremost is the concept of dynamic 
space allocation, in contrast to FORTRAN'S static space al­
location. This immediately permits one to read blocks of 
varying length with relative ease. Second, PLI supports 
many more data types than FORTRAN does, and these include 
bit, bit strings, characters, character strings, bina­
ry,decimal, and floating point. The bit, bit string, char­
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acter,and character string concepts are perhaps the most im­
portant from the view point of data replay, since these rep­
resent the data types most often present which FORTRAN can­
not directly process. Just the presence of these two con­
cepts should be enough to persuade one to investigate the 
use of PLI for data replay and analysis. However, it is the 
richness of the language, and its flexibility, which makes 
it productive to use. A very important benefit is the abil­
ity to program so that the result is self documenting. The 
programs included in this appendix serve as reference for 
those wishing to replay tapes produced by the LAMPF Q data 
acquisition system without benefit of the Q replay system. 
The data structure of the Q tapes perhaps represent the 
worst possible case. Yet, one hopes it will soon become ap­
parent that PLI can painlessly process these tapes.
A .1 BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMS
The following is included for purposes of complete­
ness. The primary goal of this section is to briefly review 
a few of the concepts and definitions of terms used in sub­
sequent discussion of data processing. Inclusion of all 
concepts and terms is not practical and therefore it is sug­
gested that a PLI manual be referred to for detailed study 
of the programs listed in this appendix.
The fundamental representation of information used 
with computers is the binary representation. The simplest
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binary representation corresponds to a single bit. A bit 
can be either "on" or "off". A group of 8 bits is termed a
byte. For modern computers, a byte is the most commonly
used building block. Units of data consist of a certain
number of bytes. An obvious example are the FORTRAN attrib­
utes L0GICAL*1 and INTEGER*2. L0GICAL*1 implies a unit of 
data consisting of 1 byte. INTEGER*2 implies that 2 bytes 
are used in the representation of an integer.
Units of data commonly used for manipulation of in­
formation are sometimes called words. These units normally 
consist of 1 byte, 2 byte, and 4 byte words. The terms 
"8-bit" computer, "16—bit" computer and "32-bit" computer 
are directly related to the word size normally used by the 
particular computer. The word size of the PDP11/45 used for 
data acquisition is 2 bytes.
The term record refers to a grouping of words. A 
record consists of one or more words. Similarly, a block is 
a grouping of records. For data written by the Q system, a 
block contains only one record.
The data written by the Q system is also grouped by 
event. An event is a grouping of words associated with a 
single CAMAC interrogation (see section 3.4.8).
The following terms and concepts are commonly used 
with the programming language PLI, but are not found in 
FORTRAN.
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Strings are contiguous groupings of units of Infor­
mation. Bit and character strings are the most common us­
age. A FORTRAN L0GICAL*1 array is analogous to a character 
string. There is no equivalent for bit strings. Substrings 
are simply subsets of a string. For example 'ABC' is a sub­
string of the character string 'ABCD'.
Array variables, including strings and substrings 
may be what are termed based variables. A based variable is 
similar in concept to a substring, in that it is a subset of 
a larger variable. The important distinction is that the 
beginning address of a based variable is based on a pointer 
variable. For example, consider an array consisting of the 
five characters 'ABCDE'. Now consider a based array of
length 2 with a pointer P. If P = 1 one finds the based ar­
ray » 'AB'. If P = 2, the based variable = 'BC'. Thus the
contents of a based variable are changed by changing the 
value of the pointer. The advantage of using based vari­
ables is that based variables share the same memory location 
as the variable they are "overlain" . This reduces the memo­
ry size requirements and execution speed since no memory 
transfers occur.
The current usage of based variables is to provide 
the ability to "mask" an array with a movable template. For 
example consider an array of length N. A substring of
length M of this array, which is found at several locations 
with the larger array is declared a based variable. The re-
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glons of interest are then easily "masked" and interpreted 
through the use of one variable and a changing pointer base.
Structure variables are also similar to string and 
substring variables. Structures consist of a group of vari­
ables. A single variable or sub-group of variables are con­
sidered substructures in a manner analagous to substrings. 
Structures are ordered in a manner similar to a textbook. 
If a textbook were considered a structure, chapters and sec­
tions might be considered substructures. The use of struc­
tures facilitates the manipulation of all substructures with 
a single operation on the structure variable. Structure 
variables may also be based variables. Based structures are 
used to facilitate easy manipulation of the current experi­
mental data through the use of complex masks.
A.2 Q TAPE STRUCTURE
The structure of the data tapes produced by the Q 
system is well documented (Kel79). Only gross details need 
to be repeated here. Data tapes begin with a BEGINNING OF 
TAPE BLOCK, and end with an END OF TAPE BLOCK. Between 
these two blocks, there are BEGINNING OF RUN BLOCKS, END OF 
RUN BLOCK, DATA BLOCKS, and COMMENT BLOCKS.
The first six words of each of these blocks or re­
cord types consists of a header containing common informa­
tion. The contents of this header are listed in Table 
XXVIII.
TABLE XXVIII 
Header words common to all Q system blocks.
word byte contents
1 record number (= 1 at beginning of run)
2 date
3 1 mi nu t e
2 hour
4 1 (1/10) second
2 second
5 block type
6 run number (=1 at beginning of expt.)
Each block type is of a different length. The maximum block 
length for a block written by the Q system is 1618 bytes. 
In addition, the DATA BLOCKS are of a varying length deter­
mined by the Q system data buffer size available at the time 
the block was written to tape and current "write to tape" 
priorities within the data acquisition system.
Within DATA BLOCKS there are events of different 
lengths, which do not begin or end at any particular loca­
tion within a block. Most often, DATA BLOCKS contain events 
which start in one block and end in another. Although un­
likely, COMMENT BLOCKS can occur between DATA BLOCKS.
A.3 PROGRAM EXECUTION ORDER
The subsequent programs are described in order of 
execution. Figure 38 illustrates the flow of raw input data 
through manipulation by various programs to output as histo-
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I RAW DATA TAPE |
I
V
| FLIPBYTE.PLI |
I
V
+ --------------------------+
I STEP1.COMPRESS.PLI I
+----------------------- +
I
V
+ : +
1 STEP2.COMPRESS.PLI I
+----------------------- +
i
V
I PARTICLE.FILE.*.*.PLI | 
+ +
I
V
+ — — — — —— — — — — —      — —
I EVENT10.HISTOGRAM.PLI | 
+  +
Figure 38: Program execution sequence.
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A.4 FLIPBYTE.PLI
The program FLIPBYTE.PLI translates the byte order 
of the data tapes to conform with IBM tape standards by 
switching the high and low order bytes within a 16-bit word. 
At the same time the variable length input blocks are padded 
to provide constant length output record blocks. Padding 
dramatically Increases the speed of future processing. 
Early versions of this program were roughly six times faster 
than the equivalent FORTRAN program for constant length in­
put records. A comparison using variable length input re­
cords is not possible since FORTRAN does not have provisions 
for dynamic allocation. A recent modification has increased 
the processing speed by a factor of two. Therefore the 
overall Increase is roughly a factor of twelve.
FLIPBYTE.PLI reverses the byte order of input 
blocks using a unique technique. The standard method to 
change the byte order is pair-wise reversal. The most effi­
cient algorithm for pair-wise byte order reversal requires 2 
operations per pair reversal. Thus for an input block of N 
bytes, N operations are required to reverse the byte order 
of the block. The current program does not utilize a pair­
wise reversal algorithm. For the block of N bytes, the cur­
rent program requires N/2 + 1 operations to reverse the byte 
order of the block. The following details the algorithm 
used.
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An input block is read from the Q system tape into 
a variable length character string array BUF. A character 
string array allows easy byte manipulation since a character 
is represented by a single byte. The length LEN of the in­
put block is then determined. Using the pseudo-variable 
SUBSTR (substring) bytes 1 through LEN-1 of BUF are copied 
to bytes 2 through LEN of a new character string array BUF1 
which has a constant length corresponding to the maximum 
length record block written by the Q-system (1618 bytes). 
This single operation accomplishes the byte order reversal 
for all odd numbered bytes of BUF. A do loop then copies 
all even numbered bytes in BUF into the odd numbered bytes 
in BUF 1 (BUF(2)— >BUF1(1) through BUF(LEN) —  >BUF1(LEN-1)) 
(see figure 39). This completes the byte order reversal 
process. BUF1 is then written to a new output file of re­
cord length 1618 and block size 12944. Thus the output 
block contains 8 output records. Multiple records within a 
single block facilitate efficient program execution since 
IBM I/O operations occur in block units.
Padding occurs automatically for DATA BLOCKS having 
a length less than the maximum 1618 bytes by fixing the out­
put record length to 1618 bytes. Bytes of number greater 
than LEN in the output record array BUF1 retain values from 
the last input block of length greater than the current in­
put block. These "padded" bytes are ignored in subsequent 
processing. Figure 39 illustrates this translation for a 
block of four bytes.
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• STEP 1
(BUF)
I 4 | (BUF1)
+ —
1 3
— +
| ------------>
h 
—
+
 i : i I i i i
--
+
1
4- — -
2 | -----— ----- >
i — T
I 2 |
1 1 | ------------>
T — — — — —— — f-
1 1 1
I blank | 
+ --------+
(BUFl )
+------- +
I 3 |
+------- +
> 1  4 |
I 1 I
+ --------+
>1 2 |
+-------+
I 1 I
(BUF)
+ -------- + STEP 3
+------- +
I 3 |
+ -------- + STEP 2
| 2 | -----------
+--------+
Figure 39: Flipping of bytes for a simple four byte block.
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To use FLIPBYTE.PLI for tapes written by systems 
other than the Q-system, the record length parameters of BUF 
and BUF1 should be adjusted appropriately. In addition, if 
the input records are of a constant size, the 'varying' at­
tribute of BUF should be removed. Also, since a block 
length determination is not necessary, references to LEN 
should be removed. LEN should be replaced by the actual 
block length, and LENl should be replaced by the block 
length minus one. This results in a considerable reduction 
of processing time.
FLIP:PR0C OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;
/*
PROGRAM: FLIPBYTE.PLI CALLED BY FLIPBYTE.CNTL 
PURPOSE: REVERSE HIGH AND LOW ORDER BYTES 
OUTPUT FILE IS OF CONSTANT LENGTH 
WRITTEN: DON JOYCE 8:30:80 
NOTE PLIXOPT IS USED TO FIX ISASIZE TO OPTIMIZE
THE REGION SIZE AND TIME USED DURING EXECUTION
*/
DCL PLIXOPT CHAR(20) VAR INIT('ISASIZE(1 OK)')
STATIC EXTERNAL,
(I,J,J1,LEN,LENl)BIN FIXED(30);
/*
NOTE PROGRAM IS SETUP TO READ LAMPF Q TAPES WHICH HAVE 
A MAX. RECORD LENGTH OF 1618. DATA IS READ INTO BUF 
WHICH IS OF VARYING LENGTH AND READ OUT FROM BUFl WHICH 
HAS A FIXED RECORD LENGTH OF 1618. FOR OTHER TYPES OF 
DATA THE ENV AND BUF,BUFl PARAMETERS SHOULD BE CHANGED
*/
DCL BUF CHAR(1618) VARYING,
BUFl CHAR(1618),
C CHAR(1 ) ,
(TAPIN INPUT) FILE ENV(U BLKSIZE(1618) ),
(TAPOUT OUTPUT) FILE ENV(FB BLKSIZE(12944)
RECSIZE(1618));
/*
*/
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ON ENDFILE(TAPIN) GO TO EOF;
PUT SKIP LIST('BEGINNING EXECUTION');
DO 1-0 BY 1;/*PROCESS EACH INPUT BLOCK*/
READ FILE(TAPIN) INTO(BUF); 
LEN-LENGTH(BUF);
LEN1=LEN-1
/♦REVERSE ODD BYTES OF BUF*/
SUBSTR(BUFl,2,LEN1)-SUBSTR(BUF,1,LEN1); 
DO J-l TO LEN BY 2;/*REVERSE EVEN BYTES*/ 
Jl-J+1;
SUB STR(BUF1, J , 1 )=SUBSTR(BUF,J 1 ,1);
END;
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM(BUFl);
END;
EOF:PUT SKIP LIST(I ,'RECORDS PROCESSED')
END;
A.5 STEP1.COMPRESS.PLI
The program STEP1.COMPRESS.PLI Is perhaps the most 
important program necessary to process LAMPF Q-system tapes. 
Its primary purpose is to identify different tape block 
types and process them accordingly. Since the dominant 
block type is the data block, the majority of the program is 
dedicated to identifying and sorting the various event types 
present on the tapes. In addition, the actual time of tap­
ing activity is determined, and compared with taping elapsed 
time. ASCII comment blocks are translated to EBCDIC and 
written to the printer. Finally, selected event types are
written to new files.
It is important to note that this program is very
general in nature and can be applied to all LAMPF Q system
created tapes with only minor modification. This modifica­
tion consists of changing the event number and the event 
size where appropriate. In addition, depending on which
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event type Is written to a new file, the output environment 
has to be changed to reflect the event size. The RECSIZE 
parameter Is equal to the byte length of the event type of 
Interest, while the BLKSIZE parameter should be the largest 
multiple of the RECSIZE which will fit on the storage unit 
being used. On the IBM 370 being used at William and Mary, 
the maximum BLKSIZE is 13030 for disk packs and 36760 for 
tapes.
Since future versions of the Q-system taping format 
may require changes in this program, its execution will be 
described in the detail necessary to make these changes 
painless.
Input records are read into a character string ar­
ray BUF (1618 bytes). This array is structured into two 
sections: COMMON and BLOCK. COMMON consists of the header 
common to all record blocks written by the Q system. BLOCK 
consists of the remainder of the record.
The based structures BTAPE, BRUN, ERUN, and DATA 
are overlaid BUF with a pointer P. The above four overlays 
are used to process the four basic types of records written 
by the Q-system. BTAPE is used to process both beginning 
and end of tape records. BRUN and ERUN are used to process 
beginning and end of run records. Finally, DATA is used to 
process data records. The type of record is determined by 
the value of COMMON.RECORD. COMMON.RECORD is a subtructure 
of COMMON and is used to interpret the Q system code for the
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record block type. Depending on the value of COMMON.RECORD 
different portions of the program are executed. These dif­
ferent portions utilize the different overlays previously 
mentioned. These different portions of the program vary 
greatly in importance and complexity.
BTAPE invokes the procedures REC01 and REC05 when 
beginning of tape and end of tape records are respectively 
encountered. Both REC01 and REC05 simply print beginning 
and end of tape notices along with the time on a line print­
er. In addition, REC05 caused the cumulative count of each 
event type to be printed.
BRUN and ERUN invoke the procedures REC02 and REC04 
when beginning of run and end of run records are respective­
ly encountered. These also print beginning and end of run 
notices along with the time on a line printer. REC02 also 
translates the comment entered at the beginning of a run 
from ASCII to EBCIDIC and prints it on the line printer. 
Finally, both procedures are part of an elapsed time counter 
system which is described in the discussion of data records 
and REC03.
DATA invokes REC03, the major procedure within 
STEPl.COMPRESS.PLI. The procedure REC03 is used to process 
data records. REC03 makes use of the structure DATA, which, 
as previously mentioned is overlaid BUF. DATA reflects the 
organization of a Q-system data record block. The first 
twelve bytes are the same as the sub-structure COMMON in
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BUF. Next, a 16-bit word RUNREC# contains the cu rrent run 
record number. The words OFFSET and BYTE# contain informa­
tion necessary to process the substructure EVENTS (of DATA) 
where the actual data are located. OFFSET is the number of 
bytes in EVENTS before the first event tag word is encoun­
tered. The tag word is inserted by the Q system between 
events and is used to identify the next event type and 
length. BYTE#, the byte length of the substructure EVENTS, 
is also provided by the Q system. This word is extremely 
important since a portion of EVENTS may have been padded by 
the program FLIPBYTE.PLI to create constant length records. 
The use of BYTE# makes it possible to ignore the padded 
words.
The processing of events is rather simple. Five 
based structures, EVENTS, EVENT6, EVENT8, EVENT10 and TAG 
are overlaid EVENTS with the pointer PE. The first four of 
these have a length specific to the current experiment, 
while TAG is common to all Q tapes. TAG is used to inter­
pret the Q system tag word. Since these structures can be­
gin anywhere within EVENTS, their beginning address relative 
to the address of EVENTS is changed such that the beginning 
addresses of each of the 5 based structures corresponds to 
the beginning address of an event or tag word. This begin­
ning address is repeatedly changed until all events and tag 
words within a record are processed. This change is accom­
plished by moving a pointer PE to the beginning address of
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the next event or tag word. After a complete record is pro­
cessed, a new record is read into BUF and the process is re­
peated.
As previously mentioned, an event may not be to­
tally contained within a single record. In addition, a re­
cord may be missing due to parity errors on the original 
data tape. Thus, an event may start in one record, but fail 
to end in the following record. Bookkeeping . determines the 
number of bytes the current event should occupy in the fol­
lowing record block. When the next record is read into BUF, 
OFFSET is compared with REMAINDER. REMAINDER is the number 
of bytes an event should occupy in the following record. If 
REMAINDER and OFFSET do not agree, the current event Is 
dropped and processing starts at the first tag word of the 
new record.
For the current experiment EVENT6 corresponds to
the CAMAC scaler interrogation event. Processing this event 
type consists of sending the event to the line printer.
Processing of other event types depends on the event type of 
current interest. The selected event type is written to a 
new file (TAPOUT) for further processing by subsequent pro­
grams. All other event types are ignored. Figure 40 illus­
trates the based or overlaid organization of this program.
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4 . — . . . . . .  -
(BUF)
1 COMMON j
1 1 
I BLOCK |
1
1 1 | I1
V
1
V
1
V
1
V
(BTAPE) 
“f" ™ *  1
(BRUN) (DATA) (ERUN)
! COMX I 1 COMX | 1 COMX | I COMX |
+ ---------------- + - + + -------------+ - + + --------- + ------------------------+ + ----------------+-+
IBTAPE|x| Ib r u n Ix | |RUN|OFFSET | Ie r u n  IXI
+ ------+x| + ---- +x I + --- + + ------- + + ------+x I
1xxxxxxxl Ixxxxxxj I BYTE|EVENTS | 1xxxxxxxl
+ -------- + + -------+ + ---- + -------+ + -------- +
V
(EVENTS)
I I
I EVENTS |
I I
+-------------+
1 1 1 1 11
V
1
V
1
V
1
V
1
V
+------ +-+ + ------ +-+ + ------ +_+ +--------+-+ +------ +-+
|EVENT5|x| |EVENT6|x| I EVENT8|X| |EVENT10|x| 1 TAG |X|
+------ +x| +------ +x I + ------ +x I + --------+x I + ----- +x j
Ixxxxxxxxl Ixxxxxxxxl Ixxxxxxxxl Ixxxxxxxxxl Ixxxxxxxxj
-^--------- (. H---------- h -^--------- 1- -1----------- J. — — — — — -f-
Figure 40: Schematic of Overlaid Structures.
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COMPRESsPROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER; 
/*
TITLE: STEP1.COMPRESS.PLI
AUTHOR: DON JOYCE, WILLIAM AND MARY
NOTE: PRESENTLY SELECTS EVENT# = 10
PURPOSE: READS GENERAL LAMPF Q TAPES AND SELECTS SPECIFIC 
EVENT TYPES FOR TRANSFER TO NEW FILE. PRESENTLY 
SET UP FOR EXPERIMENTS 439/466. TO MODIFY:
(1) CHANGE OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT
(2) EVENT TYPE DCL
(3) OUTPUT WRITE STATEMENTS 
DATE: 5-5-81
*/
DCL PLIXOPT CHAR(20) VAR INIT('ISASIZE(20K)') STATIC EXTERNAL,
(P,P E ,PV) POINTER;
/*
D A T A  I S  R E A D  I N T O  B U F
*/
DCL 1 BUF,
2 COMMON,
3 REC# BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
3 DATE BIT(16),
3 MIN BIT(8),
3 HOURS BIT(8),
3 TICKS BIT(8),
3 SEC BIT(8),
3 RECORD BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
3 RUN# BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
2 BLOCK CHAR(1606);
/*
S T R U C T U R E S  B A S E D ( P )  A R E  
O V E R L A I D  B U F
*/
DCL 1 BTAPE BASED (P),
2 COMX LIKE COMMON,
2 TAPE BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0);
DCL 1 BRUN BASED (P),
2 COMX LIKE COMMON,
2 CHARC BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
2 COMMENT CHAR(80);
DCL 1 ERUN BASED (P),
2 COMX LIKE COMMON,
2 TOTH BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL (0);
DCL 1 DATA BASED (P),
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2 COMX LIKE COMMON,
2 RUNREC# BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
2 OFFSET BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
2 BYTE# BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
2 EVENTS(1600) CHAR(l);
/*
S T R U C T U R E S  B A S E D  ( P E )  A R E  
O V E R L A I D  E V E N T S
*/
DCL 1 EVENTS BASED (PE),
2 DATA5 CHAR(68);
DCL 1 EVENT8 BASED (PE),
2 DATA8 CHAR(IO);
DCL 1 EVENT10 BASED (PE),
2 DATA10 CHAR(96);
DCL 1 EVENT6 BASED (PE),
2 SCALES CHAR(264);
DCL DUMB CHAR(264);
DCL 1 VALUE1 (66) BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL (0) BASED (PV);
/*
D E F I N E  I N P U T  A N D  O U T P U T  
E N V I R O N M E N T
*/
DCL (TAPIN INPUT) FILE ENV(FB BLKSIZE(12944)
RECSIZE(1618) BUFFERS (5));
DCL (TAPOUT OUTPUT) FILE ENV(FB BLKSIZE(12960)
RECSIZE(96));
/*
*/
DCL TYPE PIC '99',
(MONTH,DAY,YEAR,HR,MN,SECOND) BIN FIXED(15)
INITIAL (0),
ATOE CHAR(256),
TCOMMENT CHAR(80),
(I,J,K,L,II1,112,KK) BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL (0), 
(EVT5C,EVT6C,EVT8C,EVT10C) BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL (0), 
REMAINDER BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL(O),
TAG(2) BIT(8) BASED (PE),
(EVENT#,EVENTL.EVL) BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
(TOTAL,CAPACITY) BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
DUMMY CHAR(264),
EVTOVR CHAR(1600) DEFINED BLOCK P0S(7),
FINISHED BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
C CHAR(l),(Z,Z1) BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
C2 CHAR(2),
(DAY1,DAY2,HOURl.MINUTEl,SEC0ND1) BIN FIXED(15)
INITIAL (0),
(FLAGO,FLAG1,FLAG2,FLAG3) BIN FIXED (15)
INITIAL (0), 
(DIFFER_HOURS,DIFFER_MINUTES,DIFFER_SECONDS)
BIN FIXED (15) INITIAL (0),
(DIFFERENCE,MAXJDIFFERENCE)BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL(O), 
TOTAL TIME BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL(O);
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A S C I I  T O  E B C I D I C  T R A N S L A T I O N  
T A B L E  G E N E R A T I O N
*/
ATOE = ' ';/* INITIALIZE EVERYTHING TO BLANKS */
SUBSTR(ATOE,34,6) =
SUBSTR(ATOE,41,8) - '()*+,-•/';
SUBSTR(ATOE,49,16) - '0123456789: <=>?';
SUBSTR(ATOE,66,15) = 'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO';
SUBSTR(ATOE,81,14) - 'PQRSTUVWXYZ-\-';
/*
E N D  O F  T R A N S L A T I O N  T A B L E  
G E N E R A T I O N
*/
ON ENDFILE (TAPIN) GO TO EOF;
P - ADDR(BUF ) ;
PV = AD DR (DUMB);
/*
P R O C E S S  E A C H  B L O C K
/*
/*
/*
DO 1=0 BY 1;
READ FILE(TAPIN) INTO(BUF); 
TYPE = COMMON.RECORD;
*/
*/
*/
*/
IF TYPE e 7 THEN DO ;TYPE = 3
IF TYPE as 1 THEN GO TO REC01
IF TYPE s 2 THEN GO TO RE CO 2
IF TYPE a 3 THEN GO TO RE CO 3
IF TYPE a 4 THEN GO TO REC04
IF TYPE = 5 THEN GO TO RE CO 5
IF TYPE = 6 THEN GO TO RE CO 2
N I N G 0 F T A P E R
END;
/*
B E G I N N I N G  O F  A P E E C O R D  B L O C K
*/
REC01:
DAY = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE >6,4);
YEAR = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR = COMMON.HOURS;MN = COMMON.MIN;
SECOND = COMMON.SEC;
/*
*/
PUT SKIP(2) LIST ('NEW TAPE BEGUN');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DATE:');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DAY=',DAY);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MONTH-',MONTH);
PUT SKIP LIST ('YEAR=',YEAR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('HOUR=',H R ) ;
PUT SKIP LIST ('MIN=',M N );
PUT SKIP LIST ('SEC=',SECOND);
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PUT SKIP LIST ('RUN#-',COMMON.RUN#);
PUT SKIP LIST ('TAPE#-',TAPE);
GO TO NEXT;
/*
B E G I N N I N G  O F  R U N  R E C O R D  B 1  
REC02:
DAY = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,6,4);
YEAR = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR = COMMON.HOURS;MN = COMMON.MIN;
SECOND = COMMON.SEC;
IF TYPE = 2 THEN DO;
PUT SKIP(2) LIST ('NEW RUN BEGUN');END;
IF TYPE = 6 THEN DO;
/*
PUT SKIP(2) LIST ('COMMENT RECORD BLOCK READ'] 
PUT SKIP LIST ('DATE:');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DAY-',DAY);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MONTH-',MONTH);
PUT SKIP LIST ('YEAR-',YEAR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('HOUR-',HR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MIN-',MN);
PUT SKIP LIST ('SEC-',SECOND);
PUT SKIP LIST ('RUN#-',COMMON.RUN#)»
T R A N S L A T E  C O M M E N T
TCOMMENT = TRANSLATE(COMMENT,A T O E );
/*
F L I P  C O M M E N T  B Y T E S  B A C K  T 
C O R R E C T  O R D E R
DO Z - 1 TO 80 BY 2;
Z1 = Z + 1;
C = SUBSTR(TCOMMENT,Z1,1);
SUBSTR(TCOMMENT,Z1,1) = SUBSTR(TCOMMENT,Z ,1);
SUBSTR(TCOMMENT,Z ,1) = C;
END;
PUT SKIP(2) LIST(TCOMMENT);
/*
DAY2 = DAY - DAY1;
IF DAY2 ~= 0 THEN DO;
FLAGO - 1;
HR = HR + 24;
END;
IF SECOND < SECOND1 THEN DO;
FLAG1 = 1 ;
MN = MN - 1;
SECOND - SECOND + 60;
0 C K 
*/
*/ 
;END;
*/
0
*/
*/
*/
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END;
IF MN < MINUTEl THEN DO;
FLAG2 « 1;
HR = HR - 1;
MN m MN + 60;
END;
/*
D E T E R M I N E  T I M E  D I F F E R E N C E
*/
DIFFER_HOURS - HR - H0UR1;
DIFFER_MINUTES = MN - MINUTEl;
DIFFER SECONDS = SECOND - SECOND1;
/*
C O N V E R T  T O  S E C O N D S
*/
DIFFERENCE = (3600 * DIFFERJHOURS) + (60 * DIFFER_MINUTES) 
DIFFER_SECONDS;
I*
T E S T  T I M E  S I N C E  L A S T  B L O C K  
W A S  W R I T T E N
*/
IF (DIFFERENCE > 30 | DIFFERENCE < 0 ) THEN GO TO PASS1;
/*
U P D A T E  T O T A L  T I M E  C O U N T E R
*/
TOTAL_TIME = TOTAL_TIME + DIFFERENCE;
PASS1:
IF FLAGO - 1 THEN O o
FLAGO = 0;
HR = HR - 24;
END;
IF FLAG1 = 1 THEN DO;
FLAG1 = o;
MN - MN + 1;
SECOND =■ SECOND
END;
IF FLAG2 = 1 THEN DO;
FLAG2 = 0;
HR = HR + 1;
MN = MN - 60;
END;
DAY1 = DAY;
HOUR1 = HR;
MINUTEl - MN;
SECOND1 = SECOND;
GO TO NEXT;
/*
E N D  O F  R U N  R E C O R D  B L O C K
*/
REC04:
PUT SKIP(2) LIST ('TIME OF LAST BLOCK OF DATA');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DATE:');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DAY=',DAY1);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MONTH®',MONTH);
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PUT SKIP LIST ('YEAR-',YEAR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('HOUR-',HOURl);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MIN-',MINUTEl);
PUT SKIP LIST ('SEC-',SECOND1);
PUT SKIP LIST ('RUN//-',COMMON.RUN#);
DAY - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,6,4);
YEAR = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR - COMMON.HOURS;MN = COMMON.MIN;
SECOND = COMMON.SEC;
/*
*/
PUT SKIP(2) LIST ('RUN ENDED')
PUT SKIP LIST ('DATE:');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DAY-',DAY);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MONTH-',MONTH)
PUT SKIP LIST ('YEAR-',YEAR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('HOUR-',HR);
PUT SKIP LIST ( 'MIN-',MN);
PUT SKIP LIST ('SEC-',SECOND);
PUT SKIP LIST ('RUN#-'.COMMON.
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT10 COUNT ='
PUT SKIP LIST ( 'EVT8 COUNT =',
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT5 COUNT -',
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT6 COUNT =',
DAY2 = DAY - DAY1;
IF DAY2 “» 0 THEN DO;
FLAGO = 1;
HR = HR + 24;
END;
IF SECOND < SECOND1 THEN DO;
FLAG1 = 1;
MN = MN - 1;
SECOND - SECOND + 60;
END;
IF MN < MINUTEl THEN DO;
FLAG2 - 1;
HR = HR - 1;
MN - MN + 60;
END;
/*
D E T E R M I N E  T I M E  D I F F E R E N C E
*/
DIFFER_HOURS - H R  - HOUR1;
DIFFER_MINUTES - MN - MINUTEl;
DIFFER SECONDS = SECOND - SECOND1;
/*
C O N V E R T  T O  S E C O N D S
*/
DIFFERENCE - (3600 * DIFFER_HOURS) + (60 * DIFFER_MINUTES)
DIFFER_SECONDS;
/*
T E S T  T I M E  S I N C E  L A S T  B L O C K  
W A S  W R I T T E N
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*/
IF (DIFFERENCE > 30 | DIFFERENCE < 0 ) THEN GO TO PASS2;
I*
U P D A T E  T O T A L  T I M E  C O U N T E R
*/
TOTAL_TIME = TOTAL_TIME + DIFFERENCE;
PASS2:
IF FLAGO = 1 THEN DO;
FLAGO = 0;
HR = HR - 24;
END;
IF FLAGl = 1 THEN DO;
FLAG1 - 0;
MN = MN + 1;
SECOND - SECOND - 60;
END;
IF FLAG2 - 1 THEN DO;
FLAG2 * 0;
HR - HR + 1;
MN = MN - 60;
END;
DAY1 - DAY;
HOURl = HR;
MINUTEl = MN;
SECOND 1 = SECOND;
GO TO NEXT;
/*
E N D  O F  T A P E  R E C O R D  B L O C K
*/
REC0 5:
DAY - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,6,4);
YEAR = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR = COMMON.HOURS;MN = COMMON.MIN;
SECOND = COMMON.SEC;
/*
*/
PUT SKIP(2) LIST ("TAPE ENDED');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DATE:');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DAY-',DAY);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MONTH-',MONTH);
PUT SKIP LIST ('YEAR-',YEAR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('HOUR-',HR);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MIN-',M N );
PUT SKIP LIST ('SEC-',SECOND);
PUT SKIP LIST ('RUN#-',COMMON.RUN#);
PUT SKIP LIST ('TAPE#*',TAPE);
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT10 COUNT =',EVT10C);
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT8 COUNT -',EVT8C);
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT5 COUNT =',EVT5C);
PUT SKIP LIST ('EVT6 COUNT =',EVT6C);
GO TO NEXT;
D A T A R E C O R D  B L O C K
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*/
REC03:
DAY = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,6,4);
YEAR - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR = COMMON.HOURS;MN - COMMON.MIN;
SECOND = COMMON.SEC;
DAY2 - DAY - DAY1;
IF DAY2 0 THEN DO;
FLAGO - 1;
HR = HR + 24; 
end;
IF SECOND < SECOND1 THEN DO;
FLAG1 - 1;
MN - MN - 1;
SECOND ■ SECOND + 60;
END;
IF MN < MINUTEl THEN DO;
FLAG2 = 1;
HR = HR - 1;
MN = MN + 60;
END;
/*
D E T E R M I N E  T I M E  D I F F E R E N C E
*/
DIFFER_HOURS = HR - H0UR1;
DIFFERJMINUTES - MN - MINUTEl;
DIFFER_SECONDS = SECOND - SEC0ND1;
/*
C O N V E R T  T O  S E C O N D S
*/
DIFFERENCE = (3600 * DIFFER_HOURS) + (60 * DIFFER_MINUTES) 
DIFFER SECONDS;
/*
T E S T  T I M E  S I N C E  L A S T  B L O C K  
W A S  W R I T T E N
*/
IF (DIFFERENCE > 30 | DIFFERENCE < 0 ) THEN GO TO PASS3;
/*
U P D A T E  T O T A L  T I M E  C O U N T E R
*/
TOTAL_TIME - TOTAL_TIME + DIFFERENCE;
PASS3:
IF FLAGO = 1 THEN D O ;
FLAGO = o;
HR » HR - 24;
END;
IF FLAG1 - 1 THEN DO;
FLAG1 = 0;
MN = MN + is
SECOND ■=* SECONDi - 60;
END;
IF FLAG2 - 1 THEN DO;
FLAG2 = 0;
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/*
HR = HR + 1;
MN = MN - 60;
END;
DAY1 = DAY;
HOUR1 = HR;
MINUTEl - MN;
SECOND1 - SECOND;
TOTAL - 1 ;CAPACITY = BYTE#;
PE ■= ADDR(EVENTS(TOTAL) ) ;
C H E C K  T O  D E T E R M I N E  I F  B A D  
B L O C K  H A S  B E E N  D R O P P E D
*/
IF(REMAINDER*“OFFSET)THEN DO;
TOTAL = OFFSET+1;
PE = ADDR(EVENTS(TOTAL));
CAPACITY - BYTE# - OFFSET;
REMAINDER = 0;
END;
IF REMAINDER 0 THEN GO TO ESPAN;
/*
D E T E R M I N E  E V E N T  T Y P E  A N D  
L E N G T H
*/
WHOLE:
EVENT# = TAG(1);
EVENTL = TAG(2);
EVL - EVENTL*2;
/*
U P D A T E  C O U N T E R S
*/
TOTAL = TOTAL + 2;
CAPACITY = CAPACITY - 2;
/*
/*
/*
C H E C K  I F  E V E N T  F I T S  W I T H I N  
R E M A I N I N G  C A P A C I T Y
IF (EVL > CAPACITY) THEN GO TO SPAN;
U P D A T E  P O I N T E R
PE = ADDR(EVENTS(TOTAL));
P R E S E N T L Y  O N L Y  E V E N T  1 0  I S  
W R I T T E N  T O  A N E W  F I L E
IF EVENT# * 5 THEN EVT5C = EVT5C + 1;
IF EVENT# = 6 THEN EVT6C = EVT6C + 1;
IF EVENT# =■ 6 THEN DO;
DAY - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,6,4);
YEAR = SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR = COMMON.HOURS;MN = COMMON.MIN;
SECOND = COMMON.SEC;
*/
*/
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/*
PUT SKIP(2) LIST (' SCALAR EVENT PROCESSED');
*/
DO Z 
Z1
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
PUT SKIP LIST 
= 1 TO 2 64 BY 4;
'DATE:');
'DAY-',DAY);
'MONTH-',MONTH);
'YEAR-',YEAR);
'HOUR-',HR);
'MIN-',MN);
'SEC-',SECOND);
'RUN//-' .COMMON.RUN#) ;
'ELAPSED TIME =',TOTAL TIME);
/*
/*
Z + 2 ;
C2 = SUBSTR(SCALES,Z 1 ,2);
SUBSTR(SCALES,Z 1 ,2) - SUBSTR(SCALES,Z ,2); 
SUBSTR(SCALES,Z ,2) = C 2 ;
END;
*/
DUMB-SCALES;
DO III - 1 BY 10 TO 61;
112 - III + 9; IF III = 61 THEN DO; 112 = 66;END;
PUT SKIP EDIT ( (VALUE1(J ) DO J 
/*
*/
III TO II2),II2)(11 F (10));
*/
END;E N D ;
IF EVENT# = 10 THEN DO; EVT10C = EVT10C + 1; 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM (EVENT10);END;
IF EVENT# = 8 THEN EVT8C = EVT8C + 1;
/*
/*
/*
U P D A T E C O U N T E R S
*/
*/
*/
TOTAL = TOTAL + EVL; 
CAPACITY = CAPACITY - EVL;
/*
D E T E R M I N E  I F  E N D
R E A C H E D
0 F B L O C K  IS
/*
IF CAPACITY = 0 THEN GO TO NEXT;
U P D A T E P O I N T E R
*/
*/
PE - ADDR(EVENTS(TOTAL));
GO TO WHOLE;
/*
F O L L O W I N G  P R O C E S S E S  
T H A T  S P A N  B L O C K
E V E N T S
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*/
SPAN:
/*
I N I T I A L I Z E  D U M M Y  T O  B L A N K S
*/
DUMMY - ' ';
SUBSTR(DUMMY,1 .CAPACITY) = SUBSTR(EVTOVR,TOTAL,CAPACITY); 
REMAINDER - EVL - CAPACITY; L = 1 + CAPACITY;
GO TO NEXT;
/*
C O M P L E T E  P R O C E S S I N G  O F  S P A N N I N G
E V E N T S
*/
ESPAN:
SUBSTR(DUMMY,L,REMAINDER) => SUBSTR(EVTOVR,TOTAL,REMAINDER) ; 
PE = ADDR(DUMMY);
IF EVENT# - 5 THEN EVT5C = EVT5C + 1;
IF EVENT# - 6 THEN EVT6C = EVT6C + 1;
IF EVENT# = 6 THEN DO;
DAY - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,1,5);
MONTH - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,6,4);
YEAR - SUBSTR(COMMON.DATE,10,7);
HR = COMMON.HOURS;MN - COMMON.MIN;
SECOND ** COMMON.SEC;
/*
*/
PUT SKIP(2) LIST (' SCALAR EVENT PROCESSED')
PUT SKIP LIST ('DATE:');
PUT SKIP LIST ('DAY=',DAY);
PUT SKIP LIST ('MONTH=',MONTH);
PUT SKIP LIST ('YEAR=',YEAR);
PUT SKIP LIST ( 'HOUR*5', HR) ;
PUT SKIP LIST ( 'MIN5*' ,MN) ;
PUT SKIP LIST ('SEC*5',SECOND);
PUT SKIP LIST ( 'RUN#*5', COMMON.RUN#) ;
PUT SKIP LIST ('ELAPSED TIME =',TOTAL_TIME);
z = 1 'ro 264 BY 4 9
Z1 - Z + 2;
C2 = SUBSTR(SCALES,Z 1 ,2);
SUBSTR(SCALES,Z1,2) - SUBSTR(SCALES,Z ,2);
SUBSTR(SCALES,Z ,2) - C2;
END;
/*
*/
DUMB = SCALES;
DO III = 1 BY 10 TO 61;
112 = III + 9;IF III = 61 THEN D0;II2 = 66;END;
/*
*/
PUT SKIP EDIT ( (VALUE1 (J) DO J = III TO II2),II2)(U F (10) ) ; 
/*
*/
END;END;
IF EVENT# = 10 THEN DO; EVT10C = EVT10C + 1;
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WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM (EVENT10);END;
IF EVENT# = 8 THEN EVT8C - EVT8C + 1;
/*
/*
/*
U P D A T E  C O U N T E R S
TOTAL = OFFSET + 1;
CAPACITY - BYTE# - OFFSET;
/*
U P D A T E  P O I N T E R
PE = ADDR(EVENTS(TOTAL));
REMAINDER = 0;
/*
R E T U R N  T O  ' M A I N '  S T R E A M
GO TO WHOLE;
NEXTrEND;
/*
*/ 
*/
*/
*/
*/ 
*/
E O F :PUT SKIP LIST ('RECORDS PROCESSED =',I);
PUT SKIP LIST ('TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS =',TOTAL TIME);
/*
E N D  O F  P R O G R A M
*/
THE END:END;
A.6 STEP2 .COMPRESS.PLI
The remaining programs are all specific to the 
eventlO structure of experiments 439 and 466. It might be 
noticed that these programs are all very similar. Both in­
ternal modularity and modularity between programs was pre­
served as much as possible. This feature was desired for 
two reasons. First, this reduced programming time. Second, 
and of greater importance, this similarity increases the 
rate with which familiarity of the overall group of programs 
can be gained.
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The current program, STEP2.COMPRESS.P L I , is used to 
sort the eventlO ouput from STEPl.COMPRESS.PLI. This sort­
ing determines which telescope is in coincidence with which 
gamma ray detector. Telescope directions are determined by 
first checking ADC pedestal levels for OMEGA, DELTA, ETOP 
and EBOTTOM. The second telescope test determines if the 
corresponding TDC was triggered. This TDC could be associ­
ated with either Ge(Li) detector. If more than one tele­
scope passes these tests, the event is discarded. The Gamma 
ray detectors are sorted in a similar manner. First, the 
Ge(Li) ADCs are tested to determine if the signal was above 
the pedestal value. Second, the corresponding TDC is test­
ed. Finally, The anti-cup bit is tested to see if a parti­
cle traversed the detector. If both Ge(Li) detectors pass 
the above tests, the event is discarded.
The program then constructs a new compacted eventlO 
containing only the telescope which fired, the Ge(Li) which 
fired, the corresponding TDC, and the bit registers for fur­
ther testing.
COMPREStPROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;
/* TITLE: STEP2 .COMPRESS.PLI
PURPOSE: SELECT 'GOOD' EVENT 10S AND CREATE NEW FILE 
WRITTEN 11:25:80 BY DON JOYCE
NOTE PLIXOPT FIXES ISASIZE TO OPT. REGION SIZE 
AND RUN TIME */
DCL PLIXOPT CHAR(20) VAR INIT('ISASIZE(5K)') STATIC 
EXTERNAL,
P POINTER,
EVENT CHAR(90) VARYING, EVENT1 CHAR(22),
BUF1 CHAR(96),BUF2(48) BIN FIXED(15) BASED (P),
BUF3(48) BIT(16) BASED (P),
(EVT10,I,J,K)BIN FIXED(30),
(TAPIN INPUT) FILE ENV(FB BLKSIZE(12960) RECSIZE(96)) , 
(TAPOUT OUTPUT) FILE ENV(FB BLKSIZE(13024) RECSIZE(22)) , 
II PIC'99',J J PIC'9', (JELI,TELI) PIC'9',
(GAMMA1 ,GAMMA2) PIC'9',
FNAME CHAR(6),(GOOD,BAD,ANTI1,ANTI 2,GRANGE 1,GRANGE 2) 
bit (1),
(TIME11 ,TIMEl2,TIME13,TIME14 ,TIME15 ,TIME16,
TIME 21,TIME2 2,TIME2 3 ,TIME24,TIME25,TIME26)BIT(1),
(OM1L,OM1U,OM2L,OM2U,OM3L,OM3U,0M4L,OM4U,OM5L,OM5U, 
OM6L,OM6U,DELIL,DELIU,DEL2L,DEL2U,DEL3L,DEL3U, 
DEL4L,DEL4U,DEL5L,DEL5U,DEL6L,DEL6U,E1TL,E1TU, 
E2TL,E2TD,E3TL,E3TU,E4TL,E4TU,E5TL,E5TU,E6TL, 
E6TU,E1BL,E1BU,E2BL,E2BU,E3BL,E3BU,E4BL,E4BU,E5BL, 
E5BU,E6BL,E6BU,VET1L,VET2L,VET3L,VET4L,VET5L,
VET6L,VET1U,VET2U,VET3U,VET4U,VET5U,VET6U,
GEL1L,GEL2L,GEL1U,GEL2U,TDC11L,TDC12L,TDC13 L , 
TDC14L,TDC15L,TDC16L,TDC11U,TDC12U,TDC13U, 
TDC14U,TDC15U,TDC16U,TDC21L,TDC22L,TDC23L, 
TDC24L,TDC25L,TDC2 6L,TDC21U,TDC22U,TDC23U, 
TDC24U,TDC25U,TDC26U,MULT,MULTI,LEN) BIN FIXED(15) 
(DIR1,DIR2,DIR3,DIR4,DIR5,DIR6,DIR11 ,DIR12 ,DIRl3 ,DIR14 
DIR15.DIR16.DIR21,DIR22,DIR23,DIR24,DIR25,DIR26, 
T1,T2,T3) BIT(l),
DIRECT BIT(16), DIRECTION CHAR(4);
MULT=0;
/*
PARAMETERS:
/* THE FOLLOWING DETERMINES THE PEDESTAL CUTS 
/*TELESCOPE 1*/
0M1L=19; /*0MEGA1 LOWER LIMIT*/
0M1U=1023; /♦OMEGA1 UPPER LIMIT*/
DEL1L=26; /♦DELTA1 LOWER LIMIT*/
DELIU=1023; /*DELTA1 UPPER LIMIT*/
E1TL=60; /*E1 TOP LOWER LIMIT*/
E1TU-1023; /*E1 TOP UPPER LIMIT*/
E1BL=64; /*E1BOT LOWER LIMIT*/
E1BU=1023; /*E1B0T UPPER LIMIT*/
VET1L=44; /♦VETOl LOWER LIMIT*/
VET1U=1023; /♦VETOl UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TELESCOPE 2*/
OM2L=22; /♦OMEGA2 LOWER LIMIT*/
0M2U=1023; /♦OMEGA2 UPPER LIMIT*/
DEL2L=20; /*DELTA2 LOWER LIMIT*/
DEL2U=1023; /*DELTA2 UPPER LIMIT*/
E2TL=67; /*E2TOP LOWER LIMIT*/
E2TU=1023; /♦E2TOP UPPER LIMIT*/
E2BL=57; /*E2BOT LOWER LIMIT*/
E2BU=1023; /*E2BOT UPPER LIMIT*/
VET2L=46; /*VET02 LOWER LIMIT*/
VET2U=1023; /♦VET02 UPPER LIMIT*/
/♦TELESCOPE 3*1
OM3L=22; /*OMEGA3 LOWER LIMIT*/
OM3U=l023; /*OMEGA3 UPPER LIMIT*/
DEL3L=18; /♦DELTA3 LOWER LIMIT*/
DEL3U=*1 023; /♦DELTA3 UPPER LIMIT*/
E3TL=55; /♦E3TOP LOWER LIMIT*/
E3TU=1023; /*E3TOP UPPER LIMIT*/
E3BL=55; /*E3B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E3BU=1023; /*E3B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET3L=70; /*VET03 LOWER LIMIT*
VET3U-1023; /*VET03 UPPER LIMIT*
/*TELESCOPE 4*/
0M4L-42; /*0MEGA4 LOWER LIMIT*
0M4U=1023; /*0MEGA4 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL4L=21; /*DELTA4 LOWER LIMIT*
DEL4U=1023; /*DELTA4 UPPER LIMIT*
E4TL=43; /*E4T0P LOWER LIMIT*
E4TU=1023; /*E4T0P UPPER LIMIT*
E4BL=47; /*E4B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E 4 BU = 10 2 3 ; /*E4B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET4L=3 9; /*VET04 LOWER LIMIT*
VET4U=1023; /♦VET04 UPPER LIMIT*
/*TELESCOPE 5*/
0M5L=34; /*0MEGA5 LOWER LIMIT*
0M5U=1023; /*0MEGA5 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL5L = 19 ; /♦DELTAS LOWER LIMIT*
DEL5U=1023; /♦DELTA5 UPPER LIMIT*
E5TL=46; /*E5T0P LOWER LIMIT*
E5TU=1023; /*E5T0P UPPER LIMIT*
E5BL=49; /♦E5B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E5BU=1023; /♦E5B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET5L=4 5; /*VET05 LOWER LIMIT*
VET5U=1023; /*VET05 UPPER LIMIT*
/♦TELESCOPE 6*/
0M6L=34; /*0MEGA6 LOWER LIMIT*
0M6U=1023; /*0MEGA6 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL6L=3 8; /♦DELTA6 LOWER LIMIT*
DEL6U=1023; /♦DELTA6 UPPER LIMIT*
E6TL=45; /♦E6T0P LOWER LIMIT*
E6TU=1023; /♦E6T0P UPPER LIMIT*
E6BL=39; /*E6B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E6BU=1023; /*E6B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET6L=35; /*VET06 LOWER LIMIT*
VET6U=1023; /*VET06 UPPER LIMIT*
/*GE(LI)1 PARAMETER CUTS*/
GEL1L=140; /♦GELI1 LOWER LIMIT*
GEL1U=4095; /♦GELI1 UPPER LIMIT*
/*GE(LI)2 PARAMETER CUTS*/
GEL2L=140; /♦GELI2 LOWER LIMIT*
GEL2U=4095; /*GELI2 UPPER LIMIT*
/*TDC PARAMETER CUTS*/
/*TDC11 PARAMETERS*/
TDC11L=330; /♦TDC11 LOWER LIMIT*
TDC 11U=>1023; /*TDC11 UPPER LIMIT*
/*TDC12 PARAMETERS*/
TDC12L=400; /*TDC12 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC12U=1023; /*TDC12 UPPER LIMIT*/ 
/*TDC13 PARAMETERS*/
TDC13L=275; /*TDCI3 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC13U=1023; /*TDC13 UPPER LIMIT*/ 
/*TDC14 PARAMETERS*/
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TDC14L = 17 5; /*TPC14 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC14U=1023; /*TDC14 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC15 PARAMETERS* /
TDC15L=17 5; /*TDC15 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC15U=1023; /*TDC15 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC16 PARAMETERS* /
TDC 1 6L*=2 50 ; /*TDC16 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC16U=1023; /*TDC16 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC21 PARAMETERS* /
TDC21L=325; /*TDC21 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC21U=1023; /*TDC21 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC22 PARAMETERS* /
TDC22L=375; /*TDC2 2 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC2 2U = 1023; /*TDC22 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC23 PARAMETERS* /
TDC23L=275; /*TDC23 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC23U=1023; /*TDC23 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC24 PARAMETERS* /
TDC24L = 17 5; /*TDC24 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC24U=1023; /*TDC24 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC25 PARAMETERS* /
TDC25L=17 5; /*TDC2 5 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC25U=1023; /*TDC2 5 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC26 PARAMETERS* /
TDC2 6L=2 50; /*TDC26 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC2 6U = 1023; /*TDC2 6 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*END PARAMETERS*/
/* */
P=ADDR(BUF1);
1=1;II = I;K=0;
FNAME='FILE'|III;
GOOD='0'B;BAD='1'B;
ON ENDFILE(TAPIN) GO TO EOF;
EVENT10:
PUT SKIP LIST ('BEGINNING RECORD PROCESSING');
DO J=0 BY 1;/*PROCESS EACH EVENT*/
READ FILE(TAPIN) INTO (BUF1);
/* */ 
/*TEST TO DETERMINE WHETHER GE(LI) ANTI CUPS FIRED*/
/*EVENT IS PASSED IF BOTH ANTI CUPS FIRED*/
IF SUBSTR(BUF3(46),16,1) THEN ANTI1=BAD;ELSE 
IF SUBSTR(BUF3(46),15,1) THEN ANTI2=BAD;ELSE 
IF ANTI1=BAD & ANTI2=BAD THEN GO TO NEXT;
/* */
/*TEST TO DETERMINE WHETHER GE(LI)S ARE IN RANGE*/
/*EVENT IS PASSED IF BOTH GE(LI)S ARE OUT OF RANGE*/
IF (BUF2(32)<GEL1L) & (BUF2(33)<GEL2L) THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF (BUF2(32)<GEL1L) THEN GRANGEl=BAD;ELSE GRANGEl=GOOD;
IF (BUF2(33)<GEL2L) THEN GRANGE2=BAD;ELSE GRANGE2=GOOD; 
/*EVENT IS PASSED IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE VALID GE(LI)*/
IF(GRANGEl=GOOD & GRANGE2=GOOD & ANTIl=GOOD & ANTI2=GOOD)
THEN GO TO NEXT;
/* */
G 1 :IF(ANTI1 |GRANGE1)THEN D O ;DIR11=BAD;DIRl2=BAD;
ANTI1“GOOD; 
ANTI2=GOOD;
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DIR13=BAD;DIR14=BAD;
DIR15=BAD;DIR16=BAD;END;
IF(ANTI1|GRANGE1)THEN GO TO G 2 ;JELI=1;MULT1=0;
IF(BUF2(2)<0M1L) |(BUF2(3)<DELlL)|(BUF2(4)<E1TL)| 
(BUF2(5)<E1BL)|(BUF2(34)<TDC11L) j(BUF2(34)>TDC11U )
THEN DIR11 = BAD;ELSE D O ;DIR11=GOOD;MULT1=MULT1+1; TEL1 = 1 ;END; 
IF(BUF2(7)<OM2L)|(BUF2(8)<DEL2L) |(BUF2(9)<E2TL) |
(BUF2(10)<E2BL) |(BUF2(35)<TDC12L) |(BUF2(3 5)>TDC12U)
THEN DIR12=BAD;ELSE D O ;DIR12=GOOD;MULTI=MULT1+1;TEL1=2;END; 
IF(BUF2(12)<OM3L)|(BUF2(13)<DEL3L) I(BUF2(14)<E3TL)I 
(BUF2(15)<E3BL)|(BUF2(3 6)<TDC13L)| (BUF2(36)>TDC13U)
THEN DIR13=BAD;ELSE DO;DIR13=GOOD;MULTI=MULTI+ 1 ;TELI=3;END; 
IF(BUF2(17)<OM4L)|(BUF2(18)<DEL4L) I(BUF2(19)<E4TL)I 
(BUF2(20)<E4BL)|(BUF2(37)<TDC14L)|(BUF2(37)>TDC14U)
THEN DIR14=BAD;ELSE D O ;DIRl4=GOOD;MULT1=MULT1+1;TELI=4;END; 
IF(BUF2(22)<OM5L) |(BUF2(23)<DEL5L)I(BUF2(24)<E5TL)I 
(BUF2(25)<E5BL)|(BUF2(38)<TDC15L)|(BUF2(38)>TDC15U)
THEN DIR15=BAD;ELSE DO;DIR15=GOOD;MULTI=MULT1+1;TELI=5;END; 
IF(BUF2(27)<OM6L)|(BUF2(28)<DEL6L) |(BUF2(29)<E6TL)I 
(BUF2(30)<E6BL)1(BUF2(39)<TDC16L)|(BUF2(39)>TDC16U)
THEN DIR16=BAD;ELSE DO;DIR16=GOOD;MULT1=MULT1+1;TELI=6;END;
IF(MULTI>1) THEN GO TO NEXT;
G2:IF(ANTI2|GRANGE2)THEN D O ;DIR21=BAD;DIR22 = BAD;DIR23=BAD; 
DIR24=bad;DIR2 5=BAD;DIR26=BAD;END;
IF(ANTI2|GRANGE2)THEN GO TO G 3 ;JELI=2;MULT1=0;
IF(BUF2(2)<0M1L) |(BUF2(3)<DEL1L) |(BUF2(4)<E1TL)|
(BUF2(5)<E1BL)I(BUF2(40)<TDC21L) |(BUF2(40)>TDC21U)
THEN DIR21=BAD;ELSE D O ;DIR21=G00D;MULT1=MULT1+1;TELI=1;END; 
IF(BUF2(7)<OM2L)|(BUF2(8)<DEL2L)I(BUF2(9)<E2TL)| 
(BUF2(10)<E2BL)|(BUF2(41)<TDC22L) |(BUF2(41)>TDC22U)
THEN DIR22=BAD;ELSE D O ;DIR22=GOOD;MULT1=MULT1+1;TELI=2;END; 
IF(BUF2(12)<OM3L)|(BUF2(13)<DEL3L) |(BUF2(14)<E3TL)I 
(BUF2(15)<E3BL) |(BUF2(42)<TDC23L)|(BUF2(42)>TDC23U)
THEN DIR23=BAD;ELSE DO;DIR2 3=GOOD;MULTl=MULTl+l;TELI= 3 ;END; 
IF(BUF2(17)<OM4L)|(BUF2(18)<DEL4L)|(BUF2(19)<E4TL)I 
(BUF2(20)<E4BL)|(BUF2(43)<TDC24L)|(BUF2(43)>TDC24U)
THEN DIR24=BAD;ELSE DO;DIR24=GOOD;MULTI=MULT1+1;TELI=4;END; 
IF(BUF2(22)<OM5L)|(BUF2(23)<DEL5L) |(BUF2(24)<E5TL)I 
(BUF2(25)<E5BL)|(BUF2(44)<TDC 2 5L) |(BUF2(44)>TDC2 5U)
THEN DIR25=BAD;ELSE D O ;DIR25=GOOD;MULTI=MULT1+1;TELI=5;END; 
IF(BUF2(27)<OM6L)|(BUF2(28)<DEL6L) I(BUF2(29)<E6TL) I 
(BUF2(30)<E6BL)i(BUF2(45)<TDC26L)|(BUF2(45)>TDC26U)
THEN DIR26=BAD;ELSE D O ;DIR26=GOOD;MULT1=MULT1+1;TELI=6;END;
IF(MULTI>1)THEN GO TO NEXT;
G 3 :IF(DIR11 & DIR12 & DIR13 & DIR14 & DIR15 & DIR16 &
DIR21 & DIR22 & DIR23 & DIR24 & DIR25 & DIR26)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
/* */ 
/♦CREATE NEW DATA SET*/
EVENT=JELI|iTELlIISUBSTR(BUF1,91,6);
SUMT1:IF(TELI'=1) THEN GO TO SUMT2;
EVENT=EVENT||SUBSTR(BUF1,3,10);
SUMT2:IF(TELI'=2) THEN GO TO SUMT3;
EVENT=EVENT||SUBSTR(BUF1,13,10);
SUMT3:IF(TELI~=3) THEN GO TO SUMT4;
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EVENT=EVENT| |SUBSTR(BUF1,23,10) ;
SUMT4:IF(TELI'-4) THEN GO TO SUMT5;
EVENT=EVENT||SUBSTR(BUF1,33,10);
SUMT5:IF(TELI'=5) THEN GO TO SUMT6;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,43,10);
SUMT6:IF(TELI~=6) THEN GO TO STIME11;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,53,10);
STIME11:/*ADD UP ALL THE DESIRED TIME COMPONENTS*/
IF DIR11 THEN GO TO STIME12;
EVENT-EVENT||SUBSTR(BUF1,67,2);
STIME12:IF DIR12 THEN GO TO STIME13;
EVENT-EVENT||SUBSTR(BUFl,69,2);
STIME13:IF DIR13 THEN GO TO STIME14;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,71,2);
STIME14:IF DIR14 THEN GO TO STIME15;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,73,2);
STIME15:IF DIR15 THEN GO TO STIME16;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,75,2);
STIME16:IF DIR16 THEN GO TO STIME21;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,77,2);
STIME21 : IF DIR21 THEN GO TO STIME22;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,79,2);
STIME22:IF DIR22 THEN GO TO STIME23;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,81,2);
STIME23:IF DIR23 THEN GO TO STIME24;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,83,2);
STIME24:IF DIR24 THEN GO TO STIME25;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,85,2);
STIME25:IF DIR25 THEN GO TO STIME26;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,87,2);
STIME2 6:IF DIR26 THEN GO TO SGELI1;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,89,2);
SGELI1:IF(JELI~=1)THEN GO TO SGELI2;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,63,2);
SGELI2:IF(JELI‘' = 2)THEN GO TO FINAL;
EVENT-EVENTl|SUBSTR(BUF1,65,2);
FINAL:EVENT1-EVENT;
LEN=LENGTH(EVENT);
IF(LEN>MULT)THEN MULT-LEN;
WRITE: WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM (EVENT1);
K-K+l;
NEXT:
END;
E O F :PUT SKIP LIST (J,'RECORDS PROCESSED');
PUT SKIP LIST (K,'RECORDS ACCEPTED');
PUT SKIP LIST (MULT,'= MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH ACTUALLY NEEDED');
JOBEND:EN D ;
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A.7 PARTICLE.FILE.DIRl.PION.PLI
This program is one of twelve nearly identical pro­
grams implementing the particle identification function de­
scribed in Chapter IV, section 3. For each of the six tele­
scope directions there are two programs. One program 
selects pions and the other selects protons. The program 
name Indicates the specific telescope direction and particle 
type. The program discussed here selects pions observed in 
telescope 1.
The input to previous programs consisted of only
one input tape or disk file. The input to the present pro­
gram consists of as many compressed eventlO input files pre­
viously created by STEP2.COMPRESS.PLI as desired. The vari­
able MAXFILE reflects the number of input files. The
resulting output consists of all compressed eventlO's that 
are of the desired particle type and direction.
Particle identification is undertaken in several 
stages. First, the energies deposited in OMEGA and the E 
counter are determined using linear energy calibration 
curves. The energies thus determined are stored as the
floating point variables DELTA_E and E_SLAB respectively. 
These variables correspond to dE and of equation (24)
in section (4.3). Secondly, particles passing through the E 
•counter are sorted from those stopping within the E counter. 
This is determined by whether the REAR VETO ADC fired.
Those particles stopping within the E counter are passed to 
the procedure NOVETO.
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Processing of those particles detected in the REAR
VETO proceeds by two possible routes. The choice of route
is determined by whether the energy deposited by a particle
(E_SLAB) is greater or less than the maximum energy a pion
can have (PION__TURN) and still stop within the E counter.
This determines the choice of E (either PTON TURN orma x —
PROTON_TURN) in the implementation of equation (29). The 
procedure PR0T11 implements equation (29) for particles de­
positing an energy greater than PION_TURN. The procedure 
Pill implements equation (29) for those particles depositing 
less. The output of these two procedures (SLAB) corresponds 
to the energy the particle had entering the E counter (equa- 
t ion (30) ) .
Both particles stopping within the E counter and 
those passing through it are then processed by the procedure 
NOVETO. This procedure implements equation (25). A vari­
able PI (Particle Identifier) corresponding to dR of equa­
tion (25) is calculated. The value of PI determines the 
particle type observed. The current program selects pions 
in telescope 1. In telescope 1 a range 4.0 PI 28.0 cor­
responds to pions.
PARTICLE_FILE_DIR1:PR0C OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER; 
/* AUTHOR: DONALD JOYCE
DATE: 2:2:81
PURPOSE: SORT EVENTIO'S BY PARTICLE TYPE 
AND DIRECTION 
NOTE: PLIXOPT IS USED TO FIX ISASIZE TO
OPTIMIZE REGION SIZE ALLOCATION
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AND SHORTEN RUN TIME 
DCL PLIXOPT CHAR(20) VAR INIT('ISASIZE(45K)')
STATIC EXTERNAL,
1 BUF1 ,2 BYTE(2) PIC '9',2 REGISTER1(16) BIT(l),
2 REGISTER2(16) BIT(1),2 REGISTER3(16) BIT(l) 
2 DATA(7) BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0);
/* BUF1 STRUCTURE
BYTE(l) DEFINES
*/
BYTE(2) 
BYTE(3) 
BYTE( 4 ) 
DATA(1) 
DATA(2) 
DATA(3) 
DATA(4) 
DATA(5) 
DATA(6) 
DATA(7)
WHICH GE(LI) IS RECORDED 
DEFINES WHICH TELESCOPE IS RECORDED 
IS THE COINCIDENCE REGISTER BIT FOR GE(LI)1 
COINCIDENCE REGISTER BIT FOR GE(LI)2 
CURRENT OMEGA CHANNEL NUMBER 
DELTA CHANNEL NUMBER 
ETOP CHANNEL NUMBER 
EBOTTOM CHANNEL NUMBER 
VETO CHANNEL NUMBER 
TDC CHANNEL NUMBER 
GE(LI) CHANNEL NUMBER */
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
CURRENT 
CURRENT 
CURRENT 
CURRENT 
CURRENT 
CURRENT
DCL (0M1L,0M1U,OM2L,OM2U,OM3L,OM3U,OM4L,OM4U,OM5L,OM5U, 
OM6L.OM6U,DEL1L,DELIU,DEL2L,DEL2U,DEL3L,DEL3U, 
DEL4L,DEL4U,DEL5L,DEL5U,DEL6L,DEL6U,E1TL,E1TU, 
E2TL,E2TU,E3TL,E3TU,E4TL,E4TU,E5TL,E5TU,E6TL, 
E6TU,E1BL,E1BU,E2BL,E2BU,E3BL,E3BU,E4BL,E4BU,E5BL, 
E5BU,E6BL,E6BU,VET1L.VET2L,VET3L,VET4L,VET5L, 
VET6L,VET1U,VET2U,VET3U,VET4U,VET5U,VET6U,
GEL1L,GEL2L,GEL1U,GEL2U,TDC11L,TDC12L,TDC13 L ,
TDC14L,TDC15L,TDC16L,TDC11U,TDC12U.TDC13U, 
TDC14U,TDC15U,TDC16U,TDC21L,TDC2 2L,TDC2 3L,
TDC2 4L,TDC2 5L,TDC2 6L,TDC21U,TDC2 2U,TDC23U, 
TDC24U,TDC25U,TDC26U) BIN FIXED(15),
FNAME CHAR(6), II PIC '99'INITIAL (1), JJ PIC '9',
ENV(FB BLKSIZE(13024) 
ENV(FB BLKSIZE(13024)
/*
(TAPIN INPUT) FILE RECORD 
RECSIZE(22)),
(TAPOUT OUTPUT) FILE RECORD 
RECSIZE(22)),
(I,J,K,C0UNT11,C0UNT12,C0UNT13,C0UNT14 ,COUNTl5,COUNT16,C0UNT21, 
C0UNT21,C0UNT22,COUNT23,COUNT24,COUNT25,C0UNT26)
BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL (0),
EDE1 CHAR (4),
P POINTER,
WORD CHAR(2) BASED (P),
W0RD1 CHAR(4) VAR,
PROTON_TURN FLOAT INITIAL (153),
PION_TURN FLOAT INITIAL (70),
(KK,A,SLAB,E_SLAB,E_TOTAL,DELTA_E,PI,DDATA(7))
FLOAT INITIAL (0),
DIRECT PIC '9' INITIAL (1),COUNTER BIN FIXED(15)
INITIAL (0),
NOTE DIRECT IS USED TO DECIDE THE TELESCOPE DIRECTION 
WANTED
1 TURNS ON THE TEST FOR GE(LI)NOTE GAMMA INITIALIZED TO 
COINCIDENCE REGISTER BITS 
MAXFILE = NUMBER OF INPUT 
GAMMA PIC '9' INITIAL (0)
FILES TO 
, MAXFILE
BE READ 
PIC '99' INITIAL
*/
(13),
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(G R ,V R ,SR,CR) BIT(l) ,
/♦ NOTE GR IS USED TO TURN GAMMA BIT REGISTER TEST ON OR OFF 
VR " " " " REAR VETO
SR ” " " ” SIDE VETO
CR ” " " " E.T C O I N C . " " ........
("1' B ) TURNS TEST ON ('O'B) TURNS TEST OFF ♦/
GR = ' O ' B ;VR = ' O ' B ;SR = '0'B;CR = 'l'B;
/♦
PARAMETERS:/*THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DATA CUT PARAMETERS USED
♦/
/*TELESCOPE 1*/
0M1L=19; /♦0MEGA1 LOWER LIMITS/
0M1U=1023; /♦0MEGA1 UPPER LIMITS/
DEL1L=26; /♦DELTA1 LOWER LIMITS/
DEL1U=1023; /♦DELTA1 UPPER LIMITS/
E1TL=102; /♦El TOP LOWER LIMITS/
E1TU=1023; /♦El TOP UPPER LIMITS/
E1BL=65; /♦ElBOT LOWER LIMITS/
ElBU=1023; /♦E1B0T UPPER LIMITS/
VET1L=50; /♦VET01 LOWER LIMITS/
VET1U=1023; /♦VET01 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TELESCOPE 2*1
OM2L=44; /♦0MEGA2 LOWER LIMITS/
OM2U=l023; /♦0MEGA2 UPPER LIMITS/
DEL2L=20; /♦DELTA2 LOWER LIMITS/
DEL2U=1023; /♦DELTA2 UPPER LIMITS/
E2TL=99; /♦E2T0P LOWER LIMITS/
E2TU=1023; /♦E2T0P UPPER LIMITS/
E2BL=57; /♦E2B0T LOWER LIMITS/
E2BU=1023; /♦E2B0T UPPER LIMITS/
VET2L=46; /♦VET02 LOWER LIMITS/
VET2U=1023; /♦VET02 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TELESCOPE 3*1
OM3L=22; /♦0MEGA3 LOWER LIMITS/
OM3U=l023; /♦0MEGA3 UPPER LIMITS/
DEL3L=18; /♦DELTA3 LOWER LIMITS/
DEL3U=1023; /♦DELTA3 UPPER LIMITS/
E3TL=30; /♦E3T0P LOWER LIMITS/
E3TU=1023; /♦E3T0P UPPER LIMIT^/
E3BL=55; /♦E3B0T LOWER LIMITS/
E3BU=1023; /♦E3B0T UPPER LIMITS/
VET3L=70; /♦VET03 LOWER LIMITS/
VET3U=1023; /♦VET03 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TELESCOPE 4♦/
OM4L=186; /♦0MEGA4 LOWER LIMITS/
OM4U=l023; /♦0MEGA4 UPPER LIMITS/
DEL4L=21; /♦DELTA4 LOWER LIMITS/
DEL4U=1023; /♦DELTA4 UPPER LIMITS/
E4TL=72; /♦E4T0P LOWER LIMITS/
E4TU=1023; /♦E4T0P UPPER LIMITS/
E4BL=47; /♦E4B0T LOWER LIMITS/
E4BU=1023; /♦E4B0T UPPER LIMITS/
VET4L=60; /♦VET04 LOWER LIMITS/
VET4U=1023; / ♦VET04 UPPER LIMIT^/
/♦TELESCOPE 5*/
OM5L-34; /♦0MEGA5 LOWER L I M I W
0M5U=1023; /♦OMEGA5 UPPER LIMITS/
DEL5L=19; /♦DELTAS LOWER LIMITS/
DEL5U=1023; /♦DELTAS UPPER L i n n *  /
E5TL=46; /♦E5T0P LOWER L i m n * /
E 5TU = 1023; / ♦ESTOP UPPER L I M I T * /
E5BL-49; /♦E5BOT LOWER L I M I T * /
E5BU=1023; /♦E5BOT UPPER LIMITS/
VETSL=4 5; /♦VET05 LOWER LIMITS/
VET5U=1023; /♦VETO5 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TELESCOPE 6 * /
O M 6 L = 3 4 ; /♦0MEGA6 LOWER LIMIT* /
0M6D=1023; /♦OMEGA6 UPPER LIMITS/
DEL6L=3 8; /♦DELTA6 LOWER LIMITS/
DEL6U=1023; /♦DELTA6 UPPER LIMIT^/
E 6 T L = 8 3 ; /♦E6TOP LOWER LIMITA /
E6TU=1023; /♦E6TOP UPPER LIMIT^/
E6BL=39; /♦E6BOT LOWER LIMIT^/
E6BU=1023; /♦E6BOT UPPER LIMIT* /
V E T 6 L = 5 0 ; /♦VET06 LOWER LIMIT^/
VET6Um l023; /♦VET06 UPPER LIMIT * /
/♦GE(LI)1 PARAMETER CUTS^/
GEL1L=140; /♦GELI1 LOWER LIMITS/
GEL1U=4095; /♦GELI1 UPPER LIMITA /
/♦GE(LI)2 PARAMETER CUTS♦/
GEL2L=140; /♦GELI2 LOWER LIMITS/
GEL2U=4095; /♦GELI2 UPPER LIMIT* /
/♦TDC PARAMETER CUTS^/
/♦TDC11 PARAMETERS♦ /
T D C 11L=750; /♦TDCl1 LOWER LIMITS/
T D C 11U=790; /♦TDCl1 UPPER LIM I T ^ /
/♦TDC12 PARAMETERS♦ /
TDC12L=830; /♦TDCl2 LOWER LIMITS/
TDC1 211=865; /♦TDCl2 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TDCl3 PARAMETERS^ /
TDC13L=760; /♦TDCl3 LOWER LIMITA /
T D C 13U=805; /♦TDCl3 UPPER LIMIT^/
/♦TDCl4 PARAMETERS♦ /
T D C 14L=590; /♦TDCl4 LOWER LIMI T* /
TDCl4U=625; /♦TDCl4 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TDCl5 PARAMETERS^ /
T D C 1 5L=560; /♦TDCl5 LOWER LIMITS/
TDCl5U=600; /♦TDCl5 UPPER LIMIT# /
/♦TDCl6 PARAMETERS♦ /
TDCl6L=675; /♦TDCl6 LOWER LIMIT^/
TDCl6U=730; /♦TDCl6 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TDC21 PARAMETERS♦ /
TDC21L=7 55; /♦TDC21 LOWER LIMIT^/
T D C21U=810; /♦TDC21 UPPER LIMITS/
/♦TDC22 PARAMETERS^ /
TDC22L= 1; /♦TDC22 LOWER LIMITS/
TDC22U= 2; /♦TDC22 UPPER LIMITA /
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/*TDC23 PARAMETERS*/
TDC23L= 1; /*TDC2 3 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC23U= 2; /*TDC 2 3 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC24 PARAMETERS*/
TDC24L= 1; /*TDC24 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC24U= 2; /*TDC24 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC25 PARAMETERS*/
TDC25L= 1; /*TDC25 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC2 5U= 2; /*TDC25 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC26 PARAMETERS*/
TDC26L= 1; /*TDC26 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC26U= 2; /*TDC2 6 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*END PARAMETERS*/
/*
PUT SKIP LIST ('BEGINNING EXECUTION');
FILEIN:FNAME='FILE'||lI;OPEN FILE(TAPIN) TITLE(FNAME) 
ON ENDFILE(TAPIN) GO TO EOF;
DO 1=0 BY 1; /*PROCESS EACH EVENT*/
READ FILE(TAPIN) INTO (BUF1);
IF BYTE(2)'“DIRECT THEN GO TO NEXT;
DO K = 1 BY 1 TO 7;DDATA(K) = DATA(K);END;
/*
DIRECTI ONI:IF (BYTE(1) = 2) THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(7)<GEL1L) |(DATA(7)>GEL1U) |'('GRIREGISTERl(12)) 
THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(BYTE(2 )=1) & ('VRI(REGISTER1(7))) &
'(SR & (REGISTER2(16)|REGISTER2(15))) &
('CR|(REGISTER3(15))) THEN GO TO CASE11;
ELSE GO TO NEXT;
/*
*/
CASEl 1:IF(DATA(6)<TDC11L) |(DATA(6)>TDC11U)THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(1)<0M1L)|(DATA(1)>0M1U)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
IF(DATA(2)<DEL1L)|(DATA(2)>DEL1U)THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(3)<E1TL)|(DATA(3)>E1TU)THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(4)<E1BL)|(DATA(4)>E1BU)THEN GO TO NEXT;
/* PRESENTLY A TEST OF THE VETO COUNTS IS NOT INCLUDED
THE FOLLOWING IS FOR PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION */
IF(DATA(5)<VET1L) |(DATA(5)>VET1U) THEN REGISTERl(7) = 'O'B; 
ELSE REGISTERl(7) = 'l'B;
E_SLAB = (DDATA(3) - 82.58)/4.568;
DELTA_E = (DDATA(l) - 18.33)/147.0;
IF 'REGISTERl(7) THEN GO TO NOVETO;
IF E_SLAB < PION_TURN THEN GO TO Pill;
PROTll:DO COUNTER = E_SLAB BY 2 TO 300; SLAB = COUNTER + 1;
KK = ((SLAB)**1.73 - (PROTON_TURN)**l.73)/
(SLAB - E_SLAB)**1.73;
IF (KK > 0.95) THEN DO;
E_SLAB = SLAB;GO TO NOVETO;END;END;GO TO NOVETO;
Pill:DO COUNTER = E_SLAB BY 2 TO 200; SLAB = COUNTER + 1;
KK = ((SLAB)**1.73 - (PION_TURN)**1.73)/
(SLAB - E_SLAB)**1.73;
IF (KK > 0.95) THEN DO;
E SLAB = SLAB;GO TO NOVETO;END;END;
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/*
NOVETO:E_TOTAL = E_SLAB + 4*DELTA_E;
E_SLAB = E_TOTAL - DELTA_E;
PI - (E_TOTAL**l.73 - E_SLAB**1.73);
IF(PI < 4.0)|(PI > 28.0) THEN GO TO NEXT; 
WRITE FILE(TAPOOT) FROM (BUFl);
COUNT11=C0UNT11+1;
NEXT:END;
EO F :CLOSE FILE(TAPIN) ;
II-II+l;
J=J+I;
IF (II>MAXFILE) THEN GO TO FILEOUT;
FILEOUT:
ELSE 1SO TO FI LEI N;
: PUT SKIP LIST (J,'RECORDS PROCESSED' );
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT11,'DIRECTION 11 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT12,'DIRECTION 12 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT13,'DIRECTION 13 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT14,'DIRECTION 14 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT15,'DIRECTION 15 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (C0UNT16,'DIRECTION 16 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT21,'DIRECTION 21 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT2 2 ,'DIRECTION 22 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT23,'DIRECTION 23 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT24,'DIRECTION 24 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT25,'DIRECTION 25 EVENTS'
PUT SKIP LIST (COUNT26,'DIRECTION 26 EVENTS'
*/
END;
A.8 EVENTl0.HISTOGRAM.PLI
Finally, after the particle type is sorted, the re­
sulting data are hlstogrammed by EVENTl0.HISTOGRAM.PLI. 
This program is designed to histogram all telescope direc­
tions and Ge(Li) directions at the same time. Therefore 
there are normally six input files. It is, however, very 
capable of histogramming files which have not been sorted by 
particle type, since the particle sorting output has the
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same output format as its input format* In addition to his- 
togramming, the program has provisions to make further pa­
rameter cuts and bit register tests.
EVENTl0_HISTOGRAM_PLI:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;
/* AUTHOR: DON JOYCE 
DATE: 2:2:81
PURPOSE: HISTOGRAM EVENTl0 OUTPUT FROM EITHER 
STEP2.COMPRESS.PLI OR PARTICLE.FILE 
AFTER MAKING FURTHER PARAMETER CUTS AND 
BIT REGISTER TESTS 
DCL PLIXOPT CHAR(20) VAR INIT('ISASIZE(275K)') 
STATIC EXTERNAL,
1 BUF1,2 BYTE(2) PIC '9',2 REGISTERl(16) BIT(l),
i PLI
*/
/*
2 REGISTER2(16) BIT(1),2 REGISTER3(16) BIT(l), 
2 DATA(7) BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
BUF1 STRUCTURE 
BYTE(l) DEFINES WHICH GE(LI) IS RECORDED 
BYTE(2) DEFINES WHICH TELESCOPE IS RECORDED
REGISTERl CONTAINS BIT 
REGISTER2 CONTAINS BIT 
REGISTER3 CONTAINS BIT 
DATA(l) IS THE CURRENT
DATA(2) 
DATA(3) 
DATA(4) 
DATA(5) 
DATA(6) 
DATA(7) 
TELESCOPE 1,
(2 OM1(1024),2 
2 VE1(1024),2 
TELESCOPE2,
(2 OM2(1024),2 
2 VE2(1024),2 
TELESCOPES,
(2 OM3(1024)
2 VE3(1024) 
TELESC0PE4,
(2 0M4(1024),2 
2 VE4(1024),2 
TELESCOPES,
(2 0M5(1024),2 
2 VE5(1024),2 
TELESCOPE6,
(2 0M6(1024),2 
2 VE6(1024),2
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
PATTERN FROM COINCIDENCEl 
PATTERN FROM COINCIDENCE2 
PATTERN FROM COINCIDENCES 
OMEGA CHANNEL NUMBER 
DELTA CHANNEL NUMBER 
ETOP CHANNEL NUMBER 
EBOTTOM CHANNEL NUMBER 
VETO CHANNEL NUMBER 
TDC CHANNEL NUMBER 
GE(LI) CHANNEL NUMBER */
DELI(1024),2 ElT(1024),2 
DUM1(1024))BIN FIXED(15)
DEL2(1024),2 E2T(1024),2 
DUM2(1024))BIN FIXED(15)
ElB(1024) , 
INITIAL (0),
E2B(1024) , 
INITIAL (0),
2 DEL3(1024 ) ,2 E3T(1024),2 E3B(1024),
2 DUM3(1024))BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0)
DEL4(1024),2 E4T(1024),2 
DUM4(1024))BIN FIXED(15)
DEL5(1024),2 E5T(1024),2 
DUM5(1024))BIN FIXED(15)
DEL6(1024),2 E6T(1024),2 
DUM6(1024))BIN FIXED(15)
E4B(1024) , 
INITIAL (0),
E5B(1024), 
INITIAL (0),
E6B(1024 ) , 
INITIAL (0),
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1 TDCl,
(2 TDCl1(1024),2 TDCl2(1024),2 TDCl3(1024),2 TDC14(1024),
2 TDCl5(1024),2 TDC16(1024)) BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
1 TDC2,(2 TDC21(1024),2 TDC22(1024),
2 TDC23(1024),2 TDC24(1024),2 TDC25(1024),2 TDC26(1024)) 
BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (0),
1 GE1,(2 GELI11(4096),2 DUM7(2048)) ,
1 GE2 , (2 GELI12(4096),2 DUM8(2048)) ,
1 GE3,(2 GELI13(4096),2 DUM9(2048)) ,
1 GE4,(2 GELI14(4096),2 DUM10(2048)),
1 GE5 , (2 GELI15(4096),2 DUM11(2048)),
1 G E 6 ,(2 GELI16(4096),2 DUM12(2048)),
1 GE7 , (2 GELI21(4096),2 DUM13(2048)),
1 G E 8 ,(2 GELI22(4096),2 DUM14(2048)),
1 GE9 , (2 GELI23(4096),2 DUM15(2048)),
1 GE10,(2 GELI24(4096),2 DUM16(2048)),
1 GE11,(2 GELI25(4096),2 DUM17(2048)),
1 GE12 , (2 GELI26(4096),2 DUM18(2048)),
1 GE13,(2 GELI1C (4096),2 DUM19(2048)),
1 GE14 , (2 GELI2C(4096),2 DUM20(2048))BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL(O) 
(0M1L,0M1U,0M2L,0M2U,OM3L,OM3U,0M4L,0M4U,0M5L,0M5U, 
0M6L,0M6U,DELIL,DELIU,DEL2L,DEL2U,DEL3L,DEL3U, 
DEL4L,DEL4U,DEL5L,DEL5U,DEL6L,DEL6U,E1TL,E1TU,
E2TL,E2TU,E3TL,E 3TD,E4TL,E4TU,E5TL,E5TU,E6TL, 
E6TU,E1BL,E1BU,E2BL,E2BD,E3BL,E3BU,E4BL,E4BU,E5BL,
E5BU,E6BL,E 6BU,VET1L,VET2L,VET3L,VET4L,VET5L,
VET6L,VET1U,VET2U,VET3U,VET4U,VET5U,VET6U,
GEL1L.GEL2L,GELIU,GEL20,TDCl1L,TDCl2L,TDC13L , 
TDC14L,TDC15L,TDC16L,TDC11U,TDC12U,TDC13U, 
TDC14U,TDC15U,TDC16U,TDC21L,TDC22L,TDC23L,
TDC2 4L,TDC25L,TDC26L,TDC21U,TDC2 2U,TDC23U,
TDC24U,TDC25U,TDC2 6U) BIN FIXED(15),
FNAME CHAR(6), II PIC '99'INITIAL (1), JJ PIC '9',
/*
*/
(TAPIN INPUT) FILE RECORD ENV(FB BLKSIZE(13024) RECSIZE(22)), 
(TAPOUT OUTPUT) FILE ENV(FB BLKSIZE(12288) RECSIZE(12288) ) ,
/*
*/
(I,J,C0UNT11,C0UNT12,COUNT13,C0UNT14,C0UNT15,C0UNT16,C0UNT21, 
COUNT2 2 , C0UNT2 3,COUNT24,COUNT25,COUNT26,CC0UNT11)
BIN FIXED(31) INITIAL (0),
/*
NOTE GAMMA INITIALIZED TO 1 TURNS ON THE TEST FOR GE(LI)
COINCIDENCE REGISTER BITS
MAXFILE = NUMBER OF FILES TO BE READ
*/
GAMMA PIC '9' INITIAL (0), MAXFILE PIC '99' INITIAL (18),
/* */ 
(PI,DDATA(7) ) FLOAT INITIAL (0),
_ III BIN FIXED INITIAL (0) ,
PARTICLE BIN FIXED INITIAL (0) ,
/* NOTE PARTICLE - 1 — > PION
2 — > PROTON
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0 — > PASSED
*/
TELDIR BIN FIXED(15) INITIAL (1),
(GR,V R ,S R ,C R ) BIT(l) ;
/* NOTE GR IS USED TO TURN GAMMA BIT REGISTER TEST ON OR OFF
VR ” " " " REAR VETO ".......... .............
SR " " ” " SIDE VETO
CR ” " " " E.T COINC. ”.......... .............
( " 1'B ) TURNS TEST ON ('O'B) TURNS TEST OFF */
GR = '0'B;VR = 'O'B;SR = '0'B;CR = 'O'B;
PARAMETERS:/*THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DATA CUT PARAMETERS */
/* */
/*TELESCOPE 1*/
0M1L=19; /*0MEGA1 LOWER LIMIT*
0M1U=1023; /*0MEGA1 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL1L=26; /♦DELTA1 LOWER LIMIT*
DEL1U=1023; /♦DELTA1 UPPER LIMIT*
E1TL=102; /*E1TOP LOWER LIMIT*
E1TU=1023; /*E1TOP UPPER LIMIT*
E1BL=60; /♦E1B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E1BU=1023; /♦E1B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET1L=50; /*VET01 LOWER LIMIT*
VET1U=1023; /*VET01 UPPER LIMIT*
/*TELESCOPE 2*/
0M2L=44; /*0MEGA2 LOWER LIMIT*
0M2U=1023; /*0MEGA2 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL2L=40; /♦DELTA2 LOWER LIMIT*
DEL2U=1023; /♦DELTA2 UPPER LIMIT*
E2TL=99; /*E2T0P LOWER LIMIT*
E2TU=1023; /♦E2T0P UPPER LIMIT*
E2BL=70; /*E2B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E2BU=1023; /*E2B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET2L=46; /*VET02 LOWER LIMIT*
VET2U=1023; /♦VET02 UPPER LIMIT*
/*TELESCOPE 3*/
0M3L=20; /*0MEGA3 LOWER LIMIT*
0M3U=1023; /*0MEGA3 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL3L=18; /*DELTA3 LOWER LIMIT*
DEL3U»1023; /*DELTA3 UPPER LIMIT*
E3TL=30; /*E3T0P LOWER LIMIT*
E3TU=1023; /*E3T0P UPPER LIMIT*
E3BL“ 55; /*E3B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E3BU=1023; /♦E3B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET3L=70; /*VET03 LOWER LIMIT*
VET3U=1023; /*VET03 UPPER LIMIT*
/♦TELESCOPE 4*/
0M4L = 18 6; /*0MEGA4 LOWER LIMIT*
0M4U-1023; /*0MEGA4 UPPER LIMIT*
DEL4L=30; /*DELTA4 LOWER LIMIT*
DEL4U=1023; /♦DELTA4 UPPER LIMIT*
E4TL-72; /*E4T0P LOWER LIMIT*
E4TU=1023; /*E4T0P UPPER LIMIT*
E4BL=60; /*E4B0T LOWER LIMIT*
E4BU=1023; /*E4B0T UPPER LIMIT*
VET4L=60; /*VET04 LOWER LIMIT*/
VET4U=1023; /*VET04 UPPER LIMIT*/
/♦TELESCOPE 5*/
OM5L=34; /♦0MEGA5 LOWER LIMIT*/
OM5U=l023; /*0MEGA5 UPPER LIMIT*/
DEL5L=19; /*DELTA5 LOWER LIMIT*/
DEL5U=1023; /♦DELTA5 UPPER LIMIT*/
E5TL**55; /*E5TOP LOWER LIMIT*/
E5TU=1023; /♦E5TOP UPPER LIMIT*/
E 5BL=49; /♦E5BOT LOWER LIMIT*/
E5BU=1023; /*E5BOT UPPER LIMIT*/
VET5L=60; /♦VET05 LOWER LIMIT*/
VET5U=1023; /*VET05 UPPER LIMIT*/
/♦TELESCOPE 6*/
OM6L=34; /*0MEGA6 LOWER LIMIT*/
OM6U = l02 3; /♦0MEGA6 UPPER LIMIT*/
DEL6L=38; /*DELTA6 LOWER LIMIT*/
DEL6U=1023; /♦DELTA6 UPPER LIMIT*/
E6TL=83; /♦E6TOP LOWER LIMIT*/
E6TU=1023; / *E6T0P UPPER LIMIT*/
E 6BL = 5 0; /♦E6B0T LOWER LIMIT*/
E6BU=1023; /*E6BOT UPPER LIMIT*/
VET6L=50; /*VET06 LOWER LIMIT*/
VET6U=1023; /♦VETO6 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*GE(LI)1 PARAMETER CUTS*/
GEL1L=304; /*GELI1 LOWER LIMIT*/
GELIU=309; /♦GELI1 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*GE(LI)2 PARAMETER CUTS*/
GEL2L=251; /*GELI2 LOWER LIMIT*/
GEL2U=257 ; /♦GELI2 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC PARAMETER CUTS*/
/*TDC11 PARAMETERS*/
TDCl1L = 7 50; / *TDC11 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDCl1U=790 ; /*TDC11 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC12 PARAMETERS*/
TDCl2L=830; /*TDC12 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDCl2U=865; /*TDC12 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC13 PARAMETERS*/
TDCl3L=760; /*TDC13 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDCl3U=805; /*TDC13 UPPER LIMIT*/
/♦TDCl4 PARAMETERS*/
TDC14L=590; /*TDC14 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDCl4U=625; /*TDC14 UPPER LIMIT*/
/♦TDCl5 PARAMETERS*/
TDCl5L=610; /*TDC15 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDCl5U=650; /♦TDCl5 UPPER LIMIT*/
/♦TDCl6 PARAMETERS*/
TDCl6L=675; /♦TDCl6 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDCl6U=730; /*TDC16 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC21 PARAMETERS*/
TDC21L=7 55; /♦TDC21 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC21U=810; /*TDC2 1 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC22 PARAMETERS*/
TDC22L=805; /*TDC22 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC2 2U=845; /*TDC2 2 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC23 PARAMETERS*/
TDC23L=765; /*TDC23 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC23U=805; /*TDC23 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC24 PARAMETERS*/
TDC24L=560; /*TDC24 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC24U=595; /*TDC24 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC25 PARAMETERS*/
TDC25L=605; /*TDC2 5 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC2 5U=645; /*TDC25 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*TDC26 PARAMETERS*/
TDC26L-665; /*TDC2 6 LOWER LIMIT*/
TDC26U=710; /*TDC26 UPPER LIMIT*/
/*END PARAMETERS*/
/*
PUT SKIP LIST ('BEGINNING EXECUTION');
FILEIN:FNAME='FILE'||lI;OPEN FILE(TAPIN) TITLE(FNAME); 
ON ENDFILE(TAPIN) GO TO EOF;
DO 1=0 BY 1; /*PROCESS EACH EVENT*/
READ FILE(TAPIN) INTO (BUF1);
DO III = 1 BY 1 TO 7; DDATA(III) = DATA(III);END
/*
DIRECTIONI:IF (BYTE(1)=2) THEN GO TO DIRECTION2;
IF(DATA(7)<GEL1L) I(DATA(7)>GEL1U)I“(“GR|REGISTERl(12))
THEN GO TO NEXT;
I F (BYTE(2)=1) & (“VR|(REGISTERl(7))) &
“ (SR & (REGISTER2(16)|REGISTER2(15))) &
(“CR|(REGISTER3(15))) THEN GO TO CASE11;
IF (BYTE(2)=2) & (“VR| (REGISTERl(6))) &
“ (SR & (REGISTER2(14)|REGISTER2(13))) &
(“CRI(REGISTER3(14))) THEN GO TO CASE12;
IF(BYTE(2)=3) & (“VR|(REGISTERl(5))) &
“(SR & (REGISTER2(12)|REGISTER2(11))) &
(“CR| (REGISTER3(13))) THEN GO TO CASE 13;
IF(BYTE(2)=4) & (“VR|(REGISTERl(4))) &
“ (SR & (REGISTER2(10)|REGISTER2(9))) &
(“CR|(REGISTER3(12))) THEN GO TO CASE14;
IF(BYTE(2)=5) & (“VR|(REGISTERl(3))) &
“(SR & (REGISTER2(8)|REGISTER2(7))) &
(“CR| (REGISTER3(11))) THEN GO TO CASE 15;
IF(BYTE(2 )=6) & (“VRl(REGISTERl(2))) &
“(SR & (REGISTER2(6)|REGISTER2(5))) &
(“CR|(REGISTER3(10))) THEN GO TO CASE16;
ELSE GO TO NEXT;
/*
DIRECTION2:IF(DATA(7)<GEL2L)|(DATA(7)>GEL2U)|
“ (“GR|REGISTERl(ll)) THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(BYTE(2)=1) & (“VRl(REGISTERl(7))) &
“ (SR & (REGISTER2(16)|REGISTER2(15))) &
(“CR| (REGISTER3(15))) THEN GO TO CASE21;
IF(BYTE(2)=2) & (“VR|(REGISTERl(6))) &
“ (SR & (REGISTER2(14)IREGISTER2(13))) &
(“CRI(REGISTER3(14))) THEN GO TO CASE22;
IF(BYTE(2)=3) & (“VR|(REGISTERl(5))) &
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*(SR & (REGISTER2(12)|REGISTER2(11))) & 
("CR|(REGISTER3(13))) THEN GO TO CASE23;
IF(BYTE(2)=4) & (AVR|(REGISTER1(4))) &
"(SR & (REGISTER2(10)|REGISTER2(9))) & 
("CR|(REGISTER3(12))) THEN GO TO CASE24;
IF(BYTE(2)=5) & ("VR|(REGISTERl(3))) &
"(SR & (REGISTER2(8)|REGISTER2(7))) & 
("CRl (REGISTER3(11))) THEN GO TO CASE25;
IF(BYTE(2)=6) & ("VR|(REGISTERl(2))) &
"(SR & (REGISTER2(6)|REGISTER2(5))) & 
("CR| (REGISTER3(10))) THEN GO TO CASE26;
ELSE GO TO NEXT;
/*
CASE11
*/
CCOUNT11 CCOUNT11 + 1
IF(CCOUNT11 < 1200) THEN GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(6)<TDC11L) |(DATA(6)>TDC11U)I 
(DATA(1)<0M1L)I(DATA(1)>0M1U) |
(DATA(2)<DEL1L)I(DATA(2)>DEL1U) |
(DATA(3)<E1TL)|(DATA(3)>E1TU)|
(DATA(4)<E1BL)I(DATA(4)>E1BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
HIST11:C0UNT11=C0UNT11+1;
TDCl1(DATA(6))=TDC11(DATA(6))+l;
0M1(DATA(1))=0M1(DATA(1))+l;
DELI (DATA(2 ) )*=DEL1 (DATA(2 ) )+l;
E1T(DATA(3))=E1T(DATA(3))+l;
E1B(DATA(4))*E1B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET1L)|(DATA(5)>VET1U) THEN GO TO Gil: 
VE1 (DATA(5))=VE1(DATA(5))+l;
Gi l :GELI1C(DATA(7 ) )=GELI1C(DATA(7))+l;
GELII1(DATA(7 ) )=GELI11(DATA(7)) + l ;GO TO NEXT;
/*
CASE 12:
IF(DATA(6)<TDC12L)I(DATA(6)>TDC12U)|
(DATA(1)<0M2L) I(DATA(1)>0M2U)|
(DATA(2)<DEL2L)|(DATA(2)>DEL2U)|
(DATA(3)<E2TL)I(DATA(3)>E2TU) |
(DATA(4)<E2BL) I(DATA(4)>E2BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
C0UNT12=C0UNT12+1;
TDCl2(DATA(6))=TDC12(DATA(6))+l;
0M2(DATA(1))=0M2(DATA(1))+l;
DEL2 (DATA(2))*DEL2(DATA(2))+l;
E2T(DATA(3))=E2T(DATA(3))+l;
E2B(DATA(4))=E2B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET2L) |(DATA(5)>VET2U) THEN GO TO G12: 
VE2(DATA(5))=VE2(DATA(5))+l;
: GEL11C(DATA(7))=GELI1C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI12(DATA(7))=GELI12(DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
*/
G12
/*
CASE13:
*/
IF(DATA(6)<TDC13L)|(DATA(6)>TDCl3U) |
(DATA(1)<0M3L)I(DATA(1)>0M3U) I 
(DATA(2)<DEL3L) I(DATA(2)>DEL3U)| 
(DATA(3)<E3TL)|(DATA(3)>E3TU) |
(DATA(4)<E3BL) I(DATA(4)>E3BU)THEN GO TO NEXT;
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COUNT13=COUNT13+1;
TDCl3(DATA(6))=TDC13 (DATA(6) ) + l ;
OM3(DATA(1))“OM3(DATA(1))+l;
DEL3(DATA(2) )**DEL3(DATA(2) )+l ;
E3T(DATA(3))-E3T(DATA(3))+l;
E3B(DATA(4))=E3B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET3L) |(DATA(5)>VET3U) THEN GO TO G13; 
VE3(DATA(5))=VE3(DATA(5))+l;
G13:GELI1C(DATA(7))=GELI1C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI13(DATA(7))=GELI13 (DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
/*
CASE14:
*/
G 1 4 :
/*
CASE 15:
Gl 5:
/*
CASE16
IF(DATA(6)<TDC14L) |(DATA(6)>TDC14U) |
(DATA(1 )<OM4L)|(DATA(1)>OM4U) I 
(DATA(2)<DEL4L)|(DATA(2)>DEL4U) I 
(DATA(3)<E4TL)|(DATA(3)>E4TU)|
(DATA(4) <E4BL) j (DATA(4) >E4BIJ)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT14=COUNTl4+1;
TDC14(DATA(6))=TDC14(DATA(6))+l;
OM4(DATA(1))=OM4(DATA(1 ) ) + l ;
DEL4(DATA(2))=DEL4(DATA(2))+l;
E4T(DATA(3))=E4T(DATA(3))+l;
E4B(DATA(4))=E4B(DATA(4) )+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET4L) |(DATA(5)>VET4U) THEN GO TO G14; 
VE4(DATA(5))=VE4(DATA(5))+l;
:GELI1C(DATA(7))=GELI1C(DATA(7))+l;
GELIl4 (DATA(7))=GELI14 (DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(6)<TDC15L) |(DATA(6)>TDC15U) |
(DATA(1)<OM5L) |(DATA(1)>OM5U)I 
(DATA(2)<DEL5L) |(DATA(2)>DEL5U) |
(DATA(3)<E5TL)|(DATA(3)>E5TU)|
(DATA(4)<E5BL) |(DATA(4)>E5BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT15=COUNTl5+1;
TDC15(DATA(6))=TDC15(DATA(6))+l;
OM5(DATA(l ) ) <=OM5 ( DATA( 1) ) + l ;
DEL5(DATA(2))=DEL5(DATA(2))+l;
E5T(DATA(3))»E5T(DATA(3))+l;
E 5B (DATA( 4 ) )*»E5B (DATA(4 ) ) + l ;
IF(DATA(5)<VET5L)I(DATA(5)>VET5U) THEN GO TO Gl5 : 
VE5(DATA(5))=VE5(DATA(5))+l;
:GELI1C(DATA(7))=GELI1C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI15(DATA(7))=GELIl5(DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(6)<TDC16L) I(DATA(6)>TDC16U) | 
(DATA(l)<OM6L)|(DATA(1)>OM6U) |
(DATA(2)<DEL6L)|(DATA(2)>DEL6U) |
(DATA(3)<E6TL)|(DATA(3)>E6TU)I
(DATA(4)<E6BL) |(DATA(4)>E6BU)THEN GO TO NEXT;
COUNT16=COUNTl6+1;
TDC16(DATA(6))=TDC16(DATA(6))+l;
OM6(DATA(1))=OM6(DATA(l))+l;
*/
*/
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DEL 6(DATA(2))=DEL6(DATA(2)) + l ;
E6T(DATA(3))=E6T(DATA(3))+l;
E6B(DATA(4))=E6B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET6L)|(DATA(5)>VET6U) THEN GO TO G16: 
VE6(DATA(5))=VE 6(DATA(5)) + l ;
G16:GELI1C(DATA(7))=GELI1C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI16(DATA(7))=GELI16 (DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
/*
CASE21
*/
IF(DATA(6)<TDC21L)|(DATA(6)>TDC21U)| 
(DATA(1)<0M1L)|(DATA(1)>OMlU)|
(DATA(2)<DEL1L) I(DATA(2)>DEL1U)|
(DATA(3)<E1TL)|(DATA(3)>E1TU)|
(DATA(4)<E1BL)|(DATA(4)>E1BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT21=COUNT21+l;
TDC21(DATA(6))=TDC21(DATA(6) )+l;
OM1(DATA(1))=OMl(DATA(1))+l;
DELI(DATA(2))=DEL1(DATA(2))+l;
E1T(DATA(3))=E1T(DATA(3))+l;
ElB(DATA(4))=E1B(DATA(4 ) )+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET1L) |(DATA(5)>VET1U) THEN GO TO G21 
VE1(DATA(5))=VEl(DATA(5))+l;
G21:GELI2C(DATA(7))=GELI2C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI21(DATA(7))“GELI21(DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
I*
CASE 2 2:
*/
G22:
I*
CASE23:
IF(DATA(6)<TDC22L) | (DATA(6)>TDC2 2U) |
(DATA(1)<OM2L)|(DATA(1)>OM2U)|
(DATA(2)<DEL2L) |(DATA(2)>DEL2U)|
(DATA(3)<E2TL)|(DATA(3)>E2TU) |
(DATA(4)<E2BL) |(DATA(4)>E2BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT2 2 = COUNT2 2+1;
TDC22(DATA(6))=TDC2 2 (DATA(6 ) ) + l ;
OM2(DATA(1))=OM2(DATA(1))+l;
DEL2(DATA(2))=DEL2(DATA(2))+l;
E2T(DATA(3))=E2T(DATA(3 ) )+l;
E2B(DATA(4))=E2B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET2L) |(DATA(5)>VET2U) THEN GO TO G22; 
VE2(DATA(5))=VE2(DATA(5))+l;
:GELI2C(DATA(7))=GELI2C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI22(DATA(7))=GELI22(DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(6)<TDC23L)|(DATA(6)>TDC23U) |
(DATA(1)<OM3L) |(DATA(1)>OM3U)|
(DATA(2)<DEL3L) I(DATA(2)>DEL3U) |
(DATA(3)<E3TL)|(DATA(3)>E3TU)|
(DATA(4)<E3BL) j(DATA(4)>E3BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT23 = COUNT2 3+1;
TDC23(DATA(6))=TDC2 3(DATA(6))+l;
OM3(DATA(1))=OM3(DATA(1))+l;
DEL3(DATA(2))=DEL3(DATA(2))+l;
E3T(DATA(3))=E3T(DATA(3))+l;
E3B(DATA(4))=E3B(DATA(4))+l;
*/
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IF(DATA(5)<VET3L)|(DATA(5)>VET3U) THEN GO TO G23; 
VE3(DATA(5))=VE3(DATA(5))+l;
G23:GELI2C(DATA(7))“GELI2C(DATA(7))+l;
GELI23(DATA(7))=GELI2 3(DATA(7))+l;GO TO NEXT;
/*
CASE24:
*/
G24:
/*
CASE25:
IF(DATA(6)<TDC2 4L)I(DATA(6)>TDC24U) |
(DATA(1)<0M4L)I(DATA(1)>OM4U) |
(DATA(2)<DEL4L)|(DATA(2)>DEL4U)|
(DATA(3)<E4TL)1(DATA(3)>E4TU)|
(DATA(4)<E4BL) I(DATA(4)>E4BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT24-COUNT24+1;
TDC24(DATA(6))=TDC2 4(DATA(6))+l;
OM4(DATA(1))=OM4(DATA(1))+l;
DEL4(DATA(2))=DEL4(DATA(2))+l;
E4T(DATA(3))=E4T(DATA(3))+l;
E4B (DATA(4) )=>E4B (DATA(4) ) + l ;
IF(DATA(5)<VET4L) |(DATA(5)>VET4U) THEN GO TO G24; 
VE4(DATA(5))=VE4(DATA(5))+l;
GELI2C(DATA(7) )>GELI2C (DATA ( 7 ) ) + l ;
GEL124(DATA(7))=GELI24(DATA(7)) + l ;GO TO NEXT;
/*
IF(DATA(6)<TDC25L)I(DATA(6)>TDC2 5U) I 
(DATA(1)<0M5L)I(DATA(1)>OM5U) |
(DATA(2)<DEL5L)|(DATA(2)>DEL5U) I 
(DATA(3)<E5TL)|(DATA(3)>E5TU) |
(DATA(4)<E5BL) I(DATA(4)>E5BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT2 5 = COUNT25+l;
TDC25(DATA(6))=TDC2 5(DATA(6)) + l;
OM5(DATA(1))=OM5(DATA(1))+l;
DEL5(DATA(2))=DEL5(DATA(2))+l;
E5T(DATA(3))=E5T(DATA(3) )+l;
E5B(DATA(4))=E5B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET5L) |(DATA(5)>VET5U) THEN GO TO G25; 
VE5(DATA(5))=VE5(DATA(5))+l;
G25:GELI2C(DATA(7))=GELI2C(DATA(7))+l;
CASE26:
G26
GEL125(DATA(7))=GELI25(DATA(7)) + l ;GO TO NEXT;
IF(DATA(6)<TDC2 6L)|(DATA(6)>TDC2 6U) I 
(DATA(1)<OM6L)I(DATA(1)>OM6U)|
(DATA(2)<DEL6L) I(DATA(2)>DEL6U)|
(DATA(3)<E6TL)|(DATA(3)>E6TU)|
(DATA(4)<E6BL)I(DATA(4)>E6BU)THEN GO TO NEXT; 
COUNT2 6=COUNT2 6+l;
TDC26(DATA(6))=TDC2 6(DATA(6))+l;
OM6(DATA(l))=OM6(DATA(l))+l; 
DEL6(DATA(2))-DEL6(DATA(2))+l;
E6T(DATA(3))=E6T(DATA(3))+l;
E6B(DATA(4))=E6B(DATA(4))+l;
IF(DATA(5)<VET6L) |(DATA(5)>VET6U) THEN GO TO G26; 
VE6(DATA(5))=VE6(DATA(5))+l;
:GELI2C(DATA(7))=GELI2C(DATA(7))+l;
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h
GELI26(DATA(7))=GELI26(DATA(7))+l;G0 TO NEXT;
NEXT:END;
EOF:CLOSE FILE(TAPIN);
11=11+1 ;
J=J+I;
PUT SKIP LIST (I,' RECORDS PROCESSED FROM ',FNAME); 
IF (II>MAXFILE) THEN GO TO FILEOUT;
ELSE GO TO FILEIN;
FILEOUT: WRITE FILE(TAPOUT]
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
PUT
END;
FROM
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
WRITE FILE(TAPOUT) FROM 
SKIP LIST (J,'RECORDS 
SKIP LIST (CC0UNT11 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT11 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT12 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT13 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT14 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT15 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT16 
SKIP LIST (C0UNT21 
SKIP LIST (COUNT22 
SKIP LIST (COUNT23 
SKIP LIST (COUNT24 
SKIP LIST (COUNT25 
SKIP LIST (COUNT26
TELESC0PE1) 
TELESC0PE2) 
TELESC0PE3) 
TELESC0PE4) 
TELESC0PE5) 
TELESC0PE6) 
TDCl );
TDC2);
GE1 )
GE2 )
GE3 )
GE4)
GE5 )
GE6)
GE7 )
GE8)
GE9 )
GE10)
GE11 )
GE1 2 )
GE1 3 )
GE1 4 )
PROCESSED') 
'DIRECTION 11 
C0UNT11' ' 
C0UNT12' 
C0UNT1 3‘ 
C0UNT14' 
C0UNT1 5‘ 
C0UNT1 6‘ 
C0UNT21' 
C0UNT22 ‘ 
COUNT23' 
COUNT24' 
C0UNT2 5' 
C0UNT2 6'
EVENTS PROCESSED');
Appendix B
CALCULATION OF THE EFFECT OF FINITE SIZED 
PARTICLE DETECTORS ON NON SPIN FLIP ANGULAR 
CORRELATIONS.
The following is a general description of the cal­
culation used to determine the effect of a finite particle 
detector upon the non spin flip 2+ — > 0+ gamma ray-recoil 
nucleus angular correlation function W(0).
Consider a rectangular detector of height II and 
width W centered on a scattering angle THETA with respect to 
the beam and a distance A from the target.
Figure 41 illustrates such a detector geometry. Let be 
taken along the beam axis. Let Y be taken to be in the 
beam-detector center plane. 51 is therefore normal to the 
beam-detector plane. Let YY and XX correspond to a two di­
mensional coordinate system in the plane of the detector 
such that XX is parallel to X and YY is in the YZ^  plane. 
Further let the origin of this detector plane coordinate 
system be on the side of the detector closest to the beam. 
The two coordinate systems are therefore related to each
other such that for a point (R ,R ) in the scintillationxx’ yy
detector plane:
R - R
<|) x<b CD CD
= Acos(e) + (W /2)cos(pi/2 - 6) - Ryycos(pi/2 - 6)
- 202 -
203
YY
THETA
—  ©
Figure 41: Illustration of geometry used in calculation of
the effect a finite sized detector has on an 
observed angular correlation function.
©  (D ®
Ry = Asin(e) - (W/2)sin(pi/2 - 0) + R yysin(pi/2 - 0)
where 0 = THETA.
The distance from the scattering center to any 
point on the detector is then defined to be:
R = ( R 2 + R 2 + R  2 )J/2 
—  x y z
With respect to this distance R the following scattering an­
gles are determined:
0pl = cos""1 (Rz /R)
0 pl = sin_1(Rx /(R sin(0pl)))
The nucleus recoil direction is related to the pion 
scattering angle by (Mar70):
^recoil ^pi
^recoil - <180° - V )/2‘°
The angle between the recoil direction and the gam­
ma ray 0y is then determined by using the dot product be­
tween unit vectors in the direction of the recoil nucleus 
and the gamma ray such that:
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Finally, the effect of a finite detector on an an­
gular correlation function is obtained by averaging W(8) 
over the detector surface W by H using a grid of points
(R ,R ) such that: x x ’ yy'
w(e) = <i / n ) T  y . W(6)
average R R
xx yy
where 0 is determined in terms of R and R and N is thexx yy
number of points averaged over,
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